
ABSTRACT 

ARGENTA, CHRISTOPHER FINAN. Recognizing Teams and Their Plans: General Plan 
Recognition in Multi-Agent Domains (Under the direction of Dr. Jon Doyle). 
 

 The ability to observe the actions of individual agents and from those to infer which are 

working together as teams and what they are attempting to accomplish is the focus of Multi-

Agent Plan Recognition (MAPR) research. MAPR is a subset of the Plan, Activity, and 

Intent Recognition (PAIR) research topic in Artificial Intelligence (AI). Most current MAPR 

solutions tend to target recognizing activities in specific domains, rely on matching 

observations to human generated libraries of “sequences to look for”, depend on base rates, 

and/or forensically analyzing the structures of complete synchronized traces. Our 

contributions avoid all of these simplifications to the MAPR challenge while focusing on 

persistent non-interfering teams and team-level goal-oriented plans. 

 In this research, we extend MAPR research by introducing three new recognition 

algorithms that are application independent (i.e., general), match observations to planning 

domain descriptions, and provide on-line recognitions after every serial observation. Our 

initial algorithm, Event Sequence Alignment (ESA) generates its own plan library and 

compares it to observations. Our second and third algorithms extend Plan Recognition as 

Planning (PRAP) to multiple agents with discrete and probabilistic versions of Multi-Agent 

PRAP (MAPRAP). For each algorithm we detail its design and evaluate its recall, precision, 

and accuracy as a function of time (i.e., observations) and across three multi-agent domains. 

We introduce our framework for evaluating and several methods for predicting performance. 

 Our results show that when agent traces are optimal, MAPRAP and P-MAPRAP achieve 

perfect recall over the entire trace, ensuring that early-stage recognition does not miss the 

correct interpretation, and increasing accuracy and precision levels. For ESA, we show 

previously unreported challenges with a prior plan libraries that are amplified with multi-

agent scheduling. For P-MAPRAP we evaluate online MAPR in non-ideal condition such as 

dropped observations and suboptimal team plans. We present differences in recognition 

approach, domain, team compositions, and degree of error. 
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Chapter 1 Recognizing Teams and Their Plans 

 Imagine looking through binoculars at strangers in the distance that appear to be hard at 

work doing something and asking yourself “What the heck are they doing?” People will often 

observe a situation like this, watch individual actions taking place over time, attempt to make 

sense out of (or recognize) what they have seen, and posit what may occur next. This 

recognition capability is essential for establishing situational awareness, understanding how 

to act appropriately in a given context, and explaining the activities that are being observed to 

others. Recognition is generally considered an abductive reasoning task that uses some model 

of the situation to infer an explanation for the observations made. Identifying what is going 

on in a scene is the subject of Plan, Activity, and Intent Recognition (PAIR) research [1] in 

Artificial Intelligence (AI). Multi-Agent Plan Recognition (MAPR) is the application of these 

techniques to making sense of group behaviors. 

 This dissertation addresses MAPR techniques that analyze an on-going sequence of 

actions performed by individual agents (a trace) and attempt to infer which agents are 

working together (a team), what they are attempting to accomplish (their team goal), and 

how might they act to accomplish this goal (their plan). We explicitly focus on general 

techniques that can be applied multiple domains without requiring human-generated insight 

into action patterns and their meaning (often referred to as a plan library). We assume that 

each agent’s actions over time are purposefully directed towards the team goal, that the team 

goal is one of a known set of possible goals, that the recognizer passively/remotely observes 

actions that are not deliberately deceptive, and that only agent actions change the state of the 

world. We have developed three novel on-line MAPR techniques. After each observed 

action, our recognizers provide a set of interpretations consisting of suspected teams and their 

goals that explain the observations so far (backed by a complete plan). We show that over a 
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range of situations that as more observations are received our interpretations improve 

according to measures of precision, accuracy, and recall over time. 

 In the remainder of Chapter 1 we detail the formulation of our research problem (Section 

1.1) and motivations for this work (Section 1.2) including applications. We then present an 

illustrated example of a MAPR problem based on a well-known planning domain (Section 

1.3). The final sections describe our claims about what is new in this research (Section 1.4) 

and our assumptions and limitations (Section 1.5). 

 In Chapter 2, we survey the relevant background and most directly related research in the 

literature. This is still a new research area, so each example of existing research addresses a 

unique set of requirements. We discuss how our approach is similar and different from these. 

 We specify our methodology for analyzing recognizers, including key metrics and 

problem considerations in Chapter 3. We present a novel approach for assessing the relative 

difficulty in recognizing goals in different domain problems. In Chapter 4, we detail our 

three benchmark domains: Team Blocks World (a mechanical task used in most MAPR 

research), Collector (a movement domain), and Storybook (a narrative-focused domain). 

 We then present the three new MAPR recognizers we have developed in this research: (1) 

Event Sequence Alignment (ESA) recognition in Chapter 5, (2) discrete Multi-Agent Plan 

Recognition as Planning (MAPRAP) in Chapter 6, and (3) Probabilistic Multi-Agent Plan 

Recognition as Planning (P-MAPRAP) in Chapter 7. For each recognizer, we provide a 

detailed description of its approach and complete evaluation results. 

 Finally, we give our conclusions and future work in Chapter 8. Our main conclusion is 

that our techniques general on-line MAPR feasible but computationally expensive. We 

compare the results across our recognizers and discuss benefits and limitations of each. We 

then provide recommendations for how to build on this research and address its limitations. 

 All references (page 187) and an Appendix (page 191) of additional and detailed results 

are found at the end of this dissertation. 
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1.1 Overview of the Problem 

The research problem addressed by this proposal is summarized below (also see Table 1): 

Given a multi-agent domain description, scenario descriptions, and sequence of observed 

agent actions infer the organization of teams and their respective goal and plan. 

Table 1. Inputs and outputs of our recognizers. 

Given Inferred 

Domain Description (with possible goals) 

Scenario Description (with set of agents) 

Serialized Observations of Agent Actions 

Teams (set of affiliated agents) 

Goal of each Team 

A Plan for each Team to Achieve its Goal (that 

explains observations seen so far) 

Given Inputs. We formulate the MAPR problem based on the following three inputs: a 

domain description, a specific scenario description, and a sequence of observed actions. 

 The domain description ensures that our solution remains general (i.e., supports any 

properly specified domain problem). For this research we focus on logical domain problems 

describable with the widely used Plan Domain Description Language (PDDL) [2] and allow 

translation from Multi-Agent PDDL (MA-PDDL) [3]. The domain description includes a 

representation of the state of the world (with closed world assumption) that can be modified 

based on actions performed. The domain includes a full description of all possible actions 

that agents can perform (sometimes called an action model). Each action is parameterized to 

include the agent performing the action. Actions are specified to include preconditions 

(clauses that must be true for the action to be performed) and effects (clauses modified when 

the action is performed). The domain description also includes a list of all possible goals, and 

the specification of any agent types if appropriate. Together these three components of the 

domain description provide the specification of the range of possibilities for a problem. 

 The specific scenario description builds on the domain description with details of the 

explicit instance of the problem at hand. The scenario description is also given in the PDDL 
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problem format. It specifies the initial state of the world existing before any agent actions 

take place. The scenario description also includes the complete and fixed list of the agents 

involved, but no indication of their team affiliations. Any attributes of agents are also set as 

part of the scenario or initial state. The list of agents is static and gives us the total count of 

agents that must be assigned to teams in any valid interpretation. 

 The sequence of observed actions is a serial trace of the actions performed in the order 

they are performed. These actions must be consistent with the rules of the domain 

description. The recognizer accepts the observed actions, one at a time- this prevents the 

recognizer from relying on action synchronization to determine cooperation. The sequence of 

observed actions can be incomplete (i.e., observations dropped) with the understanding that 

the lack of an observation does not mean that the action did not actually take place. Each 

observed action in the sequence is parameterized with the agent that performed the action 

along with any other input parameters in the action model. 

Outputs. The required output for the problem is a set of interpretations, which provide both a 

team assignment for every agent, the goal of each team in the interpretation, and a plan that is 

consistent with that goal and the observations to date. Since we are interested in an online 

capability, the recognizer outputs the set of interpretations after each observation is 

processed. 

 Each interpretation includes the composition of each suspected team. We define “team” 

as a set of agents that share a joint goal. The actions of agents within a team are assumed to 

be cooperative in support of the goal and coordinated among the members of the team. There 

can be any number of teams as long as each team has at least one agent affiliated, and each 

agent is on exactly one team. As such, an agent can be on a team alone. There are an 

exponential number (bell(number of agents) [4]) of possible team compositions. 

 Each interpretation also specifies a goal for each inferred team. The goal of each team 

must be one of those specified in the list of possible goals (see domain description above). 

Additionally, for each team/goal pair, the recognizer must provide a plan. The plan is a 

potential, near-optimal, total ordered sequence of actions that start at the given initial state 
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and through a sequence of prescribed actions that achieves the goal. These prescribed actions 

must be consistent with the domain description, and be executed by the agents assigned to the 

team. The action sequence of the plan must be consistent with all of the previously observed 

actions, while adding actions that were unobserved and are anticipated in the future.  

1.2 Motivation for this Research 

 An AI system that can recognize what other agents are doing, infer how they are 

organized, and better predict future actions and states will be in a superior position for 

helping others, preventing issues, resolving threats, explaining situations, and determining 

which of these behaviors is the most appropriate. The maximum value of recognition is 

achieved when the activities can be correctly identified early in their execution, so online 

recognizers that interpret the scene continuously after each observation are desirable even 

when early answers are less precise. Second, determining when agents are working together 

as a team is useful when these lines are not obvious (e.g., a team uniform) because it provides 

the context for individual actions. Finally, exposing the plan underlying a sequence of actions 

allows us to put meaning to observations, and use that meaning to better understand previous 

and predict future behaviors. This research in MAPR is designed to operate online, identify 

team structures, and recognize the execution of plans. 

1.2.1 Real-World Applications 

 The proposed research is relevant for solving a range of real-world challenges that 

require inferring the goals and/or organizations of cooperating agents. We outline five 

potential application areas that will be served by the outcome of this research. 

Wide Area Surveillance. Several DoD and civilian programs involve monitoring the 

activities that take place in a large physical area and include actions performed by a large 

number of individuals. In the vast number of cases, individual actions are benign. In cases 

where the activities pose a potential threat, these programs seek to identify the actors and risk 

prior to their completion of their objectives (e.g., terrorist or organized crime activities). 

Today, these programs rely on anomaly detection technologies, which often learn patterns of 
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life and identify cases that do not appear to follow these patterns. Meanwhile, the agents 

being observed act deceptively by minimizing their deviation from normal behavior patterns. 

Threats can be masked by as series of activities that are only out of the ordinary when looked 

at together. Furthermore, when threats are realized, these programs are used forensically to 

identify what happened and who might have participated in the activity. 

 Advancing MAPR technology could enable new approaches to wide area surveillance 

that are based on identifying likely goals and cooperation for all observed activities. Each 

goal could be labeled with the threat it constitutes, if any. Directing attention to potential 

threats earlier in their execution and identifying all individuals involved enables law 

enforcement to intervene in a more effective and efficient manner. 

Insider Threat Detection. Insider threats represent a serious security challenge because the 

individual involved is already in a trusted position. For example, employee(s) that are 

working against organizational policies to steal money or information. While most insider 

threats (caught to date) consist of a single individual, they can hide from monitored activities 

through social manipulation, cyber-identity theft, and leveraging the trust/oversights of others 

thus obscuring the activity by dividing them among multiple participants. Advancing MAPR 

technology could enable automated systems to uncover complex multi-agent interactions that 

may result in notable situations that warrant investigations. 

Intelligent Game Playing and Monitoring. Many games, such as massively multiplayer 

online games, allow players to develop complex strategies that potentially involve multiple 

players (or potentially players controlled by the same person). Understanding how these 

strategies are unfolding over time and the parts different agents play in the activities would 

allow a game AI to compete more effectively with human players. Similarly, in some 

environments an AI that monitored game play to ensure players were acting consistent with 

the game expectations/rules would be valuable. Advancing MAPR technology could allow 

game AIs to better anticipate the potential actions and strategies of players and teams. 

Automatic Narration. In many contexts, it is useful to explain the activities of agents in the 

form of a narrative. A key component of this is the ability to identify which actions are 
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significant so as to tailor their explanations towards the ultimate goal and infuse the narrative 

with intentions even when they are not directly observed. For example, the sentence “He is 

heading towards the house, probably to get the flashlight so he that can see in the cave.” is 

more informative and expressively rich than the direct observation “He is heading towards 

the house.” For multiple agent scenarios, giving inferred purposes in commentary explains a 

series of actions over multiple agents. Advancing MAPR technology could allow AIs to 

automatically narrate complex multi-agent activities with intentionality, and detect when 

their inferred explanations are wrong and make appropriate corrections. 

 In addition to real-world applications for MAPR, solutions developed to solve key parts 

of this research problem may be applied to other problems that require searching large state 

spaces and producing a set of feasible interpretations. In many of these applications, it is 

more important to ensure that the correct answer is in the set of interpretations outputted 

rather than give a single interpretation. Recall takes priority over precision and accuracy. 

1.3 An Illustrative Example of MAPR 

 To clarify and introduce the concepts, consider the AI domain “Blocks World” as an 

illustrative example. In Blocks World, a robot gripper rearranges a set of lettered blocks 

stacked on a table, as shown in Figure 1. The robots actions are atomic and include: pickup, 

unstack (pickup from atop another block), put down (on table), stack (put down atop another 

block). The goal is for the robot to rearrange blocks into a stack in a specified sequence. 

 Blocks cannot be picked up if other blocks on top of them, and can only be stacked from 

bottom to top - so an AI controlling the robot gripper must plan the sequence of block 

manipulations correctly to achieve their goal. Goals are random letter sequences of various 

lengths interpreted from bottom (on table) to up (clear). Letters are not repeated in a goal. For 

example, (and (ontable B) (on I B) (on G I) (clear G)) specifies the goal “BIG”. 

 Team Blocks (Figure 2) is a multi-agent adaptation of the Blocks World domain. As in 

Blocks World there are lettered blocks randomly stacked on a table. Each agent operates a 

robot gripper that can pick up one block at a time. Teams are composed of 1 to n agents that 
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plan together and act collaboratively towards the same goal. 

 

Figure 1. A standard Blocks World layout includes 
randomly stacked blocks and a crane (agent) that 
rearranges them to its goal. 

 

Figure 2. Multi-agent Team Blocks World extends the domain 
to include multiple cranes. In this case all of the agents are on 
the same team with a single shared goal of “BGM”. 

 We parameterize each action with the agent performing the action and the block(s) 

involved. We also added several domain predicates to prevent agents from attempting to pick 

up blocks held by other agents. Since we plan teams independently, we partition the blocks 

and goals to avoid conflicting plans. However, no information about teams (count or sizes), 

partitioning of blocks, or goals assignments are known to the recognizer. 

 In Team Blocks there can be multiple teams, with each team having at least one agent, 

and each agent having exactly one team. Figure 3 shows a scenario with two teams (blue and 

red), each with a unique goal, and each with two agent members. Single agents can also exist 

simply by allowing teams to have a single member (Figure 4).  

 The objective of the MAPR system is to identify the teams (which agents/grippers are 

working together) and the goal for each team. Since this information is hidden, the recognizer 

must observe the actions that take place and make inferences. Notice that the observed 

situation is identical for Figures 2, 3, and 4 while the team compositions and goals differ. 
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Figure 3. There can also be multiple teams, each with their 
own unique joint goal. In this case two teams. 

 

Figure 4. The same observerables but with an alternative 
complement of teams. This time there are three teams. 

 An “interpretation” is a possible explanation that includes a full assignment of teams, the 

agents on each team, and the goals the joint goal for each team. The interpretations for the 

above cases are given in Figure 5. There can be many feasible interpretations, particularly 

early in the trace when there is less information to constrain them. A Recognizer must 

consider all possible interpretations for teams and goals, and identify those that are feasible 

given the sequence actions observed up to that time. 

 

 
Figure 5. Three unique interpretations for the same observered state. The left most interpretation includes all of the agents 
on a single team with the goal “MGB”. The center interpretation includes two partial interpretations, each with two agents 
on each team. The right most interpretation includes three partial interpretations, two of which include only a single agent. 
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 For any specific scene, there is only one correct interpretation. When evaluating the 

recognizer we look at the feasible or most likely interpretations and determine: if the correct 

answer is among them (recall), if there are many false positives (precision), and if we have 

eliminated many the infeasible or unlikely interpretations (accuracy). The remainder of this 

document describes our research designing, building, and evaluating such recognizers. 

Other Domains. In this research we use the Team Blocks and two other domains. Team 

Blocks is structured around ordering mechanical operations and identical agents. Collector is 

a movement-oriented domain with agents starting in multiple locations. Storybook is a 

narrative domain where agents may have different skills and motivations. These three 

domains were designed to sample different potential issues for recognition, comparing results 

across all of them helps use ensure that our recognizers are robust and general purpose. More 

on these domains can be found in Chapter 4. 

1.4 What is New in this Research 

 This research includes a formulation of MAPR for jointly inferring teams and their 

plans/goals over time. Specifically, our formulation is for online multi-agent/multi-team 

recognition using a planning domain vice a human generated plan library and base rates. We 

have developed three novel recognizers capable of addressing this MAPR challenge: 

• Event Sequence Analysis (ESA) recognizer automatically generates a case-based 

plan library with our custom heuristic TopK planner (JFFTK) and then performs 

sequence alignment to compare observations to the plan library cases. We analyzed 

ESA using multiple trace simulation methods to identify new challenges in multi-

agent scheduling causes with (generated) plan libraries (Chapter 5). 

• Multi-Agent Plan Recognition as Planning (MAPRAP) recognizer uses plan 

synthesize to determine if observations are consistent with optimal plans for 

hypothesized teams and goals [5][6]. This recognizer does not use an a priori plan 

library and gets perfect recall on optimal traces (Chapter 6). 
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• Probabilistic Multi-Agent Plan Recognition as Planning (P-MAPRAP) recognizer 

scores hypothesized teams/goals by consistency with observations and prioritizes plan 

synthesis over time to focus recognition on the most likely interpretations [7]. This is 

our most flexible recognizer, it gets perfect recall for optimal traces but we also use it 

to analyze the effects of dropped observations and suboptimal traces (Chapter 7). 

 To parametrically analyze our recognizers, we developed an evaluation framework that 

generates/simulates scenarios, executes online recognizers, and evaluates MAPR 

performance. We have evaluated each recognizer within this framework against a large 

problem set spanning three distinct multi-agent domains (see Chapter 4): 

• TeamBlocks is a multi-agent version of Blocks World domain that is currently the 

standard domain for evaluating MAPR solutions (see Section 0). 

• Collector is our new multi-agent domain based on team movement through a graph as 

agents steal and stash treasures. Collector results in longer traces with more distinct 

action sequences than TeamBlocks (see Section 4.3.2). 

• Storybook is our new multi-agent domain based on generating a narrative story in 

which teams of agents slay monsters, get rich, find love, and have honor. Storybook 

produces the longest and most challenging to recognize traces (see Section 4.3.3). 

 Additionally, we investigated techniques to characterize MAPR domains. We have 

implemented three metrics for estimating the difficulty of recognition based on a prior 

analysis of a corpus of traces (which we generate from the domain description using JFFTK): 

• Worst Case Distinctiveness (WCD) is a metric taken from Goal Recognition Design 

work to identify the convergence point (number of actions) for recognition. We 

implemented WCD in a new way and extended it for multi-agent traces (not 

previously done). We also extended this metric for best and expected case 

distinctiveness to bracket a range of expected convergence times for a domain 

(Section 5.2.1). 
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• Sequence Entropy is new metric we created to summarize the diversity in the 

ordering of actions in traces. In our MAPR results, higher sequence entropy is 

correlated with better recognition performance (Section 5.2.2).  

• Total Observed Variation (TOV) is a metric we created using Event Sequence 

Analysis and Clustering (ESAC) to estimate the relative amount of variation in a 

corpus of sequences [8]. In our MAPR results, lower TOV correlated with better 

recognition performance (Section 5.2.3). 

 We generated a large set of test problems using our domains and evaluated each of our 

recognizers. Our results include online performance measures showing early-stage (just a few 

observations) through final-stage (all available observations) recognition performance. For 

each evaluation case, we provide recall, accuracy, and precision curves over time which can 

serve as benchmarks for future team-oriented MAPR research. 

1.5 Assumptions and Limitations 

In this research, we make the following assumptions that reduce the scope of the problem: 

Keyhole 
Observations 

We assume that the agent’s actions are not influences by the 

observer/recognizer in any way. We do not interrogate or test the agents 

directly. Likewise the agents are not attempting to deceive the observer. 

No Team 
Interference 

We assume that teams of agents do not interfere with the plans of other 

teams. We have controlled/partitioned the environment to avoid 

unintentional interference between teams without providing additional 

clues to team affiliation. While we would like to relax this limitation, 

competition between agents introduces additional degrees of freedom. 

Static Goals Several MAPR researchers focus on identifying the changing of goals 

and teams over time. These are usually very short-term goals that are 

identified by specific key actions or sequences of actions. This research 

focuses on teams trying to achieve single longer range goals over time. 
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Agent Use For some combinations of initial state, goal, and team composition an 

optimal solution may not require the use of all of the agents on the team. 

Particularly, early on in the recognition only some of the agents might 

have acted (i.e., no round-robin or turn-taking). Initially, we eliminated 

non-acting agents in analysis; however in an online system this skews the 

early stage results, so now we acknowledge the lower precision. 

Sensor 
Interfaces 

We assume an abstract method of sensing the actions observed in the 

scene, and do not model sensor details. We do not perform computer 

vision to extract actions from video or other sources. We do not model 

uncertainty or error in observations (except missing). In this research, we 

simply assume an observation is correct and complete, or not given at all. 

Metric and 
Non-Classic 

Domains 

There is a very wide range of research into automated planning. This 

includes domain descriptions and planners that aim to optimize on 

different aspects of the plan. We assume that a classical planner is used 

to minimize the cost of the plan where cost is the total number of actions 

performed to achieve the goal. 

Deliberate 
Actions 

We assume that the agents observed in the scene are acting deliberately 

and reasonably to achieve a goal. Agents performing random actions or 

according to a set of equations would have no plan to recognize, so we 

do not consider that case. Likewise, agents that are acting highly sub-

optimally are not recognized well. Acting deceptively may be also be 

interpreted as having two goals (open vs hidden) and are not in scope. 

Doubling 
Up 

We assume that all agents are on a single team. They may be the only 

agent on that team, but they may not be on multiple teams. Likewise, we 

assume that each team has a single goal. 

Learning 
Domains 

In this research, we assume the domain description is provided as input, 

and learning the domain from observations is out of scope. 
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Chapter 2 Background and Relevant Research 

2.1 Recognition: Making Sense of Complex Behaviors from Observations 

 There is considerable research in automated recognition of complex behaviors from 

observables. There are also many specific applications and challenges being investigated in 

isolation. Because our intent is to pursue the generalized case, we borrow concepts and 

solutions from a wide range of work, including other generalized research. In the following 

sections we scope these concepts, survey relevant research, and discuss research that helps 

extend the general case to multiple agents. 

2.1.1 Differentiating Plan, Activity, and Intention Recognition (PAIR) 

 The outputs of PAIR algorithms fall roughly into three categories: Plan, Activity, and 

Intent. The distinction is based on behavioral information recovered from observation. 

Plan 
Recognition 

When agent actions are determined by an intelligent plan they are 

purposeful and directed towards a goal. The planning process represents 

the transition from initial state though a sequence of actions to result in 

the achievement of the goal. Plan Recognition (PR) is the process of 

translating observed sequences of actions and states into a plan and 

goal. PR requires knowledge of the planning scope, scenario 

characteristics, and behaviors being observed. In most cases, an expert-

produced Plan Library defines the relationship between potentially 

observable actions and likely plans. Non-purposeful, erroneous, highly 

inefficient, or unexpected behaviors result in poor plan recognition 

accuracy. 
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Activity 
Recognition 

Activity Recognition (AR) focuses on identifying specific behaviors 

from observations. Observables for AR are often sensor inputs (e.g. 

cameras) and actions tend to be physical (e.g. movement). AR does not 

attempt to determine the plan or purpose behind an activity. This scope 

reduces the amount of knowledge required and makes fewer demands 

on the range of actions being observed. For example, discrete activities 

can be identified within the actions of a randomly acting agent without 

requiring a purpose. The boundary gets blurred between PR and AR for 

complex activities. 

Intent/Goal 
Recognition 

Plans are designed to achieve goals, so when we recognize a plan in PR, 

we also get its goal and intention. In Intention/Goal Recognition we 

only identify the intention, goal, or class of goals; making it amenable to 

simple abductive classification. In many applications, this is sufficient. 

This high-level recognition is also useful for reducing the search-space 

for a PR system. 

2.1.2 Classifying the Recognizer/Observer Model 

An observer model defines the interaction between recognizer and agents. Cohan et al. [9] 

identified two types for plan recognition: “intended” where the agent wants to communicate 

its plan to the observer and “keyhole” where agent is unaware of the observer. Geib [10] 

introduced “adversarial” recognition where agents attempt to hide their plans from the 

observer. 

Intentional Agents try to be understood. In intentional plan recognition, the 

observer can interact with agents (e.g., asking questions or giving 

choices) to resolve uncertainty For example, in user modeling, the 

recognizer infers the user’s goals by observing actions (e.g., commands 

they use) and helps the agent succeed (e.g., offering suggestions). In this 

way the recognizer directly interferes with the agent’s plan, and agents 
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adapt their plan to include interaction with the recognizer. This 

technique can be applied to applications such as intelligent tutoring 

systems and automated support systems. 

Adversarial Agents try not to be understood. Adversarial interactions between 

observer and subject agent is a variation of intentional PR where Agent 

may attempt to deceive the observer. Determining the actual plan of the 

agent requires assessing the validity of observations, and filtering 

deceptive plans. Meanwhile, the agent adapts its plan based on being 

observed. Applications for these techniques include security monitoring. 

Keyhole Agents are unaware they are being observed. In keyhole plan 

recognition, the agents do nothing specific to aid or deceive the 

recognition because they do not know they are being observed (e.g., a 

hidden camera observing activity in a park). The observer does not 

interact with the agent. The result is that the only observables are those 

resulting from the actions that the agent elects to use to carry out their 

plan. Applications here include covert surveillance, automated 

narration, and robot control through populated environments. 

In this research, we focus exclusively on keyhole recognition. 

2.1.3 Knowledge Representation and Reasoning used in PAIR Research 

 In this section we present relevant PAIR research by the inference they employ: Logical, 

Probabilistic, Hybrid (logical/probabilistic), Grammar Parsing, and Planning as PR. 

2.1.3.1 Logic-Based Plan Recognition 

 Kautz and Allen [11] provided the basis for much PAIR research with a generalized plan 

recognition system based on First Order Logic. They introduced an “Activity Taxonomy” 

that logically mapped all possible actions to purposes through entailment. Kautz extended 

this approach [12] using temporal reification and incorporating Allen’s Interval Algebra [13] 

to capture the order-dependency in sequences of actions, and abstract the action taxonomy to 
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include other types of events. Action and event taxonomies are essentially symbolic plan 

libraries (Figure 6), which included all possible plans. 

 

Figure 6. Example event taxonomy showing graphical and logical representations. The sX() functions represent temporal 
ordering as steps. (Picture from [12]) 

 The inference in Kautz’s approach identifies minimal explanations for observations 

(expressed as existential assertions) as both top-level explanations (those facts entailing End) 

and explanation graphs (e-graphs) as shown in Figure 7. Goldman, Geib, and Miller [14] also 

incorporated logical rules and representations while introducing probabilistic approaches to 

selecting the most likely (vice the minimal) explanations.  

 
Figure 7. Example cooking domain event taxonomy and the explanation graphs for the observations MakeMarinara(n1) and 
MakeNoodles(n8) being combined to infer a plan (Pictures from [12]).[There should be a link between MakeSauce and 
AnyEvent that is not shown in the event taxonomy that was not included in the original publication.] 
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2.1.3.2 Bayesian Network Base Plan Recognition 

 Charnaik and Goldman [15] addressed story understanding using abduction in a Bayesian 

plan recognition network (PRN). Statements of a story are analogous to a sequence of 

observations, and explanation is an understanding of the plan. Their solution starts with a 

logic-based representation of knowledge about plans and actions, which is used to generate 

the most likely potential plan elements. These grounded elements are added to a BN 

representing probabilities of events and plans. 

 Plan knowledge is represented by unordered sets of sub-actions (steps) and the objects on 

which they act. In their implementation this knowledge has “slots” which are “filled” by 

other knowledge in the system. As shown in Figure 8, the observations and potential 

explanations are graphically represented. 

 

Figure 8. Example PRN with plan knowledge represented by unordered sets of sub-actions (steps) and the objects on which 
they act. (Picture from [15]) 

 Notice, that the observations 1) a go action exists, 2) a liquor-store object exists, and 3) 

the destination slot of the go action was the liquor-store, are derived from a fragment of a 

story “Jack went to the liquor-store.” These facts (specifically actions) can be explained by a 

plan for liquor shopping. While there may be other possible explanations the Wimp system is 

designed to be conservative instantiating new nodes. With the addition of more evidence in 

the form of the sentence “He pointed a gun at the owner.” we add a competing hypothesis for 

the plan. An updated network showing the incorporation of a new plan to rob the liquor store 

is shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. The same PRN as Figure 8 with additional evidence (Picture from [15]) [I believe there should be a link between 
(inst rob4 rob-) and (inst go1 go-) that is not shown in the original publication.] 

 Albrecht [16] developed a keyhole PR system using Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBN) 

that observed player activities in a Multi-User Dungeon (MUD) environment. The recognizer 

identifies a player’s quest by observing their actions in the environment. As shown in Figure 

10, the DBN includes variables for actions and locations over time (  and ) which can 

predict the players next moves or actions given that they are performing a given quest ’ (  

represents a previous quest). The ( ’| 	 	 ) for observed times ( ) represents the 

probability the player is on quest Q’. For future ’s, ( | ’) and ( | ’) predict the steps 

for accomplishing ’. Given all possible quests , ( | 	 	 ) generates a 

ranked list of candidate quests. 

  

Figure 10. Dynamic Bayesian Network showing the possible actions taken over time and locations over time being condition 
to the current quest. (Picture from [16]) 
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 A myriad of goal/intention recognition solutions have been suggested using probabilistic 

inference. The simplest are based on naïve Bayesian networks where possible observations 

are conditional independent given a goal or intention. The advantage of such an approach is 

quick reasoning to rank candidate goals/intentions, which could make such an approach 

useful for pruning or prioritizing potential plans for recognition. 

2.1.3.3 Markov Logic for Activity Recognition 

 Markov Logic (ML) combines logical representations with probabilistic confidences and 

generates a grounded Markov network from which it makes inferences[17]. Biswas et al [18] 

and Tran and Davis [19] both used ML for activity recognition. In both models, lower-level 

computer vision fed uncertain facts (observations) to the higher-level activity reasoning 

system. Biswas addressed a single agent, while Tran and Davis observed multi-agent activity 

and performed basic identity maintenance. 

 Recent work by Sadilek and Kautz [20] performed multi-agent activity recognition using 

position traces collected during instrumented games of capture the flag. Sadilek and Kautz 

observed that GPS sensor accuracy was insufficient to detect tagging incidents within traces, 

but by watching behavior subsequent to a suspected tag they could infer tagging events with 

higher accuracy. 

2.1.3.4 Plan Recognition Through Grammar Parsing 

 Vilain introduced the use of parsing for plan recognition [21] by building on Kautz’s [11] 

logical approach. In his thesis “Probabilistic Grammars for Plan Recognition,” [22] Pynadath 

applies probabilistic state-dependent grammars to represent plan patterns and build 

probabilistic inference networks for plan recognition. Geib and Goldman [23] approached 

plan recognition in PHATT with a grammar that tracked pending actions to structure hidden 

Markov models. Geib et al. [24] also presented YAPPER as an implementation of plan 

recognition in which the plan library is represented as a probabilistic frontier fragment 

grammars and inference as a rewriting system. 

 Geib and Goldman [25] also developed grammar-based probabilistic plan recognition for 

the intrusion detection domain. In this work, they addressed adversarial agents (actively 
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avoiding observation), partially ordered plans, and multiple goals. The flexibility of this 

approach makes it attractive for less rigidly structured plans. 

2.1.3.5 Plan Recognition as Planning (PRAP) 

 Ramirez and Geffner introduced Plan Recognition as Planning (PRAP) as a generative 

approach that does not require a plan library. To date, they have released three incremental 

papers describing symbolic [26], probabilistic [27], and partially observed Markov process 

(POMP) [28] approaches. 

Symbolic Approach. Unlike traditional plan recognition methods that require a large plan 

library, PRAP [26] works with the same planning domain used to generate plans. This 

approach generates and compares plans for reaching goals. Observations are translated to 

ordered interim goals (e.g. waypoints) that we know the observed agent has accomplished. 

This produces a new domain theory that extends the original with operations to enforce the 

given ordering (operators set values that are preconditions for the next operator) and with a 

final result that is required for the new goal states. These new operators have no additional 

cost (e.g. time or step counts). 

 If we assume P is the original plan theory, and P’ is the modified theory. We then 

generate optimal plans for every goal under both P and P’. If, for any goal, the optimal cost 

under both P and P’ are the same, than the observations can be explained as pursuing that 

goal. Unfortunately, this method requires generating two plans for every possible goal, and 

when using optimal planners large problems could take a long time. Interestingly, good 

results were also demonstrated with more scalable suboptimal planners. 

Probabilistic Approach. To avoid the requirement that agents follow optimal plans to be 

recognized, Ramirez and Geffner [27] also defined an approach that produces posterior 

probabilities P(Goal | Observables) given some prior P(Goal). They compute P(Observations 

| Goal), by evaluating the cost difference between optimal plans that achieve the goal with or 

without accomplishing the observables. 
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 A Boltzmann distribution is produced for cost differences of all goals and normalized. In 

the case of uniform priors, the most likely goals are those that minimize the cost difference 

for achieving the goal with and without explicitly meeting the observed subgoals. The 

observed subgoals are implemented as a fluent which is true if and only if the actions match 

observables to the current time. This does not combine multiple plans. So even if there are 

many optimal plans and only one satisfies the observables, its probability is not reduced. 

Rameriz and Geffner’s recent work [28] extends PRAP to Partially Observable Markov 

Processes. 

2.1.4 Multi-Agent Plan Recognition (MAPR): Detecting Coordinated Behaviors 

 In 2001, Intille and Bobick [29] developed an activity recognition system for multi-agent 

systems using American football as the domain. This system recognized plays in a library 

from pose and speed sensor data from individual players. They noted two key challenges in 

migrating from single agent to multi-agent activities. First, the combination of agents 

significantly inflates state and feature spaces making exhaustive comparisons impossible. 

Second, detecting coordination patterns in temporal relationships of actions is critical for 

complex multi-agent activities. In abstracting their temporal relationships they used a subset 

of Allen’s Interval Algebra [13] for ordering dependencies. They relied on Bayesian 

networks for reasoning, generating a graphical network for each play, and took advantage of 

“reset points” (i.e., downs) provided by the football domain allowing short activities. 

 Saria and Mahadevan [30] presented an approach to recognizing multi-agent 

policies/plans in the sport of soccer based on Multi-agent Markov Decision Processes 

(MMDP). Their hierarchical policy structure represented concurrent single agent policies 

under (higher level) joint policies (Figure 11). These hierarchies reflect the team-oriented 

decomposition found in HTNs used for multi-agent planning. By defining a strategy for 

policy selection (start) and termination (end), they temporally scope joint policies by the 

observation of individual actions. 
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Figure 11. Hierarchy of Policies/Subgoals combining joint and individual goals within a single timeslice. 

In both of these examples, multi-agent activities are identified from a library of possible 

hierarchies by the temporal correspondence between individual agent actions. 

2.1.4.1 Leveraging Complex Coordinated Agent Behaviors 

In addition to concurrency of actions, coordination and interaction between agents can be 

characterized by other means. For example, Sadilek and Kautz [20] collected data for multi-

agent activity recognition by instrumenting players in a Capture the Flag game with GPS 

trackers. Because of GPS accuracy limitations, they could not detect activities such as 

players tagging each by simply detect temporal co-location. Instead, they detected a tagging 

event by its effect (tagged player must remain stationary until tagged again). While their 

focus was improving noisy observations, such an approach could be used to detect 

unobservable actions or compensate for dropped observations. 

Sukthankar and Sycara [31] used coordinated actions to prune the multi-agent plan library by 

matching observed structure within coordinated traces to structures within the library. In their 

formulation of the problem, sub-plans start by recruiting a dynamic team to cooperate in an 

action. They built a hash table mapping key observerable sequences that distinguish sub-

plans (i.e., last action of parent and first of sub-plan). A simple lookup reduces the search 

into the plan library. While the recruiting and splitting of teams cannot be directly observed, 

the sequences allow them to be inferred. 

2.1.4.2 Detecting Agent Affiliations with Entity Resolution 

 In some cases, instead of searching for plans that match observed agent coordination, we 

must attempt to find agents acting cooperatively with respect to a suspected plan. For 
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example, actions are uninteresting until they are observed within the context of the plan. In 

these cases, we need to identify agents whose traces fit a suspected role, which is a form of 

probabilistic entity resolution [32] based on the rules of the planning domain.  

Banerjee, Kraemer, and Lyle [33] propose a MAPR solution based on flattening HTNs in the 

plan library and matching patterns with the synchronized observation stream. They extend 

existing algorithms that detect these patterns over all combinations of agents. By finding a 

match, they resolve sub-goal being performed and coordinated agents. This approach 

however, requires either a simple agent assignment model, or grounding all possible 

assignments as unique patterns. 

 A third approach also combines team resolution and activity recognition using domain-

specific characteristics. Sukthankar and Sycara [34] compared physical positioning patterns 

to expected formations. By identifying agents assembled in formation, they infer cooperation 

and prune the search space for activities in which they might be engaged. 

2.1.4.3 Multi-Agent Plan Recognition (MAPR) from an Action Model 

 In 2012, Zhuo, Yang, and Kambhampati developed a MAPR tool called DARE that 

inferred goals and team composition jointly [35]. DARE solves MAPR as a constraint 

satisfaction problem using a MAX-SAT solver. The domain description (or action model) 

was first analyzed to extract the causal-links based on the dependencies between actions, 

these became hard constraints. The observations were also used to create hard constraints, as 

a solution must fit the domain and the observations. Soft constraints were developed around 

variables indicating likelihoods that agents were on the same team. Solving the MAX-SAT 

problem provided the goals that explain the observations and the teams. Zhou expanded on 

DARE in 2014 to handle missed observations [36]. This research has the most in common 

with our own because it jointly solves the team and goal problems. However, it was not an 

online system, and used a very different approach than we present here. 

2.2 Planning Background: Purposeful Agent Behaviors 

 Plan recognition is notionally the reverse of planning. In this section, we look at the 
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generation of behaviors with an emphasis on answering two questions: 

1) How does planning relate to the information we might recover from observations?  

2) How can planning and simulation be used to evaluate the performance of recognition 

systems? 

2.2.1 Key Concepts from Generalized Planning Research 

 The planning problem can be summarized as establishing a (partially or totally ordered) 

sequence of actions that transforms the current (initial) state to a desired (goal) state. The 

generalization of planning refers to the fact that the representation used to describe states and 

actions is not specific to particular domain problems. Planning is a well-researched and 

highly specialized field of AI, and the short overview here is strictly intended to provide a 

basis for our plan recognition objectives. 

2.2.1.1 General Plan Domain Representations 

 General plan domain representations allow us to decouple the subject matter domain 

(representation) from the reasoning element of planning. Two important general plan domain 

representations are STRIPS and PDDL. 

STRIPS The STanford Research Institute Problem Solver (STRIPS) [37] provides a 

FOL-based representation of initial and goal states and a series of action 

rules. Each action rule includes a name, preconditions (logical statements that 

must be true for the action to be executed), and postconditions (logical 

statements that are set to true when the action is executed). 

PDDL Since 1998, there have been competitions [38] that evaluate general planners 

across diverse domains. These contests help standardize representations used 

by general planners. The Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) [2] 

used in these contents, extends STRIPS (and others) to improve expressivity 

and simplify common domain specification tasks. PDDL has continued to 

evolve [39] to incorporate more complex planning elements such as temporal 

and preferential specifications. 
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MA-PDDL The Multi-Agent PDDL extends PDDL to represent multi-agent domains and 

was recently (2015) used in a multi-agent planning competitions [40]. The 

key difference in the representation is the indications of agents in actions. A 

transformation tool [63] has been developed that converts MA-PDDL to 

PDDL with additional agent parameters that can be used to perform multi-

agent planning using classical (single agent) planners. 

For generalized plan recognition, we want to identify the actions and states being observed. 

A general plan domain representation provides a structured representation of the complete 

range of agent actions, effects of actions such that an unobserved action might be recognized 

by its effect, and the domain-specific terminology with which to label actions when 

observed. 

 In this research, we use PDDL encoding of the planning domain with additional 

parameters for the agent performing each actions. From this representation, we synthesize 

fully (total) ordered plans, that is full sequences that order the actions from initial state to 

goal state. However, other relevant research has used an alternative representations and 

output forms described below. 

Hierarchical Task Networks (HTN). Within a planning domain, actions can be organized 

into hierarchies with more abstract methods (non-primitives) being composed of a set of 

lower level methods and/or actions (primitives) (Figure 12). These graphs provide an 

automated planner with information that it can use to plan more efficiently because actions 

are already structured in (presumably) intelligent ways. Just as a planner decomposes high-

level methods in the plan domain, a recognizer can use hierarchies in a plan library to infer 

high-level methods from observed actions. 

Partial Ordering. Partial-order plans are sets of actions with order dependencies due to the 

postconditions of one action being preconditions to another. As shown in Figure 13, 

unordered actions can produce multiple observation sequences. A recognizer (such as in 

[36]) can leverage expected causal dependencies to reduce the search space, and link actions 

that are part of a common activity. 
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Figure 12. HTN example with only partial observation of 
the primitive actions. 

Figure 13. Possible observed sequences from the same 
partial order plan (assumes AND relation) 

2.2.1.2 Optimal v. Satisficing Planners 

 Planners differ in the quality of plans they produce. An optimal planner guarantees the 

best sequence for a given plan utility metric. The most common planning utility attempts to 

minimize the total number of actions required. Computing the optimal plan may require 

significant time, but heuristics can synthesize good enough plans more quickly (satisficing). 

Three major considerations for recognition hinge on optimizing v. satisfying planning: 

1. Poor plans are difficult to recognize if we only expect optimal ones. In adversarial 

scenarios, an agent may attempt to obscure goals by acting sub-optimally. 

2. The fast execution of satisficing planners is attractive for generating plans to compare 

against observables; Ramirez and Gaffner [27] showed that recognition performance 

was not significantly reduced by satisficing in PAPR. 

3. Humans are not optimal planners, so it is unlikely that real-world observations of 

human agents will always present an optimal plan. 
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2.2.1.3 Uncertainty in Agent/Environment Interactions 

 Uncertainty in execution of agent behaviors increases uncertainty in recognition. In the 

face of uncertain interference agents can use contingency planning or plan repair to adjust 

their behaviors dynamically. A recognizer that handled these complexities would need to 

detect these changes to make sense of the resulting observations. 

Deterministic v. Stochastic Environments. A subdivision of general planning comes from 

environment uncertainty. There are three key areas where predictability impacts plans: 

actions, states, and rewards. 

Deterministic Also known as “classical planning,” deterministic planning domains 

are amenable to logic-based representations. Deterministic actions and 

states allow a planner and recognizer to predict transitions between 

states with certainty. Likewise, known rewards simplify optimization. 

Stochastic In a stochastic planning domain, agent actions may fail in uncertain 

ways that require that planners and recognizers consider unintended 

outcomes to actions. Similarly, state variables and rewards can also 

have uncertainty. Probabilistic STRIPS Operators (PSO) [41] and 

Probabilistic PDDL (PPDDL) [42] are extensions of generalized 

planning domain representations that support probabilities on action 

outcomes, state variables, and (PPDDL only) probabilistic rewards. 

Real-life is obviously stochastic but such environments are clearly more difficult for planning 

and recognition. Ramirez and Gaffner demonstrated adapting their proven deterministic 

PAPR to partially observed Markov decision problems [28]. 

Agents with Limited Perception. 

 Another source of uncertainty in the interpretation of agent behaviors is the effects of an 

agent’s limited perception of the environment. Boutilier, et al [41] defined this difference 

with respect to information in each perspective. He defines these as: ( is state, is agent’s 

observations, and is the action that the agent chooses; all at time x.) 
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 The “System Trajectory” has complete knowledge of the full state and the actions taken: 	 <	< , >,< , >,… ,< , >>	 (2.1)	
 A “Complete History” includes the full state information, actions taken, and the 

knowledge available to the agent at each time step: 	 <	< , , >,< , , >,… , < , , >>	 (2.2)	
 The “Agent-Observed History” reflects on the information on which the agent made their 

local action choices: 	 <	< , >,< , >,… ,< , >>	 (2.3)	
 In the simplest case, agents have full access to the entire environment state making these 

equivalent. The recognizer may also have limited perception. An agent’s limited perception 

effects which actions they take towards their goal, but the recognizer’s perception limits 

which of the agent’s actions are observed. When we recognize behaviors, it may be valuable 

to estimate the agent’s localized perception so that we interpret the action in a similar context 

as it was made. 

Exogenous Events. Exogenous events are influences on state not under an agent’s control. In 

a shared environment, effects of uncoordinated agents may appear as exogenous events. We 

found no existing literature on how dynamic changes to plans impact keyhole PR. In 

intentional plan recognition, recognizers may introduce such events, but this is out of scope 

here. The challenge here is detecting exogenous events and recognizing their impact on the 

current plan and adaptations while maintaining the same goal. 

2.2.2 Extending Planning to Multi-Agent Teams 

 Planning has been extended to include planning the actions of multiple entities. A 

complete system history for n agents with limited knowledge (following Boutilier’s form) 

would be: 	<	< , , , … , , , , … , >,… ,< , , , … , , , , … , >	>(2.4)	
 We define a multi-agent system by having plans of individual agents contribute to an 
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overall plan for the team of agents. Group planning can be performed in either a central or 

distributed manner. According to DeWeerdt and Clement [43], the multi-agent planning 

problem is best decomposed into five phases: 

1. Allocation of goals to agents 

2. Goals refined to subtasks 

3. Subtask scheduling with resource and temporal constraints 

4. Inter-agent communication and deconfliction 

5. Plan execution 

 Implementations vary with respect to this decomposition and approach to allocation and 

communication. Allocation methods range from centralized to auction-based solutions. 

Communication includes plan merging to synchronization. For example, in Generalized 

Partial Global Planning (GPGP) [44] agents communicate elements of their plan that other 

agents merge into their own planning processes. Concurrent Hierarchical Plan (CHiP) [45] 

provides communication at multiple levels of abstractions. 

2.2.2.1 Classifying Agent Interaction 

 Dimopoulos and Fernandez [46] presented an approach for extending classical planners 

to the multi-agent domain in a distributed manner by taking individual plans and combining 

them into a joint plan. They formalize coordination and cooperation with respect to 

interference between individual plans that must be addressed in the joined plan. We use this 

as a basis for laying out levels of interactions: Independent, Coordinated, Cooperative, and 

Adversarial. For this research, we will focus on Coordinated agents, although teams with 

only one agent are essentially Independent agents. 

Independent Agents. Agents coexist but have isolated goals and no direct interaction (i.e., no 

step 4). Because they share an environment, they can interfere with each other’s plans with 

respect to limited resources (e.g. occupying a position) and causal link threatening (e.g. 

turning off a light before another finishes using it). Recognition of multi-agent behaviors 

with independent plans requires only tracking/filtering observations for independently 
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recognizing individual agent plans. The complication of interferences is similar to stochastic 

environment or exogenous event as in [47]. 

Coordinated Agents. Coordinated agents have goals/subgoals to achieve, but communicate 

during planning to avoid interferences. Optimality of individual plans is secondary to the 

joint plan. Some approaches perform distributed planning of individual plans followed by an 

exchange and merging [48] into, or repairing [49] based on, a joint plan. Integrating plans 

may involve coordinating positive (e.g. two agents trying to do the same thing- where only 

one agent is required) and negative (e.g. two agents have conflicting actions) interactions. 

When merging plans, positive interactions result in efficiency improvements in the joint plan, 

while negative interactions require reorganizing of individual plans, which is likely less 

efficient. 

Coordination requires communication between agents. Depending on the domain, it may be 

possible for a recognizer to observe communication. If we define a team of agents as any 

group that coordinates their actions, then detecting communication provides a simple way to 

establish team affiliation. In the absence of observable communication, the affiliation might 

be detected from: 

• Classification of recognized goals (e.g. agent A and B seek complementary sub-goals, 

so they may be working together) 

• Identification of instances of positive interactions (e.g. agent A appears to have 

assumed agent B handled A’s dependency) 

• Observation of inefficiencies in an individual agent’s plans that support efficiencies 

in joint planning and may be caused by negative interactions (e.g. A waits for B to 

avoid interfering) 

In each case, we would need to be sensitive to other explanations for the observed behaviors, 

particularly explanations that cannot be directly observable by the recognizer (e.g. agent A 

gets nervous and postpones an action). Recognizing instances of coordination between agents 

is important for identifying team composition. 
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Cooperative Agents. Cooperative agents introduce shared goals/subgoals. In addition to any 

agent-specific and team goals, agents may adopt subgoals that assist teammate agents. 

Planning with multiple goals may result in interleaving of actions that support each goal. 

This introduces a complexity for recognizers because the sequence of observables (from a 

single agent) may integrate actions performed for different purposes as shown in Figure 14. 

  

Figure 14. Cooperative agents with shared goals and interleaved actions can be challenging to recognize because the actions 
expected to complete goals can be distributed between agents. 

Adversarial Agents. In adversarial multi-agent systems, agents intentionally work against 

each other. Instead of sharing plans they use localized observations of each other’s actions 

and state. In fact, one application for plan recognition is to create more intelligent adversaries 

by recognizing the plans of other agents from these observables. 

 Planning in adversarial systems requires iterative replanning whenever an adversary 

changes the state in an unexpected way. In a game domain interaction and replanning 

opportunities are encapsulated in the concept of turns. Adversarial planning (e.g., MinMax 

trees) can be characterized by predicting the other’s actions and acting to optimize your 

expected return. An interesting challenge for multi-agent plan recognition of adversarial 

agent teams is leveraging keyhole observations for assessing the strategies being used by 

each team and predicting the outcome. 
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2.2.2.2 General Game Playing 

 A yearly contest [50] has evolved around creating AIs that play games, and not just “a 

game,” but “any game.” General Game Playing systems accept a declarative game 

description, learn it, and play it competitively. According to Geneserth and Love [51] the 

goal is to inspire researchers to develop AIs that are general by forcing the game playing 

intelligence to come from the AI, and not from clever developers based on expertise in a 

particular game (similar to a Plan Library). 

 General Game Players (GGPs) focus on synchronous games (i.e., turn-taking). They are 

not intended to handle stochastic environments, partially observable states, and infinite state-

spaces. They can range from single player games, which are effectively generalized optimal 

planning tasks, to multiplayer games that require complex adversarial reasoning. 

 The Game Description Language (GDL) [52] provides a logic-based description of a 

game environment, legal moves, player roles, initial state, and goals. The similarities 

between GDL and PDDL have inspired researchers to suggest hybrids such as the Game 

Domain Description Language (GDDL) [53]. 

 GGP provides a model for evaluating generalized MAPR solutions against diverse 

domains. GGP also provides a model for executing agent behaviors in game domains, and 

provides insight into representations beyond a planning domain but short of a plan library. 

2.3 Goal Recognition Design 

 Recently, research started to look at Goal Recognition Design [54,55]  in which domains 

and scenarios are evaluated to identify changes that make the goals of agents easier to 

recognize earlier. These changes are typically changes to the environment (e.g., adding a 

barrier) and the intention is to design the environment such that reasonable plans (optimal in 

[54] and bounded suboptimality in [55]) to accomplish different given goals are distinct 

earlier in the action trace. Karen and Gal synthesize plans for agents with different goals, and 

compare at what point the agent’s action traces diverge. The metric Worst Case 

Distinctiveness (WCD) indicates the point (number of actions/time steps) at which agents 
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with different goals no longer share a common sequence of actions. Essentially, for a specific 

domain and environment, WCD tells us how long we have to observe the actions of an agent 

to uniquely recognize which goals an agent is pursuing. This research attempts to identify 

changes to the environment that minimize the WCD as in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15. A grid movement domain with two goals (A and B). In the initial environment (left) plans to achieve goal A or B 
cannot be distinguished until the 5th movement/action when the agent is nearing the goal (in the worst case). On right, a 
modification (grey box) to the environment forces more distinctive movement/action traces to reach goals. 

 Unlike Goal Recognition Design, we do not change the environment. However general 

MAPR research is interested in online recognition of plans in multiple domains. Metrics like 

WCD help quantify how soon in a trace we can expect recognition to occur and can be 

applied in multiple purposes. In Section 5.2.1, we present an alternative method of 

computing WCD, an extension to team traces, and several unique approaches to quantifying 

sequence distinctiveness. 

2.4 Challenges for PAIR/MAPR Research 

 In addition to the challenges presented in the background research, there are fundamental 

challenges that must be addressed in order to perform PAIR/MAPR research. 

Limited Data Availability. A major consideration in PAIR/MAPR research is collecting 

observational data for recognition. For each application area, some set of sensors is needed, 

but may not be easily available (e.g., a UAV). To evaluate a solution under a wide range of 

conditions we would require data from many large data collections including a variety of 

well-scripted scenarios that may not be practical. 
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Unknowable Ground Truth. The accuracy of recognition can be quantified by metrics like 

precision and recall when we know the facts of a particular scenario (e.g., the actual goal or 

subgoal of each agent). However, in real-world situations we cannot read the minds of 

agents. Researchers can estimate the facts with a subject matter expert’s assessment (i.e., 

tagging), surveying of the participants, or staging scenarios. However, such manual processes 

are costly, time consuming, and potentially inaccurate for complex behaviors at multiple 

levels of abstraction. 

Sensor and Observation Sensitivity. Activity recognition research often references sensor 

error and techniques to cover it for very specific domains. What is rarely shown is the 

comparison of recognition results given various levels and types of observational error. An 

assessment of the sensitivity of recognition performance to lower-level sensor settings or 

observational error could prove valuable for designing systems. Similarly, in some domains, 

there may be critical actions that must be observed to achieve recognition. In canned data, we 

either have or do not have these key actions, but a statistical treatment of such effects would 

be more compelling. 

Situated Agents v. Optimal Behaviors. Intelligent agents assess their state before acting. To 

recognize the intent behind actions, we must estimate an agent’s perception of the state and 

preference between actions. Typically, an agent’s consideration process is summarized by the 

assumption that the agent will act according to an optimal plan to reach a goal. However, an 

agent’s beliefs and observations of the current situation; effects of actions; preferences 

regarding benefits, costs, and risks; and learned patterns of behavior will vary what an agent 

perceives as the optimal path for accomplishing a goal. Ideally, a recognizer would assess the 

agent’s localized decision-making process and estimate its beliefs and perceptions. An 

interim step might be to simply measure the effect of plans with various levels of divergence 

from the optimal. 

Scenario and Team Behavior Complexity. We are interested in generalized plan recognition, 

but some behaviors will likely be more difficult to interpret than others.  It is not clear where 

the domains used in existing research fall on such a scale (e.g., How does a good result in 
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capture the flag compare to a medium result in football?). Ideally, we would like to assess the 

difficulty in various domains and to characterize structures in the domains that are 

intrinsically more or less difficult to recognize. We cannot do this as long as we rely on 

manually generated and domain specific tricks for leveraging structure in a problem. 
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Chapter 3 Recognition Evaluation Framework 

 In this research, we have developed several multi-agent plan recognizers which, given 

various constraints on the problem, attempt to identify teams and their goals from a sequence 

of independent agent action observations over time. While there is considerable MAPR 

related research described in the previous chapter, our research is unique with respect to its 

approach to generality, on-line processing, and multi-agent/multi-team approach. As such, 

there is not an established evaluation technique or appropriate benchmarks against which to 

directly compare our results to previous recognizers. There are, however, many techniques 

proven in other research areas from which we have drawn to create the robust evaluation 

methodology described in this chapter. 

 The primary objective of a MAPR recognizer is to correctly and jointly infer: 

1. The existence and composition of teams of agents, where a team is defined as any 

agents pursuing a common goal. The teams are a partitioning of the given a list of 

agents. For this research, we assume the teams are static for the duration of the trace. 

2. The common goal that each team of agents is pursuing from a list of all possible 

goals. There will always be one goal per team, and team goals are unique. For this 

research, we also ensure any team can achieve their goal without interference. 

 Additionally, there may be many potential ways for the same set of agents could achieve 

a specific goal. We differentiate “plan recognition” and “goal recognition” by whether the 

recognizer can produce a plan that accounts for the observed actions and predicts future 

actions. There may be a high (and potentially unlimited) number of potential plans, we only 

require the produced plans to be feasible, not identical to the actual plan being executed. 
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3.1 Objectives for Recognizers 

 An important factor in our technical approach is to ensure that our MAPR recognizers are 

as general as possible - they should work for any application problem meeting the interface 

requirements. This introduces several considerations for how we go about evaluating these 

solutions, and why they cannot be directly compared to other, non-general, solutions. 

Domain 
Generality 

Many existing recognizers are developed for and tuned by human 

developers to perform well in one specific application domain. We would 

expect such a system to perform better than our recognizers for that 

specific domain. Our approach is to design recognizers that are domain-

agnostic in the same manner as general planners are developed for the 

International Planning Contest (IPC) [38] and game players are developed 

for the General Game Playing (GGP) [52] competitions. Under this model, 

the AI is developed to a set of domain description specifications and is 

unaware of the application domain until evaluation. The AI is then 

evaluated against a range of application domains to determine if it is 

sufficiently general, and performance is compared relatively to other AI’s 

working under identical conditions. 

No Human 
Generated 

Clues 

Many existing recognizers are general in terms of their reasoning, but rely 

on a human to generate a set of “plan libraries” or other application-

specific tells (e.g., formations) for the recognizer to use. The quality of 

these human inputs would directly impact the recognizer’s performance. 

To avoid this confounding factor and to place the focus squarely on the 

intelligence of the AI, we do not allow any domain knowledge that is not 

provided through the common inputs to the system. 

Online 
Recognition 

Our recognizers must produce their interpretations at each time step (after 

each of the serialized observations). This allows us to evaluate early stage 

recognition, which we can reasonably expect to perform worse than 
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systems with more complete information. In multi-agent systems, there 

may also be time periods where we have no observations of some subset of 

the agents, which obscures both their goal and team affiliation. 

No A Priori 
Base Rates or 

Common 
Cases 

Finally, in many applications there is enough repetition that, after 

observing a sufficient set of cases, some answers are a priori more likely 

than others. For our evaluation, every recognition instance is unique, we 

randomly sample the problem space, and we allow no memory of previous 

instances. As a result, the base rates for all team/goal combination are 

equal and there are no common cases that can be leveraged. 

 In this chapter we detail our evaluation approach, our framework for evaluating multiple 

recognizers on simulated data sets, the specification of the recognizer (inputs and outputs), 

and the metrics we use to assess recognition performance. We then discuss our criteria for 

MAPR domains and present three (one well known and two new) MAPR domains  

3.2 Approach to Recognition Research 

 Recognition is an abductive reasoning process in which we must infer hidden information 

that explains observations given our understanding of the world. An evaluation of 

recognition must compare the inferred information with the actual ground truth to establish a 

measure of correctness. In the case of MAPR, an interpretation is the composition of teams 

and their respective goals (with accompanied plan), and there is only a single correct ground 

truth interpretation. With only a single agent, the number of possible interpretations would be 

equal to the number of possible goals. But, with multiple agents each partitioning of the 

agents into teams and combinatorial assignment of goals to those teams is a potential 

interpretation. The number of possible interpretations escalates exponentially as we add 

agents. The task of a MAPR recognizer is to positively identify the correct interpretation 

from this large pool of possible interpretations. 

 Our MAPR recognizers perform this task in an on-line fashion. This means that after 

every observation, with one observation per time step, the recognizer issues a set of positive 
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interpretations (all others are considered negative). Early in the sequence of observations, we 

expect a recognizer to issue many false positive interpretations. With additional observations, 

we expect the number of false positives to decrease. Ideally, there would eventually be a 

convergence point where only the true positive interpretation is issued. 

 This temporal approach to evaluating MAPR recognizers against all possible 

interpretations is unique to our research. Such an approach enables us to compare recognizer 

performance against each other recognizers and over a wide range of conditions to better 

understand the repercussions of recognizer design decisions. 

3.2.1 Framework 

 In order to exercise and evaluate our recognizers, we have developed a framework that 

generates well-formed observation traces for a wide range of scenarios (our Simulator), 

provides the input and captures the output of our Recognizers, and computes our recognition 

metrics given ground truth (our Evaluator). We also developed software to stochastically 

generate new scenario instances for each domain, which is consistent between the simulator 

and the recognizer. The architecture of this framework (Figure 16) details the interfaces 

between these components. 

 

Figure 16. Our framework for evaluating recognizers includes components that simulate, recognize, and evaluate using a 
common set of data. 
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 We consider a set of  agents, = { , , …	, } partitioned into  teams from a set = { , , … , } possible teams such that each | | ≥ 1. Agents perform actions in 

pursuit of a team goal ∈  for all , where  is the set of all possible goals. In this 

research, each team has one goal. Agents perform actions over time steps, (1, … , ) to 

achieve goals. These actions, , and environment state, , are defined in PDDL. We define 

the planning domain as a tuple = { , , , }. We define a scenario as a set of team 

assignments	{( , )… ( , )} and team goals {( , )… ( , )} with each agent 

assigned to a single team and each team having a unique goal. 

Each component has clear interfaces and responsibilities within the framework: 

• Simulator: Produces the full observations of agent actions. 

• Observer: Limits the observations that the recognizer can see. 

• Recognizer: Infers the teams, goals, and plans of agents being observed. 

• Evaluator: Compares the recognizer’s inferences against ground truth. 

These components are described in more detail in the following subsections. 

3.2.1.1 Simulator 

 The Simulator produces the full action trace, which consists of the complete sequence of 

actions for every agent (regardless of team) in a serialized temporal order. This action trace 

becomes observerables = { ,… , } where each includes a grounded action from  

parameterized by the acting agent ∈ . 

 Inputs for the Simulator include the domain, scenario, list of agents, and possible goals. 

The Simulator is aware of the correct agent to team affiliations, and the goals for each team. 

It uses this information to synthesize places for each team, and interleaves those plans into a 

single sequence of actions. The interleaving respects the order of each plan but randomly 

orders actions that occur in the same time step. We refer to observable actions performed by 

a specific agent  at time  as . Actions that can take place concurrently (same ) are 

randomly ordered in the outputted action trace. 
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3.2.1.2 Observer 

 The Observer is a small filter that processes the complete action trace and emits the 

observed action trace. The Observer is intended to introduce error into an otherwise ideal 

action trace. For example, the Observer can be set to remove some percent of the actions 

randomly to assess the sensitivity of the recognition to missing observations. Unless 

otherwise stated, the Observer is set to simply pass the actions on to the Recognizer without 

any modification. 

 We implement a “keyhole observer” meaning that the agents are in no way influenced by 

the observer or recognizer. So there is no feedback into the simulation. Unlike many multi-

agent solutions, our system does not add “no-op” actions when no action is observed for an 

agent at any time unless this is an action explicit in the PDDL. The rationale for this is that in 

many cases, no information could mean that the agent did nothing (a true no-op), or that we 

simply did not observe its action (e.g., dropped it from the actual trace as simulated error in 

the sensor). 

3.2.1.3 Recognizer 

 This research includes the creation of three multi-agent recognizers, with the same input 

(domain, scenario, agent list, goal list, and action trace are described in 3.2.2) and outputs (a 

time series of interpretations). An interpretation from the recognizer includes the inferred 

goal and composition for each team, and the feasibility/likelihood of correctness (a score) at 

each time step (after each observation is processed by the recognizer). The recognizer tracks 

a large set of the tuple ( , , , ,, , ) where p is a score that ranges from 0 

(observations are not consistent with this interpretation) to 1 (observations are perfectly 

consistent with this observation) and indicates that, at time , {( , ), ( , )} is true and 

 is the team plan trace on which the assertion is based.  includes observerables … , 

and predicts future actions necessary to achieve the goal . The details of how recognizers 

do this are in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. 
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3.2.1.4 Evaluator 

 The Evaluator is responsible for comparing the interpretations emitted by a Recognizer to 

the ground truth interpretation provided by the Simulation. After each observation, the 

Evaluator reviews those interpretations identified as most likely (or still feasible if discrete) 

as positive classifications and the others as negatives. From this confusion matrix, it 

computes our evaluation metrics of recall, precision, and accuracy. The evaluator provides no 

feedback to the Recognizer, but records metrics for later analysis/reporting. 

3.2.2 Recognizer Interface 

 One of the major challenges in comparing the results and approaches in existing MAPR 

research is that each solution uses its own format, assumptions, and sets of inputs and 

outputs. In order to reach a level of standardization like IPC or GGP, there must be a baseline 

specification for the recognizer interface. While our interface may not suit all other research 

interests, we have standardized it to our objective, constraints, and assumptions so that we 

can directly compare our recognizers. 

3.2.2.1 Inputs to a Recognizer 

 As shown in Figure 16, the inputs to our recognizer are consistent with the constraints in 

our problem description. The inputs include a domain description, scenario description, a list 

of agents, a list of goals, and observation trace. All these files are stored on disk as text files. 

Domain Description. We use the Plan Domain Description Language (PDDL) to describe 

our domains. The domain includes the definitions of the possible actions, their preconditions, 

and effects on the current state. To support multi-agent planning in PDDL we parameterize 

every action with the agent that performs it (as the first parameter). This format enables us to 

convert from Multi-Agent PDDL (MA-PDDL) domains if desired. We also instrument the 

actions with an effect that represents the observation as shown in bold in Code 1. 
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(:action PICK-UP Name of action is “pick-up”. 
   :parameters (?agent – agent 
                ?block - block) 

Requires an agent and the block to pick up. 
In MA-PDDL the agent(s) would be specified outside parameters. 

   :precondition (and 
        (CLEAR ?block) 
        (ONTABLE ?block) 
        (HANDEMPTY ?agent) 
        (ISFREE ?block)) 

The following must be true to perform this: 
   The block must not have another on top of it. 
   The block must be on the table (else use unstack). 
   The agent must not already have a block in hand. 
   The block must not be held by another agent. 

   :effect (and 
        (not (CLEAR ?block)) 
        (not (ONTABLE ?block)) 
        (not (HANDEMPTY ?agent)) 
        (not (ISFREE ?block)) 
        (HOLDING ?agent ?block) 
        (OBS_PICK-UP ?agent ?block)) 

When applied, the action results in these changes: 
   The block is not longer clear. 
   The block is not longer on the table. 
   The agent’s hand is no longer empty. 
   The block is not longer free to be picked up. 
   The agent is holding the block. 
   An observable event of “OBS_PICK-UP” has occurred. 

)  

Code 1. Example of an action specification (to “pick-up” a block from the table) in PDDL as included in domain.pddl file. 
Additions to traditional PDDL implementations are bolded. 

Specific Scenario Description. The specific scenario is stochastically generated to ensure 

that a wide diversity of environment and team/goal situations. In Team Blocks World, we 

include the list of blocks and agents in the scene, and the initial state of the world. The 

scenario is also described using the PDDL format (as a problem file) as in Code 2. 

(:objects 
   A - block 
   B - block 
   C - block 
   D - block 
   E – block 
   F - block 
   Agent0 - agent 
   Agent1 – agent) 

Defines the constants for the objects in scene, which includes 6 blocks and 
2 agents. We then want to initialize the blocks like this: 

 

(:init 
   (ISFREE A) 
   (ISFREE B) 

… 
   (HANDEMPTY Agent0) 
   (HANDEMPTY Agent1) 

… 
   (ONTABLE E) 

… 
   (CLEAR B) 

… 
   (ON B E) 

… 
) 

To fully specify this arrangement, we need to set the appropriate 
predicates: 

• No one is currently holding each of the blocks. 
• The agents initially have nothing in hand. 
• The blocks at the bottom are on the table (i.e. not on top of any 

other block). 
• The blocks on the top are clear, meaning the agent’s crane can 

manipulate it. 
• Blocks are also stacked on top of each other (with top block given 

first). 

Code 2. Example PDDL specified Scenario Description in problem .pddl file. The “objects” block defines the types and the 
“init” block sets the initial state conditions. 
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List of Agents. The list of all agents, , is simply a text file with one line per agent name 

(used in PDDL files). In the case described above, there were two agents named, so the 

agents file would contain the lines in Code 3. 

Agent0 
Agent1 
Code 3. Listing of example agent.txt file. Each agent’s name is on a separate line. Within the recognizers the agents are 
identified by their index (starting at 0) within this file. Names cannot have spaces and must be consistent with problems. 

 There is no required order to this list but within interpretations agents are referred to by 

their index into this file as in = { , , …	, }. For simplicity, we named agents to 

include their index, but this is not required. The list of agents does not change within an 

instance of the recognition problem. 

List of Goals. The list of all possible goals (or at least all the goals we wish to recognize), = , , …	, , are listed with one line per goal. Code 4 is an example of a goal to 

spell “CAB” (bottom up). 

(and (ONTABLE C) (ON A C) (ON B A) (CLEAR B)) 

Code 4. Example Goal for Team Blocks World to produce a stack with the word "CAB". Goals can be compound goals 
using the “and” predicate. 

 Goals are specified as conjunctions of a set of predicts defined within the PDDL domain. 

Each goal is unique, complete within the line (these goals are referenced by their line index 

in this file), and cannot include any indication of agents or teams.  

Action Trace. The simulator emits a sequence of actions that occur as the agents complete 

their various goals (one goal per team). The actions are interleaved to preserve their order but 

obscure the organization of teams. One possible trace for the above scenario, agents, and goal 

might is shown in Code 5. 

0 UNSTACK Agent0 A C 
1 UNSTACK Agent1 C F 
2 PUT-DOWN Agent1 C 
3 STACK Agent0 A C 
3 UNSTACK Agent1 B E 
4 STACK Agent1 B A 

At time step 0, Agent0 will unstack block A from on top of C. 
At time step 1, Agent1 will unstack block C from on top of F. 
At time step 2, Agent1 will place block C on the table. 
Actions at the same time step can be observed in any order: either a Agent0 will 
stack block A on C or Agent 1 will unstack block b from on top of E first. 
At time step 4 (the 6th action observed), Agent 1 stacks block B, completing the goal. 

Code 5. Example Trace file that contains the sequence of observed actions. Notice, that the recognizer only receives the 
actions in order from the Observer, the time step options are not shared. 
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Configuration File. In addition to the data files associated with a specific recognition 

problem, a configuration property file allows the recognizer to be parameterized for run-time. 

Any properties that the recognizer requires can be set here. For this research we used it to 

configure how the recognizer managed external planning instances. 

3.2.2.2 Outputs from a Recognizer 

The task of the recognizer is to identify the teams and their goals (with an plan for achieving 

and explaining observations) after each time step/observation. In order to specify the output 

of a recognizer, we have to define the semantic structures that recognizers use to refer to 

concepts like teams and assignments. 

Teams Teams are sets of Agents. We partition  into a set of  teams ={ , , … , } such that each team has at least one agent | | ≥ 1, and 

each  is assigned to one and only one team. Teams can be identified as 

the composition of agents assigned to it, e.g., = , . We do not 

consider teams that change over time. The recognizer must infer the 

number of teams and assignment of agents to teams. 

Partial 
Interpretations 

A partial interpretation consists of agents on a single team and the goal 

being pursued by the team. For example the partial interpretation ( , : ) indicates that agents  and  are teamed and pursuing goal 

. For each partial interpretation, the recognizer can produce a total 

ordered plan that accounts for previous observations, missed observations, 

and future actions required to achieve the goal. 

Interpretations An interpretation (or “full interpretation”) is set of partial interpretations 

that completely and uniquely assign each agent in  to a team. For 

example, given = { , , } and = { , , , } one 

interpretation is {( , : ), ( : )}. For any given scenario there are 

many possible interpretations but only a single correct interpretation A 

feasible interpretation a time  explains the actions observed up time . 
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Score At each time step, the recognizer determines from all possible 

interpretations, which best explain all the observations up to that point. The 

highest scoring interpretations as emitted as positive recognitions and 

others as negative. A perfect score (1) is achieved when the recognizer 

infers that the observations are perfectly explained by the interpretation. 

The less well the interpretation fits the observations, the lower the score. If 

the observations make a team/goal combination impossible then its score 

would be 0. 

 For each time step, the recognizer outputs its set of interpretations, each with its score 

(positives are ones with highest score) and any addition information for analysis. (Code 6) 

# Domain TeamBlocks 
# Method P-MAPRAP 
# MaPrapVersion 4.1.0 
# Env mxyre 
# Scenario jmhcs 
# AgentCount 2 
# GoalCount 20 
# Interps 400 
# ObserverErr 0 
# ObserverBatch 0 
# MaPrapRuns 189 
# MaPrapTime 296 
 
# Rank Interpretation Score FromStep 
1 1 (0:16)(1:19) 1 1 
1 2 (0:11)(1:19) 1 1 

… 
1 400 (0+1:12) 0 1 
2 1 (0:16)(1:19) 1 2 

… 
3 94 (0:5)(1:10) 0.9545 3 
4 1 (0:5)(1:16) 1 4 

… 
10 5 (0:4)(1:17) 1 10 
11 1 (0:14)(1:17) 1 11 
12 1 (0:14)(1:17) 1 12 
13 1 (0:14)(1:17) 1 13 
14 1 (0:14)(1:17) 1 14 
15 1 (0:14)(1:17) 1 15 
16 1 (0:14)(1:17) 1 16 

Header Details Run Data: 
   Method and Version used 
 
   Environment and Scenario unique ids 
 
   Agents and Goal counts 
 
   Total number of possible interpretations 
   If run with non-ideal observer model 
 
   Counts and time of time spent running planner 
 
Example Interpretations with fields: 

• Time Step: # = # observerable(s) 
• Rank: ordering of interpretations 
• Full Interpretation (team:goal) by index 
• Score can be feasibility or efficiency 
• Step in which the score last updated. 

 
Notice: Initial recog.txt files included all 
interpretations, but these became unwieldy 
large. We now only list scores for interpretations 
that are positives (highest scores) or they were 
explicitly rescored in that time step (but may not 
be the highest). The Evaluator only counts the 
highest in each time step as positives. 
. 

Code 6. Example recognition includes the positive interpretations for each time step in recog.txt file. This case converged to 
a single interpretation at step 11 and maintained it until the end of the trace. 
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Scores vs probabilities. Within the recognizer, we use a score to identify the interpretations 

that are most consistent with the observations. The score of each interpretation is between 0 

(not at all consistent) and 1 (entirely consistent). The method of computation is different for 

each recognizer. Scores are independent of each other, and there may be many interpretations 

with perfect scores (and in fact this is often the case after just one observerable). 

 Although each problem instance is unique in this research, and we do not use base rates - 

it is possible to convert a set of scores to a probability distribution (e.g., a Boltzmann 

distribution). However, there are some good reasons to not do this. Several performance 

optimizations within a recognizer are dependent on not being required to update scores for all 

interpretations all of the time because their upper bound is not high enough for it to be in the 

set of positive interpretations. Scores based on consistency are themselves independent, and 

their dependencies come from their correctness being mutually exclusive. 

 For the applications we are interested in, it is more desirable to have false positives than a 

false negative recognition. Without base rates from recurring instances of the same problem, 

there will frequently be multiple equally scoring and equally probable interpretations. 

3.2.3 Parametric Evaluation 

In this research, we analyze sensitivity of recognition with respect to the several variables. 

Domains We expect recognition performance to vary between domains. The 

primary driver of domain recognition appears to be the distinctness of the 

action traces produced in achieving goals. Our initial set of domains 

include: Team Blocks World (stacking blocks), Storybook (a narrative 

domain with multiple character types and fewer goals), and Meet-up 

(based on movements over a graph). We will also consider at domains 

used in the CoDMAP competition, but have noticed they have very 

limited numbers of goals or had obvious team compositions. Evaluating 

performance in multiple domains with reasonable team and goal 

diversity is critical for demonstrating that recognition is general. 
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Initial 
Conditions 

For each domain, varying the initial state of the world allows us to 

examine the range of sequences synthesized to accomplish goals. For 

example, in Team Blocks World domain we can generate many initial 

stacking of the blocks, resulting in a wider range of sequences. 

Evaluating this parameter is critical because plan library-based 

recognizers would require cases that were specific to the initial 

conditions. 

Agent Count 
and Team 

Compositions 

Varying the number of agents and teams in the scene is critical to 

demonstrating the flexibility of the recognition approach. The number of 

agents exponentially increases the search space of possible team 

combinations; and we do not wish to limit these artificially. Different 

domains may also have sweet-spots for the number of agents on a team, 

but this is not an input to recognition. 

Possible 
Goals 

In domains like Team Blocks World, there can be a very large number of 

potential goals. The more possible goals, the more likely they will have 

common subsequences that will make recognition harder. For example 

the sequence “ABC” would likely be similar to “ABD” early on and 

subsumed by the sequence for “ABCD.” Since we are building an on-

line recognizer, it will not know when then size of the observation trace, 

so we can expect more false positive interpretations when goals are 

similar or subsumed. Reducing the number of goals (e.g., randomly 

selecting from the list of possible goals) should reduce false positives 

and improve recognition performance (albeit artificially). 

Missing 
Observations 

In most real-world situations we do not have full visibility of every 

action performed. We also have sensor issues that result in missing 

observations of actions we might otherwise have expected to see. In this 

research we will vary the percent of observations randomly dropped 

from the input observed action trace to assess sensitivity. 
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Suboptimal 
Agents 

We will also evaluate the effects of agents performing at various levels 

of suboptimality in the simulation. There are many ways in which agent 

actions could be sub-optimal, we base this on the total actions required to 

reach their goal. We quantify the suboptimality of plans (C) with respect 

to the optimal plan (C*) with the ratio C*/C. A unique aspect of our 

approach is that we can systematically generate suboptimal plans. 

3.2.4 General Evaluation Metrics 

 As the number of agents increases, the number of potential interpretations grows 

exponentially because there are more potential team assignments, but there is always only 

one correct interpretation for each scenario. The goal of the MAPR system is to emit the 

correct interpretation, and it attempts to do this after each action observation by emitting all 

the interpretations with the best scores. Early on there will be many interpretations that might 

explain the few observations received so far. As the MAPR system observes actions, its 

performance should improve so that it emits fewer incorrect interpretations. 

 Our primary metrics for evaluating recognition are Recall, Accuracy, and Precision based 

on the interpretations emitted by the recognizer for each time step. These metrics are 

calculated using counts of: 

• True Positives (TP) - correct interpretations we recognize successfully 

• False Positives (FP) - incorrect interpretations recognized as likely or feasible  

• False Negatives (FN) - correct interpretations recognizes as not likely or feasible  

• True Negatives (TN) - incorrect interpretations do not recognize as likely/feasible 

The evaluator component computes these counts from the recognition output. All 

interpretations that are not listed in the output are assumed to be negative (for space 

efficiency). For each scenario, the ground truth interpretation is stored in a key.txt file. 

 Significantly, in our formulation of the MAPR problem, there is only one correct 

interpretation (i.e., one positive) and many incorrect interpretations (negatives). Below we 
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show each metric and the effects of this being a severe needle-in-haystack problem: 

Recall Recall is the ratio of correct interpretations identified correctly (see 3.1). 

Recall is used to identify if the correct interpretation is in the set of 

interpretations indicated by the recognizer to be likely or feasible. High 

recall is particularly important in online analysis as it enables us to use early 

results to limit the analysis after future observations (i.e., pruning).  	 = 	 (3.1)	
Since there is only one correct interpretation there can either be one TP or 

one FN. Notice that recall will always be either 1 or 0 depending on if the 

correct answer is in the set of interpretations identified by the recognizer. For 

this research, we attempt to keep recall at 1 at all times. 

Accuracy Accuracy is the ratio of correctly classified interpretations to all. Accuracy is 

a good measure of how well we are eliminating (pruning) some of the many 

incorrect interpretations. 	 = 	 (3.2)	
Accuracy is the metric that is the least impacted by the needle-in-haystack 

issues of a single correct interpretation. Assuming = 1 and = 0, the 

formula for accuracy is shown in (3.3). This resilience is due to giving credit 

for identifying incorrect interpretations. 	 = 	 (3.3)	
Precision Precision is the ratio of true positives to all positives. Precision indicates how 

well the analytic narrows in on the correct interpretation and avoids giving 

false positive responses. As indicated in recall, we would like to use early 

recognition results to prune our search space for the future, so a high number 

of false positives are expected, particularly early in the observation trace. 
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	 = 	 (3.4)	
As a result of there being only one true positive interpretation possible, one 

false positive interpretation results in a precision score of 0.50. The formula 

for Precision’ where = 1 and	 = 0 is shown in (3.5) 	 ′ = 	 (3.5)	
As explained above, our priority for recognition is to maintain perfect recall and achieve high 

accuracy – which will likely require a tradeoff in precision. 

3.2.5 Recognition Over Time 

 In this research, we consider our recognition metrics over time (i.e., online), where time 

refers is measured with respect to the sequence of observations from the initial state to the 

point where all teams have achieved their goals. We assume that if undisturbed, each team 

will eventually reach its goal and make accommodations in the domains to avoid interference 

between teams. As shown in Figure 17, we can compute the recall, precision, and accuracy 

after each observation (also called the time step), and can graph the changes of metrics over 

the entire time scale (i.e., all observations). 

 

Figure 17. As shown notionally, we expect accuracy and precision to start low and increase over time, while recall would 
ideally remain at 1 throughout the trace unless agent plans are highly non-optimal. 
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 At time step 0, no observations have been logged; so all interpretations are feasible – 

assuming the absence of any base rate information for goals or teams, all interpretations are 

also equally likely. After analyzing the first observations (time step 1), we begin to see the 

effects of eliminating potential interpretations. Correctly classified TNs will begin to show 

improvement in accuracy. Precision will also increase (due to elimination of false positives) 

but at a slower rate than accuracy. 

 We can only be assured of perfect accuracy or precision if the goals are highly 

differentiated. If a potential goal subsumes a team’s goal, then it will be impossible to 

differentiate between them at any point in time, unless we provide the recognizer with some 

percent complete measure (which would violate the desired online nature). Likewise, given 

enough possible goals, multiple combinations of teams and goals may remain feasible or 

equally likely given a set of observables. 
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Chapter 4 Domains for Multi-Agent Plan Recognition 

 For this research, it was important to develop a general recognition solution. To ensure 

our recognizers are sufficiently general, it is critical to evaluate recognition against multiple 

domains and a diverse set of instances of problems within each domain. We accomplish this 

diversity by randomly sampling and then parametrically generating a test corpus. A detailed 

analysis of our domains is provided in Chapter 4. In this section we define characteristics that 

we require or avoid in a domain and those we vary for evaluation purposes. 

 In addition to the domain, we define an “environment” as a configuration of domain 

objects in the initial state independent of agents. A “scene” refers to the composition of 

agents, agent’s initial state, team compositions, and goals assigned to teams. In our research, 

we generated multiple environments, and then within each environment we generate multiple 

varied scenes. We detail the types of parameters that are varied for each using the 

TeamBlocks domain (see 0) as an example. 

4.1 Assumed Domain Properties 

 There are many existing domains described in the literature for single and multiple agent 

scenarios. However, these domains are almost exclusively designed to exercise planning 

algorithms not for testing recognition. There are fewer still for multi-agent recognition, and 

only one (a team version of Blocks World) widely used for multi-agent team recognition 

because most work in this area focuses on recognizing within a single well-understood 

domain. In an effort to ensure generality, we levy the following requirements on the domains 

that we use to evaluate our solution. 
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4.1.1 No Dependency on Base Rates 

 Our analysis is independent of team and goal frequency. For the domains used in this 

research, every possible goal and team composition be treated as equally likely a priori. As a 

result, there are can be no “common” and/or “black swan” cases that allow artificially high 

recognition precision by simply following a known base rate. To enforce this, our selection 

of team count, size, and goal are all selected with uniform randomness. 

 While there are many advantages to using a priori base rates in real world recognition 

tasks, we perform recognition based on observations and avoid domain-specific tricks. This 

philosophy is consistent with our potential applications where we are often seeking to 

identify unusual activities and understand non-obvious and evolving situation. As a 

consequence, our recognizers produce more false positives, particularly early in the trace, but 

often maintain perfect recall. 

4.1.2 Each Goal can be Achieved by a Team of Any Size 

 We require domains for which each of the goals can be accomplished by 1 to n agents. A 

single agent, on its own team, does not need to be as efficient as a larger team, but it must be 

able to achieve any goal. This prevents using knowledge of the domain limitations to pre-

down-select either goals or team compositions. 

 In general, tasks may have a saturation level where adding more agents to a team does 

not help, or worse means some agents are inactive during the entire trace. In selecting 

domains, we also configured the initial condition, goals, and actions to help ensure that all 

available agents on a team were likely to be used. This however, was not always successful 

resulting in situations where the affiliation of an agent cannot be unique identified because 

they do not perform any useful actions. 

4.1.3 Concurrently Acting but Independent Teams 

 An important challenge in this research is the identification of teams of agents that are 

working together to achieve a goal. This task would be trivial if we could assume that all 

agents in a scene were on the same team, so it must be possible to have multiple teams 

working concurrently on different goals. In order to ensure that there is a single unique 
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correct answer for team composition, we further require that teams operate independently. 

Agents in one team cannot impact the tasks of other teams because helping would muddy an 

agent’s team affiliation (per our definition of team) and harming could prevent a team from 

being able to accomplish their designated goal. 

 One effect of this rule is that team actions can be planned independently of each other. 

We leverage this constraint in both simulation and recognition. In simulation, we centrally 

plan each team independently and combine these action traces to produce the actual 

observation trace. In recognition, we consider the action traces of hypothesized teams given 

the initial conditions, but not the actions of non-members of the team (which are essentially 

exogenous events). This is a simplification of our approach results in the limitation that 

recognition of competitive and adversarial teams is not supported. 

4.1.4 Actions that do not Trivialize Recognition 

We did not use domains where an obvious attribute (e.g., the color of uniform or some 

positional cue) or coordination pattern (e.g., a formation) identifies teams. These 

characteristics have been successfully used by other multi-agent recognition systems to 

reduce the potential interpretations [31], however taking advantage of these identifiers 

requires knowledge of the problem that is not reflected directly in the domain representation. 

This requirement can also be taken to include more indirect identifiers such as: 

• Action Timing – where there is a pattern to team actions or where there are distinct 

team activity intervals such that when an agent was observed acting could be used to 

determine its team or goal. 

• Cooperative or Joint Actions – where multiple agents are included in a single 

action, which could indicate they were co-planned. For example, the action (Give 

Object, Agent1, Agent2) indicates cooperation between Agent1 and Agent2. 

• Formations – may be observed from actions when aggregated at a higher level of 

abstraction (e.g., the distance between agents resulting from their actions). Again, this 

knowledge is not explicit in the domain, and so we avoid it. 
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4.2 Building Problem Instances 

For any domain, there can often be a wide range of problem instances. For example, in 

blocks world the domain describes how blocks can be manipulated, but the blocks 

themselves, their initial stacking order, the set of goals, and the agents/teams working are all 

specified as a problem instance of the same domain. We have developed code that 

automatically and randomly generates problem instances for each of our domains. This 

generation occurs at two levels: 

• Environment – the initial state of things in the world and possible goals. 

• Scene – the agents involved, and agent configuration, and their teams/goals/plans.  

Because most multi-agent recognition systems have been built to address a single domain, it 

was not clear at the start of this research what parts of a domain/problem combination impact 

the performance of a recognizer. So in addition to varying the domain, we can evaluate 

multiple environments, and within each environment we can compare recognition on 

multiple scenes. We describe the characteristics manipulated at each of these levels below.  

4.2.1 Environment Parameters 

 In addition to domain requirements, we wanted each domain to support generating a 

many widely different cases. We accomplish this by generating various objects and goals. 

Objects. In many domains, part of the initial state is the position and or configuration of 

various domain objects. For example, in Blocks World these include number of and initial 

placement of blocks on the table. The initial object configuration exists regardless what 

agents and teams operate in that environment, but can have a significant impact on both the 

complexity of the planning problem that agents must solve and our ability to recognize the 

goals they are pursuing. In fact, the research area of Goal Recognition Design (see section 

2.3) explicitly focuses on adapting the initial object settings in order to make problems more 

distinct to ease goal recognition. 

 In our research we use domains in we can produce a large number of unique 
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environments by generating varied object configurations in the initial state. This reduces the 

chances that specific goals are more readily recognizable in a given environment. For 

example, in Blocks World, if the initial stacking of the blocks were always the same there 

would be some orderings that were already mostly complete. 

Goals. For each domain/environment we generate a set of applicable goals. The recognizer 

must identify the correct goal for each team, so number and distinctiveness of goals can have 

a significant impact on the complexity of the problem. In general, fewer and more distinct 

goals will be easier to differentiate from action observations. 

 In our research, goals are the conjunction of PDDL predicates that agents must make true 

to achieve the goal. There are no conditional (e.g., if A then B else C), metric fluent (e.g., 

A>10) or disjunctions (e.g., A or B) used in our goals, although this is a limitation of the 

planners used and our scope rather than a requirement of the recognition algorithms.  

 For the recognizers in this research, the run-time of the system increased as the number of 

possible goals increases. In [5] we considered all possible goals in the Team Blocks domain 

(i.e., every possible combination of blocks), for this dissertation we limited the maximum 

number of goals to 20 which is more consistent with other research and to manage the run-

time required to produce many cases. 

4.2.2 Scene Parameters 

 Individual scenes (a.k.a. scenarios) are unique problem instances with agents (a.k.a. 

actors) performing actions. They can share a domain (same actions) and environment (same 

initial state and goals) with other scenes and vary with respect to the agent’s participation. 

There are four elements of a scene that we vary: 

• Agent Count – the total number of agents involved 

• Team Composition – how the agents are organized into teams 

• Goal Assignment – which goal each team is assigned  

• Agent Differences – any special attribute of an agent that allows it to act differently 
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 In the following subsections, we detail each of these parameters of a scene. 

Agent Count. For multi-agent domains, an important parameter to vary is the total number of 

agents involved. Because teams are a partitioning of agents, the agent count exponentially 

drives the total number of interpretations possible – if eliminating more interpretations is 

harder (or more computationally costly), than the more agents in the scene the harder (or 

more expensive) the problem will be to recognize. 

 We can generate diversity for recognition with otherwise identical scenes just by varying 

the number of agents working. However, for any domain/environment/goal combination 

there will likely be a saturation point at which additional agents (on a team) are not useful in 

accomplishing the goal (and therefore do not exhibit any actions in the simulation). 

Team Composition and Goal Assignment. Taking the same number of agents and organizing 

them differently or assigning the teams different goals can also greatly impact our ability to 

recognize. Because we are observing the sequential actions of individual agents, different 

interpretations of team and goal are often confounding. For example, there may be multiple 

feasible goals and team combinations where knowing one would reveal the other, but without 

knowing either the system can only wait for additional observations. 

Agent Differences. In some domains, individual agents are unique. This can be manifest by 

their initial configuration, such as their starting location, or in some skill/attribute they 

possess. In two otherwise identical problems, agents with the same goal but different initial 

configurations and attributes may have very different optimal traces. For example, agents 

starting at different ends of a map will likely take different paths to get to the same spot in 

the middle, never going through the same way points. Similarly, if an action in the domain is 

only permitted to agents with a special skill or attribute (particularly if that action is useful), 

then the plans of agents will reflect their ability to leverage that action. 
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4.3 Domains Studied 

 For this research, we will evaluate recognizers on three unique domains that meet our 

requirements and provide sufficient diversity in both environment and scenes generated 

(Table 2). One domains (Team Blocks World) is a variation of an existing domain used 

widely in the plan/goal recognition literature. We would have preferred to reuse existing 

domains to compare our performance to existing solutions; however, Blocks World was the 

only domain we found that supported our requirements. While there are many domains used 

for to evaluate general planners (single and multi-agent), these tended to be designed to 

exercise planning without regard for recognition. The other two domains (Collector and 

Storybook) were custom developed, leveraging concepts from existing domains but 

constructing them explicitly for recognition with flexible agent team assignments and non-

obvious goals. 
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Table 2. Comparison of the properties of our three evaluation domains. 

Domain 
Property 

Team Blocks World Collector Storybook 

Type of Domain 
Mechanical  
the actions reflect robot 
stacking blocks 

Movement 
the actions reflect 
moving around a graph 

Narrative 
the actions reflect things a 
hero in a story might do 

Base Rate Free Yes – no notion of 
repeated trials 

Yes – no notion of 
repeated trials 

Yes – no notion of 
repeated trials 

Agent Scalable 
Yes – goal size can be 
increased to keep busy 

Yes – goal size can be 
increased to keep busy 

Yes – tends to be one hero 
and several supporting 
cast 

Concurrent 
Independent Teams 

Yes – goals are checked 
to limit interference at 
stacks 

Yes – team goals use 
unique stuff and 
destination  

Partial – interference is 
possible, but is ignored 
assuming endless 
resources 

No Distinct Identifiers 
Yes – blocks can be 
moved to use or move 
out of the way 

Partial  – if optimal, 
combo of steal and stash 
actions identify goals 

Yes – most distinctive 
actions only occur late in 
trace 

Environment: Initial 
State of Objects 

Somewhat Random – 
initial random block 
stacking verified to limit 
team interference 

Random - Stuff to be 
collected is distributed 
randomly within a static 
connected graph (map) 

Random – A subset of 
locations are used to place 
Folk/Treasure/Monster 
objects randomly 

Environment: Goals 

Many – Random set of 
generated block stacks 
that are limited to avoid 
team interference 

Many - A set of stuff 
(numbered items of 
same type) stashed at a 
random/unique location 

10 - Conjunction of 1-3 
high-level narrative 
themes (limited to 10 to 
avoid too much 
subsumption) 

Scene: Agent 
Count 

Any – goals with 
sufficient number of 
blocks is required to 
keep agents busy 

Best with 1-3 agents – 
the count of stuff to 
accumulate drives usage 
of additional agents 

Best with 1-3 agents – 
mostly sequential tasks 
with some parallelism 

Scene: Agent 
Differences 

None – agents are 
identical 

Placement - Each agent 
is randomly placed 
within the static graph 

Placement and Attribute – 
a 50% chance of having 
ability to do ride action 

Scene: Team 
Composition and Goal 

Assignment 

Controlled - teams must 
have goals that do not 
interfere with each 
other 

Any – any team can be 
assigned any unique 
goal 

Any – any team can be 
assigned any unique goal 
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4.3.1 Team Blocks World 

 Blocks World is a classic domain often used academically for teaching AI planning. It is 

also extensively used as an example for general multi-agent plan recognition research 

because it easily scales to multiple agents. In this domain, the environment consists of a set 

of blocks labeled with letters. These blocks are randomly stacked in the initial state as in 

Figure 18.  

 

Figure 18. Graphical representation of Team Blocks World domain. The lettered blocks are stacked on a table and grippers 
manipulate them to form the desired (goal) stack. 

 Agents are represented by grippers (sometimes called claws, cranes, or hands) that have 

four actions that they can perform on blocks: pick-up, put-down, unstack, and stack. The 

details for these actions are presented in Code 7. The initial states of the agents are identical 

(empty handed). The goals are defined in terms of stacks of specific blocks in a specific 

order. For examples the goals are often short words (isograms since, in most cases, each 

block is uniquely labeled), but generated goals are usually random sequences of a desired 

size (number of blocks high) range. 

 We have implemented a variant of Blocks World, called Team Blocks World, to include 

support for teams and support for agents working together. Teams do not appear in the PDDL 

(Code 7) domain description directly; rather teams are defined as a collection of agents that 

share a joint goal. However, several modifications to the original domain were required to 

support multi-agent teams. For example, tracking which agent is holding which block and if a 

block is free to be picked up or not (e.g., may be held by other agent).  
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4.3.1.1 Domain in PDDL 

;;; TEAMBLOCKS - a multi-agent blocks world 
(define (domain TEAMBLOCKS) 
  (:requirements :strips :typing :equality) 
  (:types block agent) 
  (:predicates (on ?x ?y - block) 
        (ontable ?x - block) 
        (clear ?x - block) 
        (handempty ?agent - agent) 
        (holding ?agent - agent ?y - block) 
        (isFree ?x - block) 
        (OBS_pick-up ?agent - agent ?x - block) 
        (OBS_put-down ?agent - agent ?y - block) 
        (OBS_stack ?agent - agent ?x ?y - block) 
        (OBS_unstack ?agent - agent ?x ?y - block)) 
  (:action pick-up  
     :parameters (?agent - agent ?block - block ) 
     :precondition (and (clear ?block) 
           (ontable ?block) (handempty ?agent) 
           (isFree ?block)) 
     :effect (and (not (ontable ?block)) 
           (not (clear ?block)) 
           (not (handempty ?agent)) 
           (holding ?agent ?block) 
           (not (isFree ?block)) 
           (OBS_pick-up ?agent ?block))) 
  (:action put-down 
      :parameters (?agent - agent ?y - block) 
      :precondition (holding ?agent ?y) 
      :effect (and (not (holding ?agent ?y)) 
            (clear ?y) (handempty ?agent) 
            (ontable ?y) (isFree ?y) 
            (OBS_put-down ?agent ?y))) 
  (:action stack 
      :parameters (?agent - agent ?x ?y - block) 
      :precondition (and (holding ?agent ?x) 
            (clear ?y)(isFree ?y) 
            (not (= ?x ?y))) 
      :effect (and (not (holding ?agent ?x)) 
            (not (clear ?y)) (clear ?x) 
            (handempty ?agent) 
            (on ?x ?y) (isFree ?x) 
            (OBS_stack ?agent ?x ?y))) 
  (:action unstack 
      :parameters (?agent - agent ?x ?y - block) 
      :precondition (and (on ?x ?y) 
             (clear ?x)(handempty ?agent) 
             (isFree ?x) (isFree ?y) 
             (not (= ?x ?y))) 
      :effect (and (holding ?agent ?x) 
             (clear ?y) (not (clear ?x)) 
             (not (handempty ?agent)) 
             (not (on ?x ?y))(not (isFree ?x)) 
             (OBS_unstack ?agent ?x ?y))) 
) 

Domain Description: 
Header with requirements 
 
Objects are Blocks or Agents 
  X on top of Y 
  X on table 
  Agent is not holding a block 
  Agent is hold block Y 
  Block X is not held by an agent 
  Observations have occurred… 
 
 
 
An agent can pick up a block from 
the table. This results in the block 
being in the agents hand, and not 
where it was previously. We track 
the relationship between the agent 
and the block to avoid agents trying 
to pick up blocks held by others. 
 
 
An agent puts a block down on 
table. This requires that the agent 
had been holding it. There is no 
notion of a table size limit here. 
 
 
 
An agent puts block on another 
block. This is similar to put-down 
but indicates another block onto 
which this the held block is placed. 
Note discarding a block by put-
down or stack has the same cost. 
 
 
 
Agent picks block off another block. 
This is similar to pick-up except that 
it updates the block below to 
indicate that other blocks can be 
placed on it or it can be picked up 
or unstacked. 

Code 7. The PDDL Domain description of Team Blocks includes 4 actions: pick-up, put-down, stack, and unstack. Bolded 
predicates are for observations of the actions, they are used to introduce additional sub-goals during PRAP. 
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 The actions for Team Blocks World are defined in a standard PDDL form as shown in 

Code 7. Each action is parameterized by the agent performing the action, and an effect 

predicate prefixed with “OBS_” has been added to each action that has the same parameters 

are the action (bolded for emphasis). The OBS_ effects are introduced to provide a simple 

mechanism for indicating that an action has been performed and allow a specific 

parameterized action to be introduced as part of the goal during recognition. 

 From a human recognition perspective, Team Blocks World actions have multiple 

possible purposes. Unstacking may mean the block is about to be used or that it needs to be 

moved out of the way. Similarly, Put-down and Stack of a block could be interpreted as using 

or discarding. Pick-Up actions are really only efficient when the block will be used. There is 

also an obvious relationship constraint where a Pick-up or Unstack always comes before a 

Put-down or Stack action by the same agent. However, with multiple agents, other actions 

cab be interleaved for efficiency – for example one agent can both move a block out of the 

way for another and hold that block until it is needed later saving at least 2 actions over what 

a single agent could do. In some cases, an agent may never discard a block to avoid the 

additional action cost of putting it down. Since there is a mechanical constraint in stacking 

blocks, the sequence of Stack actions provides the best source of information about the goal, 

however other actions may provide clues earlier than the final stacking. 

4.3.1.2 Problem Template 

 A PDDL planning instance include both a domain.pddl and problem.pddl file. The 

problem file includes the specification of the data that may change over multiple instances, 

while the domain file remains constant. In this research, we generate many problem files, 

first for parametric evaluation, then for simulation of specific team traces to merge, and 

finally in each of our recognizers we generate specific modifications to the problem file to 

produce a library of traces or test the efficiency of a hypothesis. 

 We implement this by developing a Problem Template for each domain. The template 

(Code 8) includes an overall structure of the file (e.g., headers and sections) and tokens that 

we replace with blocks of pddl content to represent aspects of the environment and scene. As 
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is clear from this template, all of the non-structural content for this domain is generated.  

;;; TEAMBLOCKS - problem file template for TEAMBLOCKS 
 
(define (problem ###PROBLEM###) (:domain TEAMBLOCKS) 
(:requirements :strips :typing :equality) 
 (:objects 
  ###OBJECTSOTHER### 
  ###OBJECTSAGENTS### 
 ) 
 (:init 
  ###INITOTHER### 
  ###INITAGENTS### 
 ) 
 (:goal (and 
  ###GOAL### 
 )) 
) 

Problem Template: 
 
 
Declaration of individual blocks and 
agents 
 
 
Setting of initial conditions for 
blocks (stacking) and agents 
 
Goal is a single line from the 
potential goals.txt file. 
 

Code 8. The Template file for generating PDDL problems for Team Blocks. The problem generator replaces the lines with 
### KEYWORD ### with the unique content for each problem as shown below. 

Environment. In Team Blocks, the environment consists of the initial stacking of blocks and 

a set of potential goals. The ###PROBLEM### field is populated with a unique scene id. The 

object declarations replace the ###OBJECTSOTHER### token with content that declares all 

of the blocks that exist in the scene (e.g., see Code 9). 

 B - Block 
 C - Block 
 E - Block 
 F - Block 
 H - Block 
 J - Block 
 K - Block 
 N - Block 
 O - Block 
 Q - Block 
 R - Block 
 T - Block 
 U - Block 
 V - Block 
 Y - Block 

Object Definitions: 
Declaration of block objects. The 
blocks put into the environment 
cover all of the blocks required for 
goals. 
 

Code 9. An example of typical  ###OBJECTOTHER## content block. The actual lettered blocks used can vary. 

 The initial stacking configuration of the blocks is specified with the relevant predicates in 

a block of PDDL content that replaces the ###INITOTHER### token. For example the block 

of PDDL in Code 9 specifies an arrangement that includes “T” is by itself, and “J” being 

stacked on top of “U”. Initially, all blocks have an “ISFREE” predicate true, which indicates 

that the block is not currently held by any agent. 
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(ONTABLE T ) (CLEAR T ) (ISFREE T ) 
(ONTABLE U ) (ISFREE U ) 
(ON J U ) (CLEAR J ) (ISFREE J ) 
(ONTABLE C ) (CLEAR C ) (ISFREE C ) 
(ONTABLE K ) (CLEAR K ) (ISFREE K ) 
(ONTABLE O ) (ISFREE O ) 
(ON Y O ) (ISFREE Y ) 
(ON E Y ) (CLEAR E ) (ISFREE E ) 
(ONTABLE N ) (ISFREE N ) 
(ON R N ) (ISFREE R ) 
(ON H R ) (ISFREE H ) 
(ON F H ) (CLEAR F ) (ISFREE F ) 
(ONTABLE Q ) (CLEAR Q ) (ISFREE Q ) 
(ONTABLE V ) (ISFREE V ) 
(ON B V ) (CLEAR B )(ISFREE B ) 

Object Initial State: 
The initial stacking of blocks 
partitions them to ensures that all 
scenes in this environment do not 
have teams assigned to goals that 
use the same stack. This is intended 
to reduce inter-team interferences. 

Code 10. An example of typical  ###INITOTHER## content block. Block positions are relatively specified. The ISFREE 
predicate indicates that the block is not being held by any agent, CLEAR indicates it has nothing on top of it. 

 Just as the ONTABLE, ON, and CLEAR predicates are used to specify the intial state of 

the blocks, these predicates are also used in the goals to describe a single goal stacking of 

blocks. The goals.txt file includes all of the possible goals, one per line, as shown in Code 11. 

In this example, the goals are all uniformly 3 blocks high, we have experimented with other 

sizes and variation in sizes of goal stacking which impacts both the time it takes to execute 

planning and the length of the output trace. Notice that the goals focus on a single stack, 

allowing freedom in the disposition of all other blocks. The goals are generated by randomly 

combining letters of the alpha, and the blocks in the environment are derived from those 

required to meet the selected goals. There is no notion of base rates or commonly seen goals. 

(AND (ONTABLE E) (ON R E) (ON N R) (CLEAR N)) 
(AND (ONTABLE F) (ON Y F) (ON T Y) (CLEAR T)) 
(AND (ONTABLE H) (ON U H) (ON J U) (CLEAR J)) 
(AND (ONTABLE K) (ON V K) (ON C V) (CLEAR C)) 
(AND (ONTABLE N) (ON Q N) (ON T Q) (CLEAR T)) 
(AND (ONTABLE N) (ON Q N) (ON U Q) (CLEAR U)) 
(AND (ONTABLE Q) (ON C Q) (ON K C) (CLEAR K)) 
(AND (ONTABLE R) (ON O R) (ON V O) (CLEAR V)) 
… 

List of Goals: 
This goals.txt file contains all of the 
possible goals for recognition. They 
are not ordered, but the line 
number index (starting at 0) is used 
to identify the goal in keys.txt and 
recog.txt files. 

Code 11. Sample of a generated TeamBlocks goals.txt file that includes all of the possible goals (limited to 8 here) for 
teams. A single line from this file (goals.txt) can be substituted as the ###GOAL### content block. During recognition, we 
substitute the goal and the set of observations (using the OBS_ predicates). 

Scene. In Team Blocks, the scene is comprised of a number of agents that are declared as 

objects in PDDL in the ###OBJECTAGENTS### content block (Code 12). The only initial 

state information for the ###INITAGENTS### blocks is that they are initially not holding 

any blocks (Code 13).  
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Agent0 - Agent 
Agent1 - Agent 
Agent2 - Agent 

Agent Definitions: 
Declaration of agents, the names 
must be consistent with those in 
the agents.txt file. 

Code 12. Example of typical ###OBJECTAGENTS### content block. Agents can be named and typed differently, but must 
be unique and listed in the agents.txt file so that the recognizer can identify them in the PDDL. 

(HANDEMPTY Agent0) 
(HANDEMPTY Agent1) 
(HANDEMPTY Agent2) 

Agent Initial State: 
All agents are identical and start off 
with nothing in hand. 

Code 13. Example of generated content for initial agent configuration for a scene with 3 agents. For Team Blocks, all agents 
are identically initialized. 

4.3.1.3 Generated Evaluation Sets 

In the data set used for evaluations in this research, we generated 400 unique Team Blocks 

problem instances. This set included 40 unique environments consisting of initial blocks 

stacking and set of potential goals. We generated all possible goals for stack of 3-4 blocks. 

This stack size was determined to produce reasonably long action sequences (mean length 

was 8.3 actions, histogram in Figure 23) with overlap in actions, and allow fast plan 

synthesis. We then randomly selected 20 goals from those possible. Within each environment 

we generated 10 unique scenarios consisting of the number of agents (1-4), the ground truth 

assignment of agents to 1-3 teams and assignment of goals to teams (one goal per team).  

 

Figure 19. Histogram of simulation trace length for Team Blocks domain given number of teams. Each team has a unique 
goal, so more teams corresponds to more total actions being executed (team actions are randomly interleaved in trace). 
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This set of Team Blocks problems were used in each of the studies described in this 

dissertation. For each study, the specific problem instances used will vary. Instances where 

the planner timed out in simulation or during synthesizing plans for recognition were 

dropped for that study. The specific counts per study are indicated along with the results. 
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4.3.2 Collector 

 Our second evaluation domain, Collector, is based on movement tracking. There are 

many domains based on movement, but we were not able to find one that included a role for 

teams of any scale. We created Collector by assembling aspects from multiple domains (e.g., 

Grid, Rover, Logistics) in a new domain. In Collector, agents move from node to node in a 

connected graph mapped to European cities (Figure 20). To ensure that this was more than a 

simple direction-oriented task, we introduced a set of objects (called “stuff”) randomly to 

nodes, and structured tasks that involved going to the places where the objects were and 

acquiring them (i.e., stealing stuff) and bringing them to another location (i.e., stashing stuff). 

The goals include a list of stuff to steal and a place to stash the items. 

 

Figure 20. Map of Europe overlaid with Collector Movement Graph. During generation of problem sets, the agents and 
various stuff objects are randomly positioned on the map at one of the vertices (i.e., selected major cities). 

 During construction of this domain, we considered different sized maps, the degree of 

connectivity of the graph, and potential restrictions such as allowing an agent to carry only a 

single item at a time. Ultimately, the domain described here had a balance of diversity of 

movements, reasonable planning times, and flexibility for generating multiple scenarios. 
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4.3.2.1 Domain in PDDL 

 The domain (domain.pddl) for Collector is shown in Code 14. It defines only three 

actions: moving between connected nodes in the graph, stealing objects at a location, and 

stashing objects to a location. The parameterization of these actions is the key to producing a 

wide range of unique observations.  

;;; Collector - domain for graph movement dynamics 
(define (domain Collector) 
  (:requirements :typing :strips) 
  (:types place stuff agent) 
  (:predicates 
     (connected ?from ?to - place) 
     (at ?agent - agent ?place - place) 
     (location ?stuff - stuff ?place - place) 
     (has ?agent - agent ?stuff - stuff) 
     (OBS_move ?agent - agent ?from ?to - place) 
     (OBS_steal ?agent - agent ?p – place ?s - stuff) 
     (OBS_stash ?agent - agent ?p– place ?s - stuff)) 
 
  (:action move 
     :parameters (?agent - agent ?from ?to - place) 
     :precondition (and  (connected ?from ?to) 
                         (at ?agent ?from)) 
     :effect (and (at ?agent ?to) 
                  (not (at ?agent ?from)) 
                  (OBS_move ?agent ?from ?to))) 
 
  (:action steal 
     :parameters (?agent - agent ?place – place 
                  ?stuff - stuff) 
     :precondition (and  (location ?stuff ?place) 
                         (at ?agent ?place)) 
     :effect (and (not (location ?stuff ?place)) 
                  (has ?agent ?stuff) 
                  (OBS_steal ?agent ?place ?stuff))) 
 
  (:action stash 
     :parameters (?agent - agent ?place – place 
                  ?stuff - stuff) 
     :precondition (and  (has ?agent ?stuff) 
                         (at ?agent ?place)) 
     :effect (and (location ?stuff ?place) 
                  (not (has ?agent ?stuff)) 
                  (OBS_stash ?agent ?place ?stuff))) 
) 

Domain Description: 
Header with requirements 
 
 
Predicates for connectivity of 
movement graph, positions of 
agents and stuff, and agents 
holding stuff they have stolen. 
 
 
 
 
Agents can move over the graph 
from node to connected node. By 
default they are unidirectional 
connections, but when initializing 
we generate both directions. 
 
 
Agents can acquire objects that 
are located throughout the graph. 
Agents must be located at the 
same node as the stuff to steal. 
 
 
 
 
Agents carry the stuff they steal 
until they reach their destination 
at which point they can stash the 
stolen objects. Note – this domain 
allows for agents to place stuff in 
interim positions for other agents 
to steal. 

Code 14. The PDDL Domain description of Collector only includes 3 actions: move, steal, and stash. Bolded predicates are 
for observations of the action, they are used to introduce additional sub-goals during PRAP. 

 In Collector the graph (map) provides considerable structure to the range of actions. First 

there can only be movement over the nodes that are connected (see Figure 20 or Code 15 for 
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connections), and order/direction matters, so there are 46 possible atomic move actions. 

These moves can also only take place in a specific context – the agent must be located at the 

“from” location, resulting in sequences that are structured based on origin and destination. 

The origin and destination is complicated by the stealing requirements that intervene. 

 From a human recognition perspective it is simpler to infer the destination of an optimal 

movement trajectory, so adding interim waypoints to pick up objects makes this more 

complex. However, knowing the stuff being collected does help eliminate goals. While we 

chose real cities and the graph topology is geographically based, anecdotally we did not 

observe that choice making the problem easier or harder than a randomly laid out graph 

except in that we held it static for all instances of the problem. 

Future Work with Collector. In designing Collector, we considered that an interesting 

recognition challenge would be to infer the goals given an observer model that eliminated all 

steal and stash actions (i.e., made these actions unobservable). With optimal acting agents, 

these actions include parameters that provide direct clues to components of the goal.  

4.3.2.2 Problem Template 

The problem template allows us to easily generate many unique environments and scenarios. 

For Collector, the problem template (Code 15) includes the declaration for the places in the 

graph, and the connectivity of the graph because these did not change. As before, the 

###PROBLEM### field is populated with a unique scene id. 
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(define (problem ###PROBLEM###) (:domain collector) 
(:requirements :strips :typing) 
 (:objects 
  Barcelona – place Paris - place 
  Brussels - place Milan - place 
  Hamburg - place Munich - place 
  Berlin - place Copenhagen - place 
  Vienna - place Warsaw - place 
  Belgrade - place Bucharest - place 
  Minsk - place  Kiev - place 
  ###OBJECTSAGENTS### 
  ###OBJECTSOTHER### 
 ) 
 (:init 
  (connected Barcelona Paris) 
  (connected Barcelona Milan) 
  (connected Paris Brussels) 
  (connected Paris Munich) 
  (connected Paris Milan) 
  (connected Paris Barcelona) 
  (connected Brussels Paris) 
  (connected Brussels Munich) 
  (connected Brussels Hamburg) 
  (connected Milan Paris) 
  (connected Milan Munich) 
  (connected Milan Belgrade) 
  (connected Milan Barcelona) 
  (connected Hamburg Brussels) 
  (connected Hamburg Copenhagen) 
  (connected Hamburg Berlin) 
  (connected Munich Paris) 
  (connected Munich Brussels) 
  (connected Munich Berlin) 
  (connected Munich Vienna) 
  (connected Munich Milan) 
  (connected Berlin Hamburg) 
  (connected Berlin Copenhagen) 
  (connected Berlin Warsaw) 
  (connected Berlin Munich) 
  (connected Copenhagen Hamburg) 
  (connected Copenhagen Berlin) 
  (connected Vienna Munich) 

… 
  (connected Minsk Kiev) 
  (connected Minsk Warsaw) 
  (connected Kiev Bucharest) 
  (connected Kiev Minsk) 
  ###INITAGENTS### 
  ###INITOTHER### 
 ) 
 (:goal (and 
  ###GOAL### 
 )) 
) 

Problem Template: 
Header is populated with the a 
unique identifier (scene id) . 
 
Each place is defined 
 
 
 
 
Content blocks for declaring the 
agents and stuff. 
 
The template for Collector 
includes the static map (does not 
change with each environment) 
that defines all of the locations 
and connectivity between 
locations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Initialization blocks for agents and 
stuff. 
 
Goal line from goals.txt file. 
 

Code 15. The Template file for generating PDDL problems includes the places and their connectivity. 
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Environent. In Collector, the dynamically generated portion of the environment is the initial 

placement of stuff throughout the map. The sets of stuff are generated using a set of stuff 

types (e.g., Gold, Stamps, Jewels, and Paintings) and producing four of each item (other 

counts are possible). The declarations are given in Code 16.  

 The more instances of stuff that are generated, the more work there is to do, and the more 

likely it is that all of the agents on a team will act. There is no reason we could not mix up 

the types of stuff and make goals of mixed types, but this ultimately would is more useful for 

humans than our recognizers. 

Gold_0 Gold_1 Gold_2 Gold_3  
Stamp_0 Stamp_1 Stamp_2 Stamp_3 
Jewel_0 Jewel_1 Jewel_2 Jewel_3  
Painting_0 Painting_1 Painting_2 Painting_3 - stuff  

Object Definitions: 
We generated 4 instances of 4 
different types of stuff. 

Code 16. An example of typical  ###OBJECTOTHER## content block for Collector. The generator can be configured to 
produce any number of each type of stuff, we chose four to provide tasks for up to four agents to perform. 

 The environment for Collector is based on the random placement of stuff throughout the 

graph of locations. This is specified in a PDDL content block that replaces the 

###INITOTHER### token in the template. An example of a placement is given in Code 17. 

There is no restriction against multiple stuff items being collocated. 

(location Gold_0 Barcelona) 
(location Gold_1 Copenhagen) 
(location Gold_2 Milan) 
(location Gold_3 Bucharest) 
(location Stamp_0 Minsk) 
(location Stamp_1 Kiev) 
(location Stamp_2 Copenhagen) 
(location Stamp_3 Hamburg) 
(location Jewel_0 Copenhagen) 
(location Jewel_1 Belgrade) 
(location Jewel_2 Bucharest) 
(location Jewel_3 Minsk) 
(location Painting_0 Brussels) 
(location Painting_1 Bucharest) 
(location Painting_2 Munich) 
(location Painting_3 Bucharest) 

Object Initial State: 
In each environment, the stuff is 
distributed to the cities randomly. 
 

Code 17. An example of typical ###INITOTHER## content block. 

 The placement of stuff (and agents) in the graph greatly influences the trajectories and the 

use of agents in the simulation. In practice, agents often tended move to and steal all of their 

goal objects before moving to their final location and stashing them all. In addition to moving 

between the locations of stuff, there is an overhead cost associated with moving from the 
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initial location to the location of stuff and then moving to the stash location. The relative 

positions of these locations factors heavily in how well multiple agents are utilized. If the 

overhead is high enough, the problem is more efficient to accomplish with a single agent. It 

should be noted that a different choice of how to measure “optimality” in multi-agent case, 

such as a metric time spent (instead of total count of actions) would encourage more parallel 

collection efforts, but when serialized would result in many more actions. 

 The list of potential goals (in goals.txt file) uses the same one-line per goal structure as 

other domains. Each goal indicates list of stuff and the objective location where it is to be 

stashed. An example set of goals is shown in Code 18 - note that although they take multiple 

lines on this document (as indented) they are a single line in the file.  

(LOCATION Painting_0 Brussels) (LOCATION Painting_1 
Brussels) (LOCATION Painting_2 Brussels) (LOCATION 
Painting_3 Brussels) 

(LOCATION Stamp_0 Vienna) (LOCATION Stamp_1 Vienna) 
(LOCATION Stamp_2 Vienna) (LOCATION Stamp_3 
Vienna) 

(LOCATION Jewel_0 Berlin) (LOCATION Jewel_1 Berlin) 
(LOCATION Jewel_2 Berlin) (LOCATION Jewel_3 
Berlin) 

(LOCATION Jewel_0 Belgrade) (LOCATION Jewel_1 
Belgrade) (LOCATION Jewel_2 Belgrade) (LOCATION 
Jewel_3 Belgrade) 

(LOCATION Gold_0 Paris) (LOCATION Gold_1 Paris) 
(LOCATION Gold_2 Paris) (LOCATION Gold_3 Paris) 

(LOCATION Painting_0 Munich) (LOCATION Painting_1 
Munich) (LOCATION Painting_2 Munich) (LOCATION 
Painting_3 Munich) 

(LOCATION Gold_0 Minsk) (LOCATION Gold_1 Minsk) 
(LOCATION Gold_2 Minsk) (LOCATION Gold_3 Minsk) 

(LOCATION Stamp_0 Copenhagen) (LOCATION Stamp_1 
Copenhagen) (LOCATION Stamp_2 Copenhagen) 
(LOCATION Stamp_3 Copenhagen) 

… 

List of Goals: 
Goals include a list of location 
predicates for several instances of 
a stuff type and a common 
location. 
 
These goals enforce a two part 
recognition: identifying what stuff 
is being stolen and where it is 
being stashed. Agents can hold 
multiple stuff items, so stashing 
can occur at any time. 
 
If agents are acting optimally, a 
pair of stealing and stashing 
actions provide sufficient 
information to identify the goal. 
 

Code 18. Sample of a generated TeamBlocks goals.txt file that includes all of the possible goals for teams. A single line 
from this file can be substituted as the ###GOAL### content block. We used indenting to show lines of file that are longer 
than printed lines here, actual file has no formatting and long lines. 

Scene. In Collector, the scene is comprised of the agents and their initial locations. As in 

Team Blocks, the agents are defined in a content block (e.g., Code 19) that replaces the  

###OBJECTAGENTS### token.  
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Agent0 - Agent 
Agent1 - Agent 
Agent2 - Agent 

Agent Definitions: 
Declaration of agents 
 

Code 19. Example of typical ###OBJECTAGENTS### content block for a scene containing three agents. 

 The initial location of agents are randomly selected and specified in the content block that 

replaces the ###INITAGENTS### token. Given the graph and tasks, the starting location of 

an agent significantly effects their action trajectory.  

(AT Agent0 Barcelona) 
(AT Agent1 Minsk) 
(AT Agent2 Milan) 

Agent Initial State: 
Agents are randomly assigned an 
initial position on the map. This 
leads to greater action diversity. 

Code 20. Example of generated content for initial agent configuration for a three agent scene. Each agent is assigned a 
random starting location for the scene. 

4.3.2.3 Generated Evaluation Set 

 In the data set used for evaluations in this research, we generated 400 unique Collector 

problem instances. This set included 40 unique environments consisting of placement of stuff 

in the randomly selected locations and set of potential goals. We generated all possible goals 

as 4 numbered items of each type of stuff (e.g., Gold_0, Gold_1, Gold_2, and Gold_3) in 

each of the 14 possible locations. The locations and graph of traversable paths between them 

did not vary. These sizes were determined to produce reasonably long action sequences 

(mean trace size was 16.0, see histogram of lengths in Figure 21) with overlap in actions, and 

allow fast plan synthesis. We then randomly selected 20 goals from those possible. Within 

each environment we generated 10 unique scenarios consisting of the number of agents (1-4), 

the ground truth assignment of agents to 1-3 teams, and the ground truth assignment of goals 

to teams (one goal per team). The initial position of each agent was randomly assigned from 

the 14 possible locations. This set of Collector problems were used in each of the studies 

described in this dissertation. 
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Figure 21. Histogram of simulation trace length for Collector problems given number of teams. Each team has a unique 
goal, so more teams corresponds to more total actions being executed (team actions are randomly interleaved in trace). 

 This set of Collector problems were used in each of the studies described in this 

dissertation. For each study, the specific problem instances used will vary based on time outs 

in plan synthesis for each study. The specific counts per study are indicated with the results. 
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4.3.3 Storybook 

 Our third domain, Storybook, is based on a narrative theme. The agents are heroes in a 

mid-evil town that must go across the country-side to get weapons, slay monsters, free the 

folks those monsters had imprisoned, plunder the deceased monster’s treasures, and then 

conclude the story with some moral theme. The setting for this story is shown in Figure 22, 

the locations and connectivity (paths) is fixed, but the monsters, their prisoners, and treasures 

are randomly generated as part of the environment. 

 

Figure 22. Graph of paths in Storybook with objects, animals, and monsters. 

 Storybook as several features in common with the other domains, and several significant 

differences. Like Collector, agents have random initial positions and move over a graph. 

However, this graph is smaller, there are often alternative locations to go to for any sub-goal, 

and there can be variable costs. In Storybook, we introduce a second way in which agents can 

be heterogeneous (in addition to initial location) with an attribute “CANRIDE” assigned 

randomly (50% chance) to agents. Agents that CANRIDE can acquire and use a vehicle (a 

horse or bear) to move much more efficiently through the graph. Where the WALK action 

requires the agent to REST, the RIDE action has does the movement and the restorative 

resting in the same action (so twice as efficient). 

 While movement is required, it is a small part of the narrative that unfolds from the 

Storybook domain. The ultimate goals in Storybook are high-level narrative themes such as: 
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Finding Love, Getting Rich, Becoming Famous, and Having Honor. Each of these requires a 

team of heros to slay one or more monsters, which have been conveniently (and randomly 

assigned) placed in darker locations in the environment. Killing a monster requires that you 

first acquire (through finding or buying) a weapon, that this weapon be appropriate for the 

monster you wish to slay, and that you are well rested before the attack. 

 After slaying a monster, heroes may free any of its prisoners (who then fall in love with 

the agent freeing them) and plunder its treasure. Tasks such as acquiring weapons, slaying, 

freeing, and plundering can be distributed among agents on a team, but if an agent tells a 

story about their conquest, it matters if they were the one who slayed the monster or not. 

Ultimately, one or more of the agents on the team live out two or three of the moral themes. 

4.3.3.1 Domain in PDDL 

 The PDDL domain description (domain.pddl) for Storybook is shown in Code 21. This is 

by far the longest domain description and it includes 16 different actions with many potential 

parameterizations. 

(define (domain storybook) 
  (:requirements :strips :typing  
   :negative-preconditions :equality)  
  (:types weapon place monster folk agent 
          treasure vehicle) 
  (:predicates 
    (at ?monster - monster ?place - place) 
    (guarding ?monster - monster ?t - treasure) 
    (vulnerable ?monster - monster ?weapon - weapon) 
    (conquest ?agent - agent ?monster - monster) 
    (dead ?monster - monster) 
    (notorious ?monster - monster)  
    (at ?folk - folk ?place - place) 
    (imprisoned ?folk - folk ?monster - monster) 
    (imprisoned ?folk - folk ?place - place) 
    (available ?folk - folk) 
    (isroyal ?folk - folk) 
    (loves ?folk - folk ?agent - agent ) 
    (wields ?agent - agent ?weapon - weapon) 
    (sells ?weapon - weapon ?place - place) 
    (placed ?weapon - weapon ?place - place) 
    (have ?agent - agent ?treasure - treasure) 
    (placed_t ?treasure - treasure ?place - place) 
    (at ?agent - agent ?place - place) 
    (likedbyking ?agent - agent) 
    (canride ?agent - agent) 
    (single ?agent - agent) 
    (emptyhanded ?agent - agent) 
    (rested ?agent - agent)  

Domain Description: 
Header with requirements  
 
Wide range of types 
 
 
MONSTERS guard treasure, get 
killed, make for good tales 
 
 
 
FOLK are imprisoned, fall in love, 
and get married 
 
 
 
WEAPONS lie around, carried 
about, are sold, used in battles 
 
 
 
AGENT attributes include 
weddings, abilities, and status 
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Code continues from previous page.. 
    (haspath ?from - place ?to - place) 
    (parked ?vehicle - vehicle ?place - place) 
    (findlove) (havehonor) 
    (befamous) (getrich) 

ENVIRONMENT 
QUESTS - these are the basis for 
the goals that agents should seek 
as part of their story. 

    (OBS_WALK ?agent - agent ?from – place 
              ?to - place) 
    (OBS_RIDE ?agent - agent ?vehicle – vehicle 
              ?from - place ?to - place) 
    (OBS_REST ?agent - agent ?place - place) 
    (OBS_BUY_WEAPON ?agent - agent ?weapon – weapon 
              ?place - place) 
    (OBS_PICKUP_WEAPON ?agent - agent  
              ?weapon - weapon ?place - place) 
    (OBS_DROP_WEAPON ?agent - agent ?weapon – weapon 
              ?place - place) 
    (OBS_PICKUP_TREASURE ?agent - agent  
              ?treasure - treasure ?place - place) 
    (OBS_DROP_TREASURE ?agent – agent 
              ?treasure - treasure ?place - place) 
    (OBS_AMASS_WEALTH ?agent – agent ?t1 – treasure 
              ?t2 - treasure) 
    (OBS_SLAY ?agent - agent ?monster – monster 
              ?weapon - weapon ?place - place) 
    (OBS_RESCUE ?agent - agent ?folk - folk  
              ?monster - monster ?place - place) 
    (OBS_PLUNDER ?agent - agent ?treasure – treasure 
              ?monster - monster ?place - place) 
    (OBS_MARRY_FOR_MONEY ?agent - agent ?folk - folk) 
    (OBS_MARRY_FOR_LOVE ?agent - agent ?folk - folk) 
    (OBS_TELL_TRUTH ?agent - agent ?monster – monster 
              ?about - agent) 
    (OBS_TELL_TALE ?agent - agent ?monster – monster 
              ?about - agent) 

Predicates for specific 
Observations that are used in 
recognition 

  (:action WALK 
    :parameters (?agent - agent ?from – place 
        ?to - place) 
    :precondition (and (at ?agent ?from) 
       (haspath ?from ?to)) 
    :effect (and (not (at ?agent ?from)) 
       (at ?agent ?to) (not (rested ?agent)) 
       (OBS_WALK ?agent ?from ?to))) 
  (:action REST 
    :parameters (?agent - agent ?place - place) 
    :precondition (at ?agent ?place) 
    :effect (and (rested ?agent) 
       (OBS_REST ?agent ?place))) 
  (:action RIDE 
    :parameters (?agent - agent ?vehicle – vehicle 
       ?from - place ?to - place) 
    :precondition (and (at ?agent ?from) 
       (haspath ?from ?to) (parked ?vehicle ?from) 
       (canride ?agent)) 
    :effect (and (not (at ?agent ?from)) 
       (at ?agent ?to) (not (parked ?vehicle ?from)) 
       (parked ?vehicle ?to) (rested ?agent) 
       (OBS_RIDE ?agent ?vehicle ?from ?to))) 

MOBILITY - move agents around 
environment, walking makes 
agents tired so they have to rest 
before going on. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If an agent “can ride” and they 
have a vehicle (horse or bear) they 
are able to use the ride action 
which is much more efficient in 
terms of not needing to rest 
frequently. 
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Code continues from previous page. 
  (:action BUY_WEAPON 
    :parameters (?agent - agent ?weapon – weapon 
       ?place - place) 
    :precondition (and (at ?agent ?place) 
       (sells ?weapon ?place) (emptyhanded ?agent)) 
    :effect (and (wields ?agent ?weapon) 
       (not (emptyhanded ?agent))  
       (OBS_BUY_WEAPON ?agent ?weapon ?place))) 
  (:action PICKUP_WEAPON 
    :parameters (?agent - agent ?weapon – weapon 
       ?place - place) 
    :precondition (and (at ?agent ?place) 
       (placed ?weapon ?place) (emptyhanded ?agent)) 
    :effect (and (wields ?agent ?weapon) 
       (not (placed ?weapon ?place)) 
       (not (emptyhanded ?agent)) 
       (OBS_PICKUP_WEAPON ?agent ?weapon ?place))) 
  (:action DROP_WEAPON 
    :parameters (?agent - agent ?weapon – weapon 
       ?place - place) 
    :precondition (and (at ?agent ?place) 
       (wields ?agent ?weapon) 
       (not (emptyhanded ?agent))) 
    :effect (and (not (wields ?agent ?weapon)) 
       (placed ?weapon ?place) (emptyhanded ?agent) 
       (OBS_DROP_WEAPON ?agent ?weapon ?place))) 

WEAPONS can be found or 
bought, dropped, and picked up. 
Agents are going to need a 
weapon to defeat an monster. 
 
 
 
In this domain, it might matter 
who actually slayed the monster 
so agents on the same team might 
help acquire the weapons that 
another agent uses. To avoid 
actions that directly link agents to 
the same team, only way to get a 
weapon to another agent is to 
drop it have them pick it up. 

  (:action PICKUP_TREASURE 
    :parameters (?agent - agent ?treasure - treasure  
       ?place - place ) 
    :precondition (and (at ?agent ?place) 
       (placed_t ?treasure ?place)) 
    :effect (and (have ?agent ?treasure) 
       (not (placed_t ?treasure ?place)) 
      (OBS_PICKUP_TREASURE ?agent ?treasure ?place))) 
  (:action DROP_TREASURE 
    :parameters (?agent - agent ?treasure – treasure 
       ?place - place ) 
    :precondition (and (at ?agent ?place) 
       (have ?agent ?treasure)) 
    :effect (and (not (have ?agent ?treasure)) 
       (placed_t ?treasure ?place) 
       (OBS_DROP_TREASURE ?agent ?treasure ?place))) 

TREASURES initially come from 
slaying monsters, but once they 
are liberated they can be dropped 
and picked up as needed. 
 

  (:action SLAY 
    :parameters (?agent - agent ?monster – monster 
       ?weapon - weapon ?place - place) 
    :precondition (and (at ?agent ?place) 
       (at ?monster ?place) (not (dead ?monster)) 
       (wields ?agent ?weapon)  
       (vulnerable ?monster ?weapon) (rested ?agent)) 
    :effect (and (dead ?monster) 
       (conquest ?agent ?monster) 
       (not (wields ?agent ?weapon)) 
       (emptyhanded ?agent) 
       (OBS_SLAY ?agent ?monster ?weapon ?place))) 
  (:action RESCUE 
    :parameters (?agent - agent ?folk – folk 
       ?monster - monster ?place - place) 
    :precondition (and (at ?agent ?place) 

HEROIC ACTIONS – agents can slay 
monsters, rescue folks, and 
plunder treasure. In order to do 
these things, they have to be in 
the right place. Monsters need to 
be slayed before rescuing their 
captives or plundering their 
treasures. 
 
Weapons are only good for one 
slaying… 
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Code continues from previous page. 
       (at ?monster ?place) (dead ?monster) 
       (imprisoned ?folk ?monster)) 
    :effect (and (not (imprisoned ?folk ?monster)) 
       (available ?folk) (loves ?folk ?agent) 
       (OBS_RESCUE ?agent ?folk ?monster ?place))) 
  (:action PLUNDER  
    :parameters (?agent - agent ?treasure - treasure  
       ?monster - monster ?place - place) 
    :precondition (and (at ?agent ?place) 
       (at ?monster ?place) (dead ?monster) 
       (guarding ?monster ?treasure)) 
    :effect (and (not (guarding ?monster ?treasure)) 
       (have ?agent ?treasure) 
       (OBS_PLUNDER ?agent ?treasure  
          ?monster ?place))) 

 
 
 
Freed Folk always fall in love with 
their hero and happen to be 
single. 
 
 
 
Never try to plunder from a 
monster until they are good and 
dead. 

(:action MARRY_FOR_MONEY 
    :parameters (?agent - agent ?folk - folk) 
    :precondition (and (isroyal ?folk) 
       (available ?folk) (likedbyking ?agent) 
       (single ?agent)) 
    :effect (and (getrich) (not (available ?folk)) 
       (not (single ?agent)) (not (havehonor)) 
       (OBS_MARRY_FOR_MONEY ?agent ?folk))) 
  (:action MARRY_FOR_LOVE 
    :parameters (?agent - agent ?folk - folk) 
    :precondition (and (available ?folk) 
       (loves ?folk ?agent) (single ?agent)) 
    :effect (and (findlove) (not (available ?folk)) 
       (not (single ?agent)) 
       (OBS_MARRY_FOR_LOVE ?agent ?folk))) 

Romance is in the air, what is a 
story without someone getting 
married to the damsel they just 
rescued. 
 
 
Royal folk are harder to marry 
than the average peasant. But you 
have to decide if you are marrying 
folks for their money or for love. 

  (:action TELL_TRUTH 
    :parameters (?agent - agent ?monster – monster 
       ?about - agent) 
    :precondition (and (dead ?monster) 
      (notorious ?monster)(conquest ?about ?monster)) 
    :effect (and (befamous) (likedbyking ?about) 
      (havehonor) 
      (OBS_TELL_TRUTH ?agent ?monster ?about))) 
  (:action TELL_TALE 
    :parameters (?agent - agent ?monster – monster 
       ?about - agent) 
    :precondition (and (dead ?monster) 
       (notorious ?monster) 
       (not (conquest ?about ?monster))) 
    :effect (and (befamous) (likedbyking ?about) 
       (not (havehonor)) 
       (OBS_TELL_TALE ?agent ?monster ?about))) 

Any story worth telling is worth 
telling recursively, so our heroes 
can also tell their stories. The King 
is really impressed by a good story 
about killing a notorious monster, 
he might even let you marry his 
daughter. 
 
Oh, and sometimes we might want 
to embellish a story – for example 
claim to have killed a monster 
when really someone on your 
team did the hard part. 

  (:action AMASS_WEALTH 
    :parameters (?agent - agent ?t1 – treasure 
       ?t2 - treasure) 
    :precondition (and (have ?agent ?t1) 
       (have ?agent ?t2) 
       (not (= ?t1 ?t2)) ) 
    :effect (and (getrich) 
       (OBS_AMASS_WEALTH ?agent ?t1 ?t2)))   ) 

A ruby here and some gold there, 
and pretty soon we can have a 
story about getting rich. 

Code 21. The PDDL Domain description of Storybook includes 16 unique actions with considerable parameterization. 
Bolded predicates are observations of actions to introduce additional sub-goals during PRAP. 
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4.3.3.2 Problem Template 

(define (problem ###PROBLEM###) 
  (:domain storybook) 
  (:requirements :strips :typing :negative-
preconditions)  
  (:objects 
 horse bear - vehicle 
 sword club bow - weapon 
 cave town stable blacksmith castle 
     field tower forest garden - place 
 ###OBJECTSOTHER###   
 ###OBJECTSAGENTS### 
  ) 
  (:init 
 (haspath town town) 
 (haspath town blacksmith) 
 (haspath blacksmith town) 
 (haspath town stable) 
 (haspath stable town) 
 (haspath town field) 
 (haspath field town) 
 (haspath forest field) 
 (haspath field forest) 
 (haspath town garden) 
 (haspath garden town) 
 (haspath garden tower) 
 (haspath tower garden) 
 (haspath town castle) 
 (haspath castle town) 
 (haspath cave field) 
 (haspath field cave) 
 (haspath forest tower) 
 (haspath tower forest) 
 (haspath castle blacksmith) 
 (haspath blacksmith castle) 
 (haspath stable garden) 
 (haspath garden stable) 

Problem Template: 
Header is populated with the a 
unique identifier (scene id) . 
 
 
Declaration of the individual 
objects in the town (static) and 
dynamic monsters, treasures, folks 
in the environment. 
 
Agents in this scene. 
 
 
The map of the town is fixed in the 
template file 
 
 

 (placed club forest) 
 (sells sword blacksmith) 
 (placed bow garden) 
 (parked horse stable) 
 (parked bear forest) 
 (vulnerable witch club) 
 (vulnerable witch sword) 
 (vulnerable dragon sword) 
 (vulnerable giant bow) 
 (vulnerable giant sword) 
 (isroyal princess) 
 ###INITOTHER### 
 ###INITAGENTS### 
  ) 
  (:goal (and 
 ###GOAL### 
  )) 
) 

The position of some the weapons 
and vehicles are also fixed since 
there is some semantic sense to 
their locations. 
You wouldn’t fight a dragon with a 
club, would you? Neither would 
any hero agent in our story… 
 
 
The princess is special. 
These are replaced by the 
environment and scene details. 
 
Replaced by goal line from 
goals.txt file. 

Code 22. The Template file for generating PDDL problems for Team Blocks. The problem generator replaces the lines with 
### KEYWORD ### with the unique content for each problem as shown below. 
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 The problem template (Code 22) includes a static definition of the locations and 

movement graph (similar to Collector). Additionally, it places weapons and vehicles in 

places that one might reasonably expect to find them. Finally, the weapons that each monster 

is vulnerable to are specified, and the princess is identified as being royal. We experimented 

with generating some of these are part of the environment, but ultimately their generated 

placement had little effect other than making the story sound less sensible. 

Environment. The environment for Storybook consists of a randomly placed set of monsters, 

folk (from the town), and treasures. We define these objects in the ###OBJECTOTHER## 

content block (Code 24). 

Witch Dragon Giant  - monster 
Princess Maiden - folk 
Gold Ruby Diamond  - treasure 

Object Definitions: 
Monsters, folk, and treasures are 
declared per environment. 

Code 23. An example of typical ###OBJECTOTHER## content block for the Storybook domain. 

 Each environment has identical objects, but we generate positions and assignments. No 

goals identify specific monsters, but if to marry rich agents should focus on rescuing the 

princess, where as true love might be found in multiple places. Placement and a “notorious” 

attribute are randomly assigned in the ###INITOTHER### content block (Code 24). 

(at Witch Tower) 
(notorious Witch) 
(guarding Witch Ruby) 
 
(at Giant Forest) 
(imprisoned Maiden Giant) 
(guarding Giant Diamond) 
 
(at Dragon Castle) 
(imprisoned Princess Dragon) 
(guarding Dragon Gold) 

Object Initial State: 
In this environment instance: 
The Witch is in the Tower guarding 
a Ruby. She is “notorious” so her 
slaying makes a great tale for the 
King. 
A Giant is in the forest with a 
Maiden and a Diamond. 
The Dragon is at the Castle 
protecting its Gold and holding the 
Princess hostage. 

Code 24. An example of typical  ###INITOTHER## content block for Storybook that identifies where the monsters are , 
which folks they are holding, and what sort of treasure they have to plunder. 

 The goals for Storybook appear simpler than the other domains and there are also fewer 

of them (only 10). This is because they represent high-level moral themes of a story there can 

be achieved in a variety of ways. After testing multiple options, we settled on assigning 2-3 

high level themes as goals. These goals can be accomplished by any agent on the team (e.g., 

if one agent “finds love” than that goal is met for the entire team), and are listed in Code 25. 
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(BeFamous) (GetRich)  
(FindLove) (BeFamous)  
(FindLove) (BeFamous) (GetRich) 
(FindLove) (GetRich)  
(FindLove) (HaveHonor)  
(FindLove) (HaveHonor) (BeFamous) 
(FindLove) (HaveHonor) (GetRich) 
(HaveHonor) (BeFamous)  
(HaveHonor) (BeFamous) (GetRich) 
(HaveHonor) (GetRich)  

List of Goals: 
Goals are various combinations of 
story themes. Since there are a 
limited number of themes (4), 
there are only 10 combinations of 
two or three themes. The two 
theme goals are subsumed by 
three theme goals, which makes 
them difficult to distinguish in an 
on-line way. 

Code 25. There are only 10 goals for Storybook (composed of 4 unique themes). A single line from this file (goals.txt) can 
be substituted as the ###GOAL### content block. 

Scene. In Storybook, as with the other domains, the agents are declared in the 

###OBJECTAGENTS### content block (Code 26). 

Agent0 - Agent 
Agent1 - Agent 
Agent2 - Agent 

Agent Definitions: 
Declaration of agents 

Code 26. Example of typical ###OBJECTAGENTS### content block for 3 agents in this scene. 

 The scene identifies the initial location of each agent, which is randomly selected from a 

set of locations to which monsters are not assigned. There is a 50% chance that an agent has 

the attribute CANRIDE. Every agent starts the story rested, single, and empty handed. The 

status of single ensures that any agent can find love within the trace, but prevents them from 

marrying multiple times (i.e., once for love and once for money). These details are given in 

the ###INITAGENT### content block as shown in Code 26. 

(AT Agent0 Cave) 
(RESTED Agent0 ) 
(SINGLE Agent0 ) 
(EMPTYHANDED Agent0 ) 
(CANRIDE Agent0 ) 
(AT Agent1 Blacksmith) 
(RESTED Agent1 ) 
(SINGLE Agent1 ) 
(EMPTYHANDED Agent1 ) 
(CANRIDE Agent1 ) 
(AT Agent2 Cave) 
(RESTED Agent2 ) 
(SINGLE Agent2 ) 
(EMPTYHANDED Agent2 ) 

Agent Initial State: 
Initialization of agents includes 
their location (randomly selected 
from non-monster locations), their 
status (which is the same for all), 
and an attribute if they know how 
to ride an animal (vehicle). 
The location makes movement 
actions unique for each scene, and 
the agent attributes makes some 
agents capable of actions that 
others are not. 

Code 27. Example of generated content for initial agent configuration. For Team Blocks, all agents are identically 
initialized. 
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4.3.3.3 Generated Evaluation Set 

 In the data set used for evaluations in this research, we generated 400 unique Storybook 

problem instances. This set included 40 unique environments consisting of placement of 

monsters, folk, and treasure randomly within a set of 3 pre-selected locations. For Storybook, 

there is a fixed set of 19 goals consisting of combinations of story themes. Combining 2-3 

story themes as a goal was determined to produce reasonably long action sequences (mean 

trace size was 14.6, see histogram of lengths in Figure 23) with overlap in actions, and allow 

fast plan synthesis. The locations and graph of traversable paths between them does not vary. 

Within each environment we generated 10 unique scenarios consisting of the number of 

agents (1-4), the ground truth assignment of agents to 1-3 teams, and the ground truth 

assignment of goals to teams (one goal per team). The initial location of each agent is 

randomly assigned from the 14 possible locations. The ability of an agent to ride is randomly 

chosen (Boolean). 

 

Figure 23. Histogram of simulation trace for Storybook domain length given team composition. Each team has a unique 
goal, so more teams corresponds to more total actions being executed (team actions are randomly interleaved in trace). 

 This set of Storybook problems were used in each of the studies described in this 

dissertation. For each study, the specific problem instances used will vary. Instances where 

the planner timed out in simulation or during synthesizing plans for recognition were 

dropped for that study. The specific counts per study are indicated along with the results. 
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Chapter 5 Event Sequence Alignment 

 Prior to 2010, research in single agent plan recognition revolved around some form of 

grammar parsing [21, 22, 23, 24, and 25] and Event Sequence Alignment (ESA) works in a 

similar manner. These solutions pre-identifies sequences of anticipated observations (usually 

created manually) into a goal-labeled plan library that was encoded as a grammar (often 

probabilistic). The recognizer then parses the incoming set of observations using the labeled 

grammars. The label of the grammar that achieves the best parsing score would be the 

recognized goal/plan.  

 For our initial recognizer, ESA, we designed along same lines, but with three major 

differences: 

• ESA avoids dependencies on human-generated plan libraries by generating its own 

set of the labeled cases. Since we were start with a planning domain, ESA is able to 

parametrically synthesize plans for each label. Labels for ESA are partial 

interpretations. Initially, we synthesized a single optimal plan for each partial 

interpretation for the library. However, there are frequently multiple optimal (or near 

optimal) solutions to a planning problem, especially with multiple agents. We 

developed the JFFTK planner that produced a set of k optimal (and near optimal) 

solutions (a problem called Top K Planning [56]) to populate the plan library. 

• ESA required a method to express many potential assignments of multiple agents. 

Multiple agent planners determine what needs to be accomplished, and assign those 

actions to agents. Single agent grammars did not have to contend with this later 

problem. To address this challenge, ESA uses agent identities for team determination 

but then anonymizes actions for comparisons. 
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• Finally, with multiple agents there can be parallelism in the tasking, but the 

observations of actions are serialized and interlaced. As a result the situations that a 

human might find insightful and ordinarily encode into a grammar could manifest in 

many different sequences. ESA addresses this generating many possible orderings 

and using sequence alignment between the observation sequence and each case in the 

plan library. This trades the expressive power of a grammar for the speed of aligning 

a larger set of specific exemplar cases. 

 This chapter presents our ESA-based MAPR solution. Section 5.1 enumerates the steps 

used by our ESA-based recognizer. Subsections then detail the generation of plan libraries 

using planning and assessing similarity using alignment. Section 5.2 presents an analysis of 

sequences in the plan library including the existing Worst Case Distinctiveness (WCD) and 

two novel metrics (sequence entropy and total observed variation) that we developed to 

predict the difficulty of recognition for a domain/scenario. Section 5.3 details the recognition 

results using our three metrics (recall, accuracy and precision) for all three domains 

(TeamBlocks, Collector, and Storybook) and for the simulation traces synthesized by 

different planners (Graphplan, JavaFF, and JFFTK(k=1)). Section 5.3.3.4 discusses run-time 

performance for the ESA recognizer, which is dominated by the time for plan library 

generation. Finally, Section 5.5 summarizes the specific challenges with ESA-based 

recognition for MAPR and potential future work that might help addresses them 

Note on Our Previous Related Publications. The ESA recognizer has not been previously 

published, but we have published on the use of the use of ESA and Clustering (ESAC) for the 

analysis of sequence variation [8] based on this work at the 2015 Advanced Cognitive 

Systems conference. We have also applied ESA-based techniques in multiple funded defense 

projects. These are detailed in Sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.5. 
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5.1 Approach to Recognition 

 The ESA recognizer behaves similar to a grammar parsing recognizer with three key 

differences: it is designed for multiple agents, its plan library consists of set of labeled plans 

instead of a complex grammar, and it compares observations using sequence alignment 

instead of parsing. Figure 24 shows the architecture of an ESA-based Recognizer. The 

external interfaces (arrows with blue text) are consistent across all of our recognizers, but the 

internal components differ. The numbering (in yellow balls) shows the sequence of steps that 

the recognizer performs and we detail each step below. 

Step Description 

 Execute JFFTK for each partial 
interpretation. 

 Load all solutions into a labeled 
plan library. 

 For each observation update 
sequences for each team. 

 Align updated (and anonymous) 
observation sequences with 
cases in the plan library. 

 Combine partial interpretations 
into scored full interpretations 

 Output the highest scoring full 
interpretations as answer. 

Repeat steps 3-6 for all observations. 
Figure 24. Overview diagram of ESA-based MAPR with labeled steps. ESA has a pre-processing step that generates the 
plan library using the JFFTK TopK planner, subsequent steps perform event sequence alignment and repeat for each 
observation. ESA is slow to initialize, due to TopK planning, but quick to process each observation. 

Step 1. Prior to receiving any observations, the recognizer reads the input files and crates a 

table of all goals ( ) and all potential compositions of agents ( ) into teams. The 

combination of a team composition and a goal is called a “partial interpretation”. The 

recognizer generates PDDL problem files for each partial interpretation. There are 2| | 
possible team compositions (if we could be sure all agents were identical we could use team 

size instead) so there will be 2| | × | | planning problems generated. The recognizer will 

synthesize a set of plans for each partial interpretation, for the analysis in this chapter, this set 

includes up to 200 unique and non-subsuming plans (i.e., one plan is not included in 

another). See Section 5.1.1 for additional details of how we generate these plans. 
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Step 2: The recognizer loads each of the plans, anonymizes the actions by replacing the agent 

identifier with a common string, and hashes the action and parameter text to produce a set of 

labeled sequences of action tokens. These sequences become our plan library, and have been 

generated without human intervention. Converting action strings to hash values make the 

many comparisons fast. Each sequence is labeled with the partial interpretation that was used 

to create it (primarily for the goal). 

Step 3: Initially, the recognizer creates a set of empty observation sequences (ordered list 

actions), one sequence for each team composition. These sequences are used to manage the 

ordering and filtering of observed actions performed by each potential team composition. 

Once the recognizer starts receiving observations, the recognizer will identify the performing 

agent of the action, and append an anonymized copy of the action to the sequences of any 

team composition that includes the performing agent. Essentially, these sequences track “if 

the team looks like X, then the anonymized observation trace for that team are Y.” 

Step 4: For each observation, the recognizer compares the updated sequences of observations 

to the plans in the library for the same team composition. This comparison is performed 

using a global sequence alignment algorithm described in Section 5.1.3. The output of 

alignment is a similarity score normalized to the size of the observation sequence so far. A 

higher score (the range being from -1, when no observations match the plan, to 1, when all 

observations match the plan) indicates a greater likelihood that the partial interpretation 

(team composition and goal), and plan (from library) better explain that subset of 

observations. We save the scores in a 2| | × | | matrix by team composition and goal index. 

Step 5: The recognizer outputs a list of full interpretations that are identified as positive 

recognitions for each observation (time step). To produce this, we build the list of full 

interpretations and compute their scores. Since a full interpretation is a set of partial 

interpretations that unique assigns each agent to a team, we calculate the full interpretation’s 

score as the average of the scores of the partial interpretations of which it is composed. 

Step 6: The recognizer sorts the full interpretations and emits any with the highest score as 

positive recognitions. The recognizer then returns to Step 3 for the next observation. 
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5.1.1 Using a Planner to Generate a Plan Library 

 In much of the plan recognition research, people produce plan libraries to encode the 

knowledge of what action patterns that the recognizer should match and their meaning in 

terms of the goals, plans, or teams [1]. In this research, we investigate automatically 

generating a plan library from domain information, possible goals, and potential teams. We 

do this by parametrically synthesizing plans for each partial interpretation (team composition 

and goal combination). In this way, our plan library simply consists of set of action 

sequences (plans) labeled with the team and goal used to produce them. 

 Initially we evaluated classical planners which produced a single plan (or sequence of 

actions) for each case (see Section 25). In recognition we then incrementally compared 

selected subsets of the observables to these sequences to determine which partial 

interpretation best aligned with the observations. However, in many domains there are 

multiple optimal ways that a plan can be constructed to accomplish the goal using the same 

resources. Since our plan library only included a single case for each partial interpretation, it 

often failed to identify the simulated plan for some combination of two reasons: 

Orderings & 
Assignments 

In many cases, there is freedom in the order in which some actions can be 

performed. This freedom can be increased with multiple agents. For 

example, in a single agent blocks world scenario the gripper must put a block 

down before it can pick up a second block, but with multiple grippers the 

second agent can pick up the second block independently of when the first 

agents puts the first block down. Even assuming agents act efficiently (or 

optimally) there will often be multiple serial orderings for the same actions. 

Alternative 
Strategies  

 

Additionally, there can be multiple entirely different approaches to achieving 

the same goal with the same resources. For example, in the Storybook 

domain the goal “Find Love” can be accomplished by marrying either the 

Princess or the Maiden so long the agents use the “marry_for_love” action. 

The sequence of actions required to get to the point of being able to marry 

either mate will different from each other. 
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 Essentially the challenge is that for any partial interpretation there can be different 

actions used, they can be performed in different orders, they can be assigned to different 

agents, and they can be optimized for different utilities. For good recognition, we would like 

the sequences in the plan library to be very similar to the sequence of serialized observations 

that the recognizer gets from the Simulator. However, in a real world application, we would 

not know the details of the planning algorithm used by teams. 

 Therefore, we investigated three planning methods, detailed below. As shown in Figure 

25, we can use different planners for simulation (generating the action trace) and recognition 

(generating the plan library). Ultimately, we chose to use JFFTK(k=200) (see Section 5.1.2), 

to produce the plan library in every method, and use different planners for simulation.  

 

Method Simulation 
Planner 

Recognition 
Planner 

A Graphplan JFFTK(k=200) 
B JavaFF JFFTK(k=200) 
C JFFTK(k=1) JFFTK(k=200) 

 

Figure 25. Two planners (yellow) are used for each method, shown on right. For all cases JFFTK(k=200) generates multiple 
plans that we use to build the Plan Library used by the Recognizer (blue). In each method, we change the planner used by 
the Simulator (green) to produce the Observer Action Trace that the Recognizer must identify. The table on left enumerates 
the three methods compared. 

Method A: Simulation with Graphplan – an Optimal Partial Order Planner. For Method A, 

we selected a Java implementation of Graphplan [57 and 58]] and modified it to produce a 

serialized trace for our framework. Graphplan is an optimal partial order planner (see Section 

2.2.1), which means that it produces plans with the least number of ordering dependencies. 

Our modifications translated partial orderings in to a serial and total ordered plan that 

respected the dependencies but randomized non-ordered actions. Actions by the same agent 

are treated as dependent, but actions by different agents can (depending on domain details) 

be independent. In the simulator, this had the effect of producing serial traces that make 

effective use multiple agents. 
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Method B: Simulation with Fast Forward (JavaFF) – a Heuristic State-Space Search 

Planner. It was shown in [27] that single agent recognition could be performed with either an 

optimal or heuristic planner with good results. Current research in the planning community 

has focused on developing fast state-space searches with heuristics based on synthesizing 

plans for a simplified problem. Fast Forward [59] is one leading implementation of this. 

 Fast Forward is a performance-tuned planner and previous winner of the International 

Planning Contest. We used a Java implementation (JavaFF) [60] to make integration with our 

framework easier, at the cost of some of that performance. This did result in action sequences 

in the plan library that were often different from the simulation traces. While we were now 

able to demonstrate the challenges with sequence ordering, assignment, and strategies, the 

recognizer was frequently not correctly recognizing the goal, plan, or team. The obvious 

problem was the use of a single action sequence for each partial interpretation, and so we 

investigated methods of synthesizing a wider range of plans for the same goal. 

Method C: Simulation with JFFTK – A Heuristic Top K Planner. Top K planners 

synthesize the K most optimal plans and can be constructed using variations of traditional 

planners [56]. For this research, we modified JavaFF into a Top K planner that we referred to 

as Java Fast Forward Top K (JFFTK). In all the methods we use JFFTK(k=200) as the 

planner for synthesizing the plan library used by the recognizer. In Method C, we also use 

JFFTK, but with (k=1), to produce the simulation trace. Note below, that we introduced a 

stochastic step to ensure JFFTK(k=1) was not simply the first plan found by JFFTK(k=200). 

 To be clear, in modifying JavaFF to be JFFTK we removed many of the features that 

made JavaFF performant. For example, we disabled the initial Enhanced Hill Climbing check 

and other shortcuts that were not easily amenable to the modification. Essentially, JFFTK is 

now simply a Best First Search (BFS) that uses the same non-admissible heuristic of JavaFF. 

This heuristic uses Graphplan to solve a reduced version of the planning problem. 

Additionally, we added random shuffling of states with the same utility which improves 

diversity of solutions and reduces the chances of getting the same set of plans on multiple 

runs (e.g., k=2 no longer always includes k=1’s plan). 
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 JFFTK also includes a solution tracker that checks each solution reached by the search 

algorithm. When a solution is found, the tracker logs the solution and continues the search 

until K solutions are found. Using a non-admissible heuristic does not guarantee that we find 

the optimal solution first, but in general, earlier solutions are better than those found later. As 

a heuristic planner, JFFTK does not necessarily find k optimal plans, but rather k good plans. 

 During initial runs, we identified that many of the later plans synthesized were sometimes 

simply previously synthesized plans with an additional unnecessary action or two. Since the 

sequence alignment in the recognizer was designed to score these differences, having this 

type of variation in the plan library was counterproductive. To solve this, we required that to 

be counted a solution could not be subsumed by a previous solution (regardless of agent 

assignments). As a result, solutions are only counted towards the k if they are sufficiently 

distinct from the previously synthesized sequences in the plan library. 

 In some cases, there are not k plans (without subsumption) for a given problem, in which 

case we would not want to wait for the Top K planner to exhaust all possible action 

combinations before giving up. Therefore, we introduced two additional checks to stop the 

search even if k solutions have not yet been found. P is the maximum inefficiency compared 

to the best cost. T is the maximum time spent so that the planner could timeout the search 

and save the (less than k) solutions it found so far. 

5.1.2 Comparing the Plans Synthesized by Different Planners 

 There are often multiple solutions to a planning problem, and with multiple agents there 

are also many ways to distribute actions between agents and different levels of 

interdependencies between the actions of agents. In this section, we present typical difference 

between the plans synthesized by each of our planners for a common Storybook problem. 
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Graphplan efficiently tasks teams. The utility function in Graphplan is based on minimizing 

the partial order plan length. This approach fits multi-agent planning problems well because 

there is a natural independence between agents that allows Graphplan to find solutions that 

take advantage of the available parallelism in tasking. For example, in the decomposition of 

the action trace in Table 3 we have unrolled the serialized trace into a parallel trace. In a plan 

synthesized by Graphplan there are relatively few time slots in which any agent is inactive. 

Blank entries denote no-ops. 

Table 3. Actions in Graphplan solutions tend to have higher efficiency (fewer inactive steps) and more agent 
interdependencies on actions (bold blue). This plan has a partial order length of 8 and a total order length of 18 (serialized). 

GP Agent0 Agent1 Agent2 
1 walk agent0 cave field walk agent1 stable town walk agent2 tower garden 
2 walk agent0 field forest walk agent1 town field pickup_weapon agent2 bow 

garden 
3 ride agent0 bear forest 

tower 
walk agent1 field forest walk agent2 garden tower 

4 walk agent0 tower forest  ride agent2 bear tower forest 
5 pickup_weapon agent0 club 

forest 
 slay agent2 giant bow forest 

6 ride agent0 bear forest tower rescue agent1 maiden giant 
forest 

 

7 slay agent0 witch club tower marry_for_love agent1 maiden  
8 tell_truth agent0 witch 

agent0 
  

 This efficiency of actions also results action assignments in which one agent depends on 

another agent to perform actions that fulfill the preconditions of its next actions. These are 

instances of positive coordinated agent interactions (see Section 2.2.2.1) and are called out as 

bold blue text in in Table 3. When represented as parallel actions, efficient multi-agent plans 

tend to exhibit more coordination. 
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JavaFF is designed for speed and total ordered plans. The FF planning algorithm is 

designed to find reasonable answers quickly. The utility function in FF is the total order plan 

length, and there are is no special support for leveraging the independency of agents. Table 4 

shows the decomposition of the plan synthesized by JavaFF for the same problem as Table 3. 

The large amount of white space indicates that plan is not efficiently parallelized for multiple 

agents. In fact, there are 4 useless actions (in red and italics), including the only actions 

performed by Agent1. The partial order length is more than twice the length of the Graphplan 

solution, but serialized, the total order is only 4 more. 

Table 4. Actions in JavaFF solutions tend to have reasonable total order lengths (22) but poor agent efficiency (lots of white 
space), fewer agent interdependencies (blue), and occasional superfluous actions (red). 

JFF Agent0 Agent1 Agent2 
1 walk agent0 cave field walk agent1 stable garden walk agent2 tower garden 
2 walk agent0 field forest walk agent1 garden tower  
3 pickup_weapon agent0 club 

forest 
  

4 ride agent0 bear forest field   
5 ride agent0 bear field forest   
6 walk agent0 forest tower   
7 rest agent0 tower   
8 slay agent0 witch club tower   
9 walk agent0 tower forest  tell_truth agent2 witch 

agent0 
10   pickup_weapon agent2 bow 

garden 
11   rest agent2 garden 
12   walk agent2 garden tower 
13   rest agent2 tower 
14   walk agent2 tower forest 
15   rest agent2 forest 
16   slay agent2 giant bow forest 
17 rescue agent0 maiden giant 

forest 
  

18 marry_for_love agent0 
maiden 
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JFFTK adapts JavaFF. In addition to being a TopK planner, JFFTK trades speed for more 

optimal solutions. While still heuristic by virtue of reusing the FF heuristic, JFFTK takes 

fewer shortcuts in the planning process, for example JFFTK skips attempting an enhanced 

hill climbing pass before starting its full search. As a result, JFFTK takes significantly longer 

to find a single (k=1) solution than its baseline JavaFF. However, it also finds tighter plans 

and is less likely to result in solutions with useless actions (e.g., no red/italics actions). This 

can be seen in Table 5, which shows JFFTK finding a shorter total order solution (13 steps) 

with a less efficient partial order length (11). 

Table 5. Actions in JFFTK solutions tend to be more efficient than JavaFF (e.g., 13 vs 22 actions) but still focuses on the 
total ordering, missing opportunities to better distribute the  

JTK Agent0 Agent1 Agent2 
1  walk agent1 stable town walk agent2 tower forest 
2  walk agent1 town blacksmith pickup_weapon agent2 club 

forest 
3   ride agent2 bear forest 

tower 
4   slay agent2 witch club tower 
5  tell_truth agent1 witch agent2  
6  buy_weapon agent1 sword 

blacksmith 
 

7  walk agent1 blacksmith castle  
8  rest agent1 castle  
9  slay agent1 dragon sword 

castle 
 

10  rescue agent1 princess dragon 
castle 

 

11  marry_for_love agent1 
princess 

 

 Both JavaFF and JFFTK failed to schedule any actions to one of three agents, while 

Graphplan used all three reasonably effectively. Scheduling differences between planners  

can result in very different sequences which leads to three concerns: 

1. When comparing observation sequences to plans in a library, we cannot be sure that 

actions will be assigned to the same specific agents they were when we generated the 

plan library (especially if agents are identical). ESA anonymizes the agents in the 

plan library and observations during comparison to avoid this issue. 
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2. Several MAPR techniques not related to this research directly search for the parallel 

action layouts (e.g., [3]). Given the wide variety of potential layouts it seems like 

simple pattern matching in this space would be ineffective unless the planners for 

simulation and plan library generation are identical and deterministic. ESA operates 

in a serialized and anonymous space so mismatched gaps do not impede matching. 

3. If there can be superfluous actions or actions that do not have strong constraints on 

their temporal placement (e.g., Storybook), any comparison to a fixed plan library 

must be flexible enough to make matches despite errors in some action matches. ESA 

uses sequence alignment to find the best fit, even if that fit is only marginal. 

Overall, the diversity in how multiple agents can be scheduled represents a significant 

increase in complexity over single agent plan recognition. There are not only more possible 

combinations of teams, but for each team many combinations of action assignments that are 

feasible and sometimes equally optimal. ESA addresses this issue by synthesizing more 

cases, anonymizing actions for comparison, and recognizing case similarity even with 

imperfect alignments. 

5.1.3 Assessing Similarity with Globally Sequence Alignment 

 The ESA plan library consists of a set of action sequences produced by JFFTK(k=200) 

and annotated with: domain, environment id, scene id, team composition, goal, solution 

number, timing data, and optimality ratio. The observation trace consists of the actions 

observed (so far in the trace) and is filtered by the hypothesized team composition for each 

partial interpretation. For each observation, ESA performs global event sequence alignment 

on the observations filtered for each team composition and each plan in the library. ESA 

alignments are scored by crediting 1 point for each equal (minus agents names) action, 0 pts 

for unequal or adding skips to either sequence. The points count is normalized by the number 

of actions in the smaller sequence (usually the observations) for a similarity score. An 

example of this process is shown in Table 6. 
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Table 6. Example Alignment of Two Action Sequences. Agents are anonymized (struck out in text). We weight skips and 
mismatches (red/italics) both as 0 and matches as 1. When shown aligned, sequences with fewer gaps relative to their length 
will get better scores. Since ESA is an on-line recognizer, the observation sequence is frequently shorter; normalizing the 
similarity score on the shortest sequence ensures no penalty for incomplete observations. 

Action Sequence A Action Sequence B Score 
move agent1 milan munich move agent3 milan munich 1 
steal agent1 munich painting_2 steal agent3 munich painting_2 1 
move agent1 munich brussels move agent3 munich brussels 1 
steal agent1 brussels painting_0 steal agent3 brussels painting_0 1 
move agent1 brussels paris  0 
move agent0 belgrade bucharest move agent2 belgrade bucharest 1 
steal agent0 bucharest painting_1 steal agent2 bucharest painting_1 1 
steal agent0 bucharest painting_3 steal agent2 bucharest painting_3 1 
move agent1 paris barcelona  0 
stash agent1 barcelona painting_0  0 
move agent0 bucharest belgrade move agent2 bucharest belgrade 1 
move agent0 belgrade milan move agent2 belgrade milan 1 
move agent0 milan barcelona move agent2 milan barcelona 1 
stash agent0 barcelona painting_3 stash agent2 barcelona painting_3 1 
 move agent3 brussels paris 0 
stash agent0 barcelona painting_1 stash agent2 barcelona painting_1 1 
 move agent2 paris barcelona 0 
 stash agent3 barcelona painting_0 0 
stash agent1 barcelona painting_2 stash agent3 barcelona painting_2 1 
move agent1 milan munich move agent3 milan munich 1 

Alignment Similarity Score = 0.875 14/16 

 ESA’s sequence alignment algorithm uses a dynamic programming based on [61] and 

modified to handle generic sequences of various types [8]. While it supports other credit and 

penalty models, we determined keeping the alignment score equivalent to the percent of 

actions aligned (see 5.1) was beneficial for the MAPR application. 	 ( , ) = 	 	 ( , )(| |,| |) 	 (5.1)	
 For each partial interpretation, ESA records the maximum similarity between the current 

observation trace filtered by team ( ) and each of the plans in the plan library ( ) (see 5.2).  	 ( , ) = max( ( , o))	 (5.2)	
 ESA performs recognition first for partial interpretations and then generates and scores 

all full interpretations as the average similarity of constitute partial interpretations (see 5.3). 
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The full interpretations are sorted by similarity score, and the set of highest rated 

interpretations are returned as the positive recognition. 	 ( 	 ) = ∑ ( 	 )| 	 | 	 (5.3)	
5.1.4 Specific Assumptions and Limitations for ESA-based Recognizer 

Assumption of a complete library. For this research, we ran JFTTK(k=200) under the 

assumption that 200 plans would be sufficient to cover enough of the variation in plans. 

Since we did not achieve perfect recall, we know this was not the case, and that this number 

may have to vary for each domain. A better approach may have been to have JFFTK generate 

plans until the efficiency of new plans dropped below some threshold. JFFTK has been 

modified to do this, but tests of run-times showed this to be infeasible for the quantity of 

scenarios and partial interpretations given our available computer and memory resources. 

Exploring exhaustive plan generation is left potential future work, however it seems that a 

better approach would be develop smarter sampling of generation. 

Nondeterministic TopK Search. Typically a best-first search for TopK planning would be 

deterministic, always synthesizing the same plans in the same order for the same 

domain/problem. If we did this, recall would be 1 because the observations would always 

perfectly align with the identical sequence in the plan library. However, this is unrealistic 

because we are unlikely to know the exact planning strategy used by the agents. Instead, we 

are interested in synthesizing more diverse plans for a plan library in hopes that one will most 

closely match the observations. JFFTK increases diversity without compromising near 

optimality by randomizing the positions of states with the same score in the open queue of 

the best-first search. This stochastic aspect can result in random sampling when there are 

more than K plans with the same high score. In many of the cases aggregated in the graphs in 

this section, the plan used for simulation was not identical to a plan in the plan library. As a 

result, the ESA recognizer did not get perfect recall across the board. 

Other methods of generating a plan library. In ESA, we produce a plan library of total 

ordered plans and avoid the use of base rates. In theory a library could be produced by 

collecting previous experiences, crowd-sourcing plans, or other case-based approach instead 
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of synthesizing them. Had this library been assembled this way, there would be potential to 

add a priori base rates for each case, which could be integrated into the prioritizing of partial 

and full interpretations. However, ESA is limited to recognizing instances similar to the 

content in its plan library so any approach will need to address generating a sufficient library. 

Multi-agent and Partial Order TopK Planner. Our TopK planner JFFTK, was based on 

JavaFF, which had no direct support for optimizing across multiple agents. Adding TopK 

support to a purpose built multi-agent planner may result in better multi-agent plans in the 

library. Generating a plan library of partial ordered plans would also be useful in resolving 

many of the challenges with sequence orders varying. Partial ordering also brings the library 

structure closer to a grammar than a set of cases. On the other hand, reducing the library 

representation to a mere bag of actions could also effectively avoid ordering issues. 

5.2 Sequence Analysis of Plan Libraries for Domain Characterization 

 The process of generating a plan library for multi-agent goal and team recognition with a 

heuristic TopK planner requires parametrically synthesizing plan sets for each potential 

partial interpretation (i.e., every goal and every team composition). In the ESA recognizer, 

this calculation is performed before any observations are received. Initially, we (naively) 

assumed we could exhaustively produce every possible plan - which would reduce 

recognition to a simple incremental matching problem. This proved not to be the case, but 

provided the context for us to consider what other analysis we could perform on a corpus of 

plans that might help us characterize domains in terms of how challenging they might be to 

recognize. Previous, the only research we found on this topic came from the area of Goal 

Recognition Design [54, 55], where the intent is to adjust the domain to make recognition 

easier. Our goal was somewhat different, but must of the information required was the same. 

5.2.1 Sequence Distinctiveness and Convergence from a Plan Library 

 A key metrics in [54] is “Worst Case Distinctiveness” (WCD) which is the count of the 

most actions that must be observed before a recognizer can uniquely identify the goal of an 

agent (this metrics was intended for single agent scenarios). Given that many goals can be 
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recognized in fewer actions, the WCD identifies the length of the longest sequences of action 

that could still lead to multiple goals ([55] bounds suboptimality). This can also be thought of 

as a convergence – the point in an action trace where all the recognizer is assured of 

converging on a single goal. 

Computing Sequence Distinctness for Plan Libraries. We developed an alternative method 

of computing WCD based on the set of plans that we produced for the ESA plan library. Our 

approach for computing distinctiveness starts with a large number of plans produced by 

JFFTK(k=200) for each combination of goal and team composition in each scenario. We 

build a tree by combining trajectories in which the actions in each solution are represented as 

nodes from root (no actions) to leaf (all actions in solution) as in Figure 26. Branching in this 

tree represents the point, in terms of sequential actions, at which plans diverge from each 

other. The number of trajectories passing through a node represent the count of solutions in 

the plan library with that prefix. Each trajectory is labeled by partial interpretation (goal and 

team composition), and we compute entropy of labels at each node (see 5.4). We used base 

10 log functions, but using base 2 is also feasible (we use base 10 consistently here). 

 

Figure 26. We compute distinctiveness by loading the plan library into a tree, collapsing common prefix sequences. We 
compute entropy at each node and level (or time step) of the tree. Metrics for distinctiveness reflect when entropy=0. 	 = 	− log 	 (5.4)	
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To measure distinctiveness we looked for places where all the trajectories passing through a 

node had a uniform label (entropy of 0, as represented by a single color in Figure 26): 

• Worst Case Distinctiveness (WCD) is the length (number of nodes/actions from root 

to node) at which all nodes have a single uniform label, that is all nodes at that level 

of tree have entropy=0. 

• Best Case Distinctiveness (BCD) reflects the level at which any node has no entropy. 

• Expected Case Distinctiveness (ECD) is calculated as the level at which the mean 

entropy for all nodes at that level was less than 0.1. Our goal for ECD was to capture 

when we could expect most of the cases to have converged to a single interpretation. 

The entropy threshold of 0.1 was selected in an effort to reduce floor effects. 

Results for Sequence Distinctiveness. As shown in Figure 27, we normalized each scenario 

by the longest solution and averaged the BCD, ECD, and WCD over environments and then 

within each domain. In the resulting chart, shorter lines represent earlier convergence to a 

single interpretation, and thus easier for early stage recognition. 

 

Figure 27. Distinctiveness of sequences representing all plans generated for all goals and compositions within an 
environment. For these sets of solutions, the expected case is relatively close to the worst cases, which suggests that early 
stage plan recognition using these plan libraries would have low precision. Storybook is unusual because most cases 
completely finished without converging to a single interpretation. 
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 These results would suggest that we should be seeing accuracy and precision increasing 

significantly near the ECD and before the WCD assuming that the plans observed we in the 

plan library. For TeamBlocks this convergence point should be about 40% into the trace. For 

Collector the convergence point should be about 47%. And for Storybook, the convergence 

point is near 67% assuming it is not one of the cases where some trajectories did not 

converge to a single interpretation. 

 Right away, we could see that Storybook was going to be a significant challenge because 

there 65% of the environments had at least one trajectory in which the entropy did not reach 

zero within the duration of the trace. This indicates that some solutions make it impossible to 

differentiate these interpretations and for these cases precision may never reach 1. 

5.2.2 Sequence Entropy over a Plan Library 

 In addition to measuring the convergence point based through distinctiveness, we were 

interested in designing a metric to summarize how well a set of sequences might be 

recognized. Using the same tree structure and labeled solution trajectories described above, 

we computed the average entropy values for all nodes (see 5.5) as a metric for estimating 

how challenging or simple it might be to recognize the goal and team composition from the 

set of action traces. Essentially, sequence entropy uses the plan library as a proxy for all 

possible plans and provides an overall measure of how distinct these plans are from each 

other. We believe that the higher the sequence entropy, the more challenging recognition will 

be because it suggests that the traces of multiple interpretations are more similar. 	 	 = 	 | | ∑ 	 (5.5)	
 As with previous entropy, we used base 10, other bases would be fine so long as one is 

consistent when comparing results. 

Results for Sequence Entropy. We were able to assess the overall sequence entropy of the 

sequences generated for the ESA Plan Library (Figure 28). The differences between 

environments were minimal as indicated by the small standard error bars. Storybook has the 

highest entropy levels indicating it should be the most challenging for recognition. Collector 
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has the lowest sequence entropy suggesting its traces can be more readily distinguished. 

 

Figure 28. The Sequence Entropy for each domain (with stderr). Storybook has the highest sequence entropy (i.e., most 
difficult to recognize) and Collector has the lowest (i.e., easiest to recognize). 

Limitations and Assumptions. Our findings for Sequence Entropy here are based on filtering 

for optimal plans. We have computed similar results for incrementally (.90, .80, …, .50) 

suboptimal plans with similar findings. However, this metric can only reflect the range of 

plan solutions in the plan library and thus confounds the limitations of planner that produces 

the library (JFFTK(k=200)) and the domain. 

 Finally, most recognizers do not use simple direct discrete action comparisons precisely 

because the plan library may be incomplete and finding the best of non-perfect matches is 

better than no interpretation at all. Our third sequence analysis technique addresses this 

shortcoming. 

5.2.3 Event Sequence Alignment and Clustering and Total Observed Variation 

 Event Sequence Alignment and Clustering (ESAC) applies the basic alignment 

techniques used by the ESA recognizer to pairwise compute similarity for all of the 

sequences in the plan library into a large similarity matrix. The alignment similarity measure 

is always between 0 (no actions align) and 1 (all actions align).  ESAC then uses a k-

mediod clustering algorithm based on those similarities to incrementally determine the 

optimal number of clusters to minimize the distances between plans in each cluster. The 
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mediod of each cluster then represents the more common or canonical case that can be used 

to best summarize the cluster because it has the least alignment differences with all of the 

sequences in the cluster (called mean intra-cluster similarity or ). The  can be 

viewed as essentially a measure of the radius of the cluster, although there are no Euclidean 

dimensions. 

 The similarity between the mediods of each cluster is referred to as the inter-mediod 

similarity ( ) and can be considered a measure of how far apart each of the clusters are 

from each other (again dimensionless). The  for a set of sequences will always be less 

than the . Variation within a cluster is computed as 1 − , and the Total Observed 

Variation is the sum of the variation within each cluster. 	 = 	∑ (1 − )	 (5.6)	
Results for ESAC and TOV. The benefit of computing TOV is that it provides a simple 

metric to compare sets of sequences relatively in terms of how much variation they possess. 

As shown in Figure 29, generating sets of plans for a plan library for each domain produces 

different levels of variation. We averaged the TOV for each environment by domain; the 

standard error was small indicating there was not significant deviations between 

environments. Storybook has the least variation (TOV=3.278), suggesting that the plan 

sequences produced are similar to each other and therefore may be harder to differentiate 

during recognition. Plans generated for the Collector domain had the most variation 

(TOV=4.645) suggesting that they plans were less similar and that a recognizer should be 

able to recognize differences more readily. TeamBlocks fell in the middle (TOV=4.106).  
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Figure 29. Total Observed Variation measures the variety in a set of sequences, we believe more variation in plans should 
make recognition easier (not as many similar cases). 

5.2.4 Overall Domain Characterizations 

 We looked at three methods of characterizing the domains through analysis of the sets of 

solutions we generated for the ESA Plan Library: Convergence, Distinctiveness, and 

Variation. Based on these analyses, we can make the following three assertions: 

• Storybook appears to be the most challenging because it appears to converge late 

(and often not at all), has high sequence entropy, and low total observed variation.  

• Collector appears to be the most easy to recognize with the highest total observed 

variation and lowest sequence entropy.  

• TeamBlocks is in the middle but appears to converge earlier than Collector. 

Overall, analyzing the sequences produced by a planner like JFFTK(k=200) for a plan library 

provides insight into the relative difficulty of recognizing traces for each domain. 

5.2.5 Other Applications of ESAC and TOV Research 

 We first published on ESAC and TOV in [8] applying it to the analysis of variation in 

game play experiences moderated by an adaptive training system. In this application, we 

assessed TOV for hundreds of game logs in various conditions and compared the variation to 

the training performance from an IARPA-funded project. Modified versions of ESAC have 
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also been integrated into other analytic projects. It has been used to analyze behaviors for the 

Laboratory for Analytic Sciences (LAS) and for comparing patient stays in an intensive care 

unit for the Army Institute of Surgical Research. While each of these applications of this 

work is tangential to plan recognition, they represented a transition of this academic research 

into multiple industry projects. 

5.3 Recognition Results 

 The ability to recognize goals, plans, and teams with ESA on a plan library would seem 

to depend entirely on three factors: 

1. How close the plans in the library are to the plan being observed, and 

2. How differentiated the action sequences are between plans in the library, and 

3. How many observations are available for comparison. 

A fourth consideration, the team composition also exists, but is searched exhaustively for 

each partial interpretation by the ESA algorithm. During recognition, ESA adjusts the team 

composition being compared by filtering the observation stream by agent performing the 

actions. This means the team composition for observations is very flexible. However, ESA is 

limited to using the sets of plans synthesized a priori to recognize the goals and plans, so we 

must generate cases for the library using each partial interpretation. 

 We executed 180 ESA recognition instances using 60 unique problems, 20 in each of the 

three previously described methods (see Figure 25) in which the simulation planner was 

varied. For all cases, ESA used JFFTK(k=200) to generate the plan library. We used the 

same plan library for each problem instance regardless of the simulation planner used by the 

ESA recognizer. While generating the plan library for a problem instance, JFFTK(k=200) 

would occasionally time out (at 30 mins) before finding 200 solutions for a specific partial 

interpretations. In these cases, we simply used the plans that were synthesized. When 

anonymized, some plan sequences for different team compositions (but same goal) were 

identical, which reduces the impact of generating k<200 solutions for each partial 
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interpretations. 

 While running simulations using the planners specified in each method, we dropped 

instances where the simulation planners timed out (at 10 mins) resulting in 135 the 

distributed in Table 7. The most common timeouts were with JFFTK(k=1) as this was the 

least performant planner. 

Table 7. Counts of number of cases (n) for each combination of planner (vertical) and domain (horizontal). 

 TeamBlocks Collector Storybook 
Method A: Graphplan 19 20 20 
Method B: JavaFF 15 20 20 
Method C: JFFTK(k=1) 13 11 16 

5.3.1 Summary of Results for ESA Recognition  

 The results for Recall, Accuracy, and Precision of recognition using ESA for each of the 

different planners (over all problem domains) is shown in Figure 30. We were surprised by 

these results because each simulation planner had a unique profile in the metrics. This 

suggests that the challenges were not simply a matter of which planner was most similar. For 

example the simulation planner with the worst recall had the best accuracy.  

 In this summary, we discuss the results of each case in our expected similarity order: 

JFFTK(k=1) plotted in green, JavaFF plotted in red, and Graphplan plotted in blue. We then 

detail each planner cases individually and with respect to domain problems.  

Method C: JFFTK(k=1). When using the same planner (albeit stochastic and with different 

settings) for both simulation and plan library generation, indeed we got the best overall 

recognition performance. Recall varied more than expected and generally declined with more 

observations. The max similarity scores were consistently high. Together, these suggest that 

the plan library contained plans that closely aligned with the observations, but sometimes 

(approximately 30% of the time) the best match for was not the correct one. Accuracy and 

Precision generally increased over time as expected showing false positives were often 

eliminated with increased information. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 30. Summary of ESA by simulation planner showing Recall (a), Accuracy (b), Precision (c), and the similarity score 
of the top interpretation over time (d). Each method shows a unique pattern. 

Method B: JavaFF. Although similar to JFFTK in planning approach, JavaFF showed a very 

different recognition profile across the metrics. Recall improved over time, which is as 

expected. However, when paired with a decreasing Accuracy and max similarity score, this 

indicates that the recognizer was simply giving more positives with lower similarities over 

time. This suggests the simulation plan was often different from the solutions in the library. 

Method A: Graphplan. The Accuracy and max similarity scores suggest that ESA was able 

identify true negatives with high confidence. However, the decreasing Recall and low 

Precision indicate that ESA also frequently rejected the correct interpretation. Interestingly, 

these results suggest that simulation with Graphplan resulted in observation sequences that 

were often mistaken by the ESA recognizer to fit the incorrect interpretation. 
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5.3.2 Conclusions 

 Overall, our results were surprising in their non-uniformity. We did not initially identify 

the differences in team-assignments and did not expect each planner to result in such unique 

behavior patterns: 

• Method C: JFFTK(k=1) performed ok, albeit worse than expected. 

• Method B: JavaFF failed gracefully, providing more positives at a lower confidence. 

• Method A: Graphplan failed by providing incorrect interpretations.  

These differences point to an issue that was not addressed in the research we identified – 

when the goals can be achieved with many diverse plans, it is more difficult to account of 

those variations in a static plan library. This issue is exaggerated when using multiple agents 

because there are often many ways in which the actions can be assigned. 

 In addition to quantifying recognition performance for each method, below we address 

three key finding regarding how differences between planners, the value of additional 

observations, and sequence distinctiveness. 

5.3.2.1 Similarity of Planners Used for Simulation and Generation of Plan Library 

Expectation. We hypothesized that the more similar the simulation planner is to the 

recognition planner, the better the relative recognition performance should be (i.e., higher 

recall, accuracy, and precision). Based on code-based similarity and visual inspection of 

plans, the order of similarity to JFFTK(k=200), most to least, is: C: JFFTK(k=1), B: JavaFF, 

and A: Graphplan. 

Conclusion. This hypothesis is supported by our findings, the more similar the simulation 

planner is to the planner used to generate the plan library, the better recognition we can 

expect. We see Method C (ESA using JFFTK(k=1) for simulation) has the best overall 

recognition performance. Method B’s (ESA using JavaFF) performance was interesting 

because it demonstrates a recognition failure mode intended to preserve Recall. Because 

similarity of observations to the library was low for all cases, ESA simply included more 

positives. Finally, the sequences produced by Method A (Simulation with Graphplan) were 
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the most distinct from those of JFFTK(k=200), but in this case, ESA found incorrect cases 

that aligned better than the correct one. 

5.3.2.2 The Value of Additional Observations for Recognition 

Expectation. As the number of observations used in the sequence alignment increases, we 

hypothesized that the overall recognition would improve. We expect Recall, Accuracy, and 

Precision to increase (likely monotonically) over time. 

Conclusions. Surprisingly, more observations did not always result in improved recognition 

under ESA. The intuition behind this hypothesis makes sense when Recall=1, because 

additional observations would help reduce eliminate the incorrect interpretations. However, 

in our three conditions, Precision is the only metric that appears to generally increase over 

time (although not monotonically). Recall can decrease with time when new observations 

support the incorrect interpretation. Accuracy can also decrease over time for ESA when new 

observations simply decrease the top similarity score. Overall, at least for a recognizer with a 

fixed plan library, more observations do not always help because there is no guarantee that 

plan sequences will be particularly distinct for each interpretation. 

5.3.2.3 How Plan Distinctiveness Influences Recognition 

Expectation. In Section 5.2.15.2, we provided methods for evaluating sequence 

distinctiveness. We hypothesized that the more distinctive the plans for different goals are, 

the more quickly the recognizer will converge on the correct interpretation. Based on the 

design of our domains, Team Blocks should have the most distinctive plans between goals, 

and Storybook should have the least. 

Conclusions. The findings here suggest that the solutions found by JFFTK(k=200) were, in 

general, not sufficiently distinct between partial interpretations. Recall was frequently below 

perfect, indicating times ESA made incorrect recognitions, which only occurred when 

observations were more closely aligned to an incorrect interpretation than to a correct one. 

Since we used K=200 (vice exhausting all possibilities) and plan synthesis for the library 

could time out, it is not surprising that the exact sequence was often not in the library. We 

investigate this in more detail in Section 5.3.3. 
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5.3.3 Detailed Results Focusing on Differences in Domains 

 In the above summary, we did not detail the differences between different domains. In 

this section, we look at the domain differences given each condition independently. This 

allows us to ensure that no single domain drove the results for the summary.  

 The results in this section attempt to address the following questions: 

• Are there specific domains that do better or worse under ESA? This question 

addresses if particular domains had significant effects on the averaged results shown 

previously. This is a concern because it may be that ESA recognition is biased 

towards specific characteristics in the domain and would therefore not be considered 

a general MAPR recognizer. 

• How do our Methods of ESA perform with respect to individual domains? There 

could be specific method and domain combinations that perform better or worse than 

the others. Identifying these may provide insight into how to improve the generation 

of plan libraries, the generality of ESA recognition, or issues with specific domains. 

• Do any of the domain characterization measures correlate with ESA recognition 

performance? When we analyzed the sequences generated for the plan library, there 

were indications that some domains might be easier to recognize. For example, 

Collector had the lowest sequence entropy and the highest TOV, which would 

suggest that it should be easier to recognize. Storybook had the highest sequence 

entropy and the lowest TOV, which would suggest that it should be the most difficult.  

 Below, we present the detailed results (recall, accuracy, and precision) of each Method in 

the order of their overall performance (C, B, A) for each of these domains. We then present 

conclusions and address each of the three questions above. 

5.3.3.1 Results for Method C: Using JFFTK(k=1) for Generating the Plan Library 

In this section, we focus on the case where JFFTK(k=1) was used for generating the 

simulation trace, and JFFTK(k=200) was used to produce the plan library for ESA.  
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Recall. As shown in Figure 31, the Recall for Collector and Storybook were consistent with 

the overall summary above. Teamblocks was an exception in this case and showed a low 

initial recall (first few observations led it to an incorrect recognition), but recovered and grew 

in steps to ~0.9. This was the expected behavior in terms of value of additional observations 

applied to Recall, however only TeamBlocks exhibited this expected behavior. 

 
Figure 31. The Recall results for ESA using the same planner for simulation and recognition were surprising. One might 
intuitive expect recall to improve with additional observations, but in two of the domains (Collector and Storybook) recall 
actually goes down over time. This suggests that action sequences for Teamblocks were distinctive, where the plans 
synthesized by JFFTK for Storybook and Collector had actions sequences in common. 

 We suspect the reason TeamBlocks shows an increase in Recall over time is because 

there are fewer variations in the plans that achieve the each goal. When ESA anonymizes and 

filters actions to infer team composition, these unique action sequences are more distinct 

between partial interpretations (and many become identical within a partial interpretation). 
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Accuracy. As shown in Figure 32, all domains showed a general increasing trend in 

Accuracy, meaning ESA was identifying true negatives with some efficiency. The trends for 

TeamBlocks and Collector were considerably higher than Storybook, which is consistent 

with the recognition difficulty of Storybook and the fewer number of possible goals. 

 
Figure 32. Accuracy of ESA using JFFTK increased over time for all domains, with a small dip in Teamblocks around 75% 
of the trace. This increase indicates incorrect interpretations were consistently being eliminated (excepting the dip). 
Accuracy in Storybook was consistently lower than the other domains, which is consistent with its low precision. 

 Accuracy is a metric that can continue to increase even when the correct answer is not in 

the set of positives, so there is not a large effect from recall decreasing for two of the three 

domains. At 70% through the observation trace for TeamBlocks, Recall increases while 

Accuracy decreases slightly. This reflects a point at which the max similarity scores dropped. 

For the other domains, the max similarity scores remained consistently high. 
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Precision. As shown in Figure 33, the rate of false positives for all domains was generally 

decreasing as more observations were received. Like Accuracy, the Precision for 

TeamBlocks and Collector problems increased more than Storybook. Even at completion of 

the trace, there were many false positives for Storybook. 

 

 
Figure 33. Precision of ESA with JFFTK suggests that false positives are generally being reduced over time (with Storybook 
being more flat than the others).  

 Overall, when JFFTK(k=1) was used for simulation and generating the plan library, the 

metrics generally followed the expected trend except a higher than expected failure of Recall 

that in some cases decreased with more observations. This suggests that while 

JFFTK(k=200) often included plans similar to the one synthesized by JFFTK(k=1), this was 

less likely for the Collector and Storybook domains, which have more paths to the solution. 
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5.3.3.2 Results for Method B: Using JavaFF for Generating the Plan Library 

 In this subsection, we detail the ESA recognition results for each domain for the instances 

where the simulation trace was produced by the JavaFF planner. As with the others, the plan 

library was produced with JFFTK(k=200). 

Recall. As shown in Figure 34, ESA consistently increased its Recall with more 

observations. However, a low Recall early in the trace suggests that the observed plan was 

rarely in the library used by ESA. 

 

Figure 34. Increasing Recall over time is misleading (appears positive) because it suggests that although ESA often not 
selecting the correct interpretation early in the trace, the correct answer was found later. However, a corresponding reduction 
in Accuracy tells us that Recall improved simply because more interpretations with lower alignment similarity scores 
because ESA was unable to find any high-scoring matches in the plan library. 

 When contrasted with a max similarity score that was consistently decreasing over time, 

this indicates that recall was improving simply because ESA was failing to differentiate any 
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of the potential interpretations. This pattern is also reflected in the Accuracy and Precision 

metrics. 

Accuracy. In this configuration, Accuracy results show ESA was decreasing the number of 

interpretation that it was eliminating over time (Figure 35). It is interesting that all domains 

showed some initial increase in Accuracy, so some interpretations were initially eliminated 

but the low Recall early on implies those eliminations were often incorrect. This 

demonstrates how early stage recognition with ESA can be misled when a few observation 

can be aligned in many ways and each observations has a significant effect. 

 
Figure 35. The Accuracy of recognition when the trace was produced by JavaFF was low and often decreasing over time. 
This occurred because the ESA recognizer was not finding matches for the observations in the plan library, and additional 
observations reduced the alignment similarity score for those few early alignments it did find. TeamBlocks traces had the 
same effect but were shorter (fewer observations in each 10% of trace) overall. 
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Precision. As shown in Figure 36, Precision was consistently abysmal for all domains given 

this configuration. This is consistent with there being many false positives.  

 
Figure 36. Precision was very low when comparing a JavaFF plan to the JFFTK(k=200) plan library. This indicates that 
there were many false positives at every time step, which was caused by all of the similarity scores dropping. 

 Overall, the observations produced by JavaFF were significantly different from those of 

JFFTK(k=200). As discussed above, these differences included things like extraneous actions 

that needlessly reduce the similarity of the correct interpretation. Both JavaFF and JFFTK 

have inefficient agent assignments compared to Graphplan (because of the difference of 

utility, Graphplan optimizes on Partial Order size), but this analysis suggests that they are 

also differently assigned between these two planners as well even though they share the same 

utility function (size of total ordered plan). 
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5.3.3.3 Results for Method A: Using Graphplan for Generating the Plan Library  

 Graphplan was the least like the other planners in several ways. Most notably because it 

optimizes on the partial ordering size rather then the total ordering size, which makes it much 

better at planning tight multi-agent schedules with better parallelization of the task. 

Recall. In Figure 37, we see that recall was the lowest of any of the planners, and generally 

low on across all domains. Concurrently, the max scores were consistently high. This 

suggests that the plans observed are rarely in the plan library, and were similar to cases for 

multiple interpretations. An increase at the tail of the trace indicates that interpretations are 

being successfully reconsidered with more observations. 

 

Figure 37. When simulation traces are synthesized by Graphplan, Recall of ESA (using a JFFTK-based plan library) suffers 
and it often fails to find the correct interpretation. Interestingly, in this case, there are incorrect interpretations that more 
closely align with the observations.  
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Accuracy. The results for ESA’s Accuracy (Figure 38) appear promising in that they show 

many interpretations are being eliminated over time. This is an indication that discrimination 

between partial interpretations is high. However, combined with a low recall, we see that 

correct interpretation is often being thrown out with the others. 

 
Figure 38. The Accuracy of ESA increases over time for all benchmarks, which indicates that incorrect interpretations are 
being identified as such. Given the dip in recall and high max score  

Precision. We were surprised to see the Precision of ESA on Graphplan produced 

observations achieve the Precision that it did (Figure 39) because the recall was as low as it 

was because Precision is 0 when Recall is 0. This means that ESA frequently gave very few 

false positives in this condition to compensate for these zero values. 
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Figure 39. Precision for ESA with Graphplan traces generally improve over time, which indicates that we are reducing the 
number of false positives. Storybook was an exception in that it remained fairly flat. 

 Overall, the Graphplan cases are interesting because they suggest that when ESA was 
correct, it was also accurate and precise, but it was often not correct. 

5.3.3.4 Conclusions of Comparing Domains 

 In this conclusion, we summarize the findings above with respect to the three questions 

introduced at the beginning of this Section 5.3.3: 

• Are there specific domains that do better or worse under ESA? Overall, 

TeamBlocks showed the best performance across all ESA Methods. This suggests 

that plans synthesized by each planner were the most consistent for TeamBlocks. 

Since we previously observed that the multi-agent scheduling was a key factor that 

differentiated our planners, TeamBlocks may have fewer scheduling options. 
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• How do our Methods of ESA perform with respect to individual domains? Under 

Method A: Graphplan, all domains performed consistently poorly in all but accuracy 

with little to distinguish them. Similarly, Method B: JavaFF, showed better overall 

performance without significant domain differences. However in Method C: 

JFFTK(k=1), most domains performed reasonably while the recall curves are 

different - TeamBlocks starts with low recall in increases, while Collector and 

Storybook start high and degrade. 

• Do any of the domain characterization measures correlate with ESA recognition 

performance? We did see that Storybook was usually had the lowest accuracy and 

precision of the domains, which is consistent with the anticipated performance based 

on the sequence entropy and TOV analysis. However, we did not see a correlation 

between the order we anticipated between Collector and TeamBlocks. 

 Overall, performance of ESA recognition for all domains appears to be highly influenced 

by erratic recall and significant differences in the different methods. However, we seem to 

see the least impact of these on the TeamBlocks domain, which we credit to the nature of that 

domain. Stacking blocks with a single agent has distinct actions that must be accomplished to 

reach a goal, and few opportunities for alternative optimal solutions. When ESA anonymizes 

the agents for comparison, the scheduling differences become less of a factor. In Collector 

and Storybook, the individual agents have locations and skills/accomplishments that make 

them less interchangeable within the same plan sequence. This means that depending on 

which agents are acting, the resulting anonymized action sequences may also be different – 

essentially introducing variation that is tied to multi-agent scheduling. 

5.4 Run-Time Performance Assessment 

 The time required for plan synthesis is a reflection of the system, domain, problem, and 

the planner. When creating a plan library we must run each partial interpretation (assuming 

agents are not identical). The run-time performance will obviously be highly dependent on 

the number of agents (and thus potential team compositions) and goals. We control for this 
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by timing plan synthesis for a single partial interpretation (here we selected the key). 

 Below we compare the run-time performance on a single core of a single computer 

(Apple MacBook Pro with a 2.66 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo CPU) for a set of 20 problems for 

each of our domains. For this comparison, we set JFFTK to k=100, p=0.95, and t=600 sec. If 

the timeout occurred before k plans were synthesized, we removed that problem (counted as 

“timed out” in tables). We also removed outliers by removing cases outside of 3 SD of the 

mean.  

TeamBlocks. We generated 20 TeamBlocks environment/scenes with 1-3 agents on a single 

team, and 10 randomly selected stacking goals of 3 blocks. We executed each of the planners 

on the one partial interpretation (the correct one) for each environment/scene and recorded 

the time required to synthesize plans. As shown in Figure 40. Comparison of planner run-

time to generate plan library for TeamBlocks problems, Graphplan and JavaFF2 are 

significantly faster on the same problems as JFFTK. To synthesize a single plan with JFFTK 

takes >8 times as long as JavaFF or Graphplan, but to synthesize 100 plans required only 3 

times as long as a single plan. 

 

Figure 40. Comparison of planner run-time to generate plan library for TeamBlocks problems. 

 Removing performance optimizations and adding additional checks means that JFFTK is 

slower than JavaFF. We can look at the effect on performance by comparing JFFTK (k=1) 
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with the above JavaFF and Graphplan implementations. However, JFFTK is designed to 

synthesize multiple plans, and we see the search time amortized over k solutions. JFFTK also 

suffers from a much wider range of run-times (Table 8). Although we removed outliers, there 

are some longer run-times that skew the mean in JFFTK. Additionally, there were several 

cases (6 for JFFTK(k=1) and 7 for JFFTK(k=100)) that failed to produce solutions within 10 

minutes and timed out.  

Table 8. Descriptive statistics for planner run-time to generate plan library for TeamBlocks problems. 

TeamBlocks Graphplan JavaFF2 JFFTK(k=1) JFFTK(k=100) 
Mean (μ) 2.068 11.357 90.334 279.645 
Median 1.647 1.625 32.295 220.610 
Min 0.227 0.427 0.290 0.333 
Max 4.709 108.360 376.280 603.600 
SD 1.276 27.817 122.198 197.194 
StdErr 0.293 6.747 32.659 54.692 
n 19 17 14 13 
outliers (μ±3SD) 1 3 0 0 
timed out (<k) 0 0 6 7 

 

Collector. We generated 20 instance of Collector problems with 1-3 agents and three 

instances of each stuff type to collect. Again, we executed each of the planners on the correct 

partial interpretation for each environment/scene and recorded time. This time (Figure 41) we 

see that JavaFF was faster than Graphplan, and both were significantly faster than JFFTK. 

Concurrently, the relative time difference between JFFTK (k=1) and JFFTK (k=100) was 

relatively small. In this case, JFFTK (k=1) had several long running instances that completed 

within the outliers cut off, while JFFTK (k=100) had a majority of the instances not complete 

within the 10 minute time limit. As a result, the JFFTK planner showed very high times 

compared to the classical planners and little difference between k=1 and k=100. 

 The descriptive statistics (Table 1) for the Collector domain show that it one JFFTK 

(k=1) instance required 491.40 seconds to complete. However, the SD is also high, so this 

was within the threshold for an outlier. Other longer running instances for k=1 include 

217.92 and 172.18 seconds. The higher run-times and inconsistent timing suggests that there 
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is a need to re-introduce run-time performance enhancements from the classical planners to 

JFFFTK. 

 

Figure 41. Comparison of planner run-time to generate plan library for Collector problems. 

 

Table 9. Descriptive statistics for planner run-time to generate plan library for Collector problems. 

Collector Graphplan JavaFF2 JFFTK(k=1) JFFTK(k=100) 
Mean (μ) 4.899 3.035 95.751 106.753 
Median 3.957 2.229 14.435 106.260 
Min 1.566 0.733 2.761 36.830 
Max 11.490 7.821 491.400 204.020 
SD 2.881 2.450 159.210 62.646 
StdErr 0.644 0.562 50.346 25.575 
n 20 19 10 6 
outliers (μ±3SD) 0 1 1 0 
timed out (<k) 0 0 9 14 

 

Storybook. We generated 20 instance of Storybook problems with 1-3 agents. Again, we 

executed each of the planners on the correct partial interpretation and recorded time. The 

graphical comparison looks very similar to TeamBlocks, but the scale is significantly smaller 

(Figure 42). Notice like in Collector, JavaFF outperforms Graphplan on average. Also again, 

there is an undesirably high number of time outs in the JFFTK. 
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Figure 42. Comparison of planner run-time to generate plan library for Collector problems 

 These results suggest that JavaFF is making use of the EHC technique which was not 
available to JFFTK as part of its TopK extension. 

Table 10. Descriptive statistics for planner run-time to generate plan library for Collector problems 

Storybook Graphplan JavaFF JFFTK(k=1) JFFTK(k=100) 
Mean (μ) 2.808 2.447 16.255 44.164 
Median 1.643 1.123 4.280 31.730 
Min 0.923 0.640 1.807 9.632 
Max 7.989 7.943 108.070 149.160 
SD 2.072 2.367 30.909 40.748 
StdErr 0.475 0.543 8.261 11.301 
n 19 19 14 13 
outliers (μ±3SD) 1 1 1 0 
timed out (<k) 0 0 5 7 

5.5 Specific Challenges and Future Work 

Generation of Case-based Plan Libraries. This analysis demonstrates some of the 

challenges that a priori generation of many plan instances for many potential interpretation 

for MAPR must overcome. The tradeoff here is performing considerable work up front that 

may not be necessary versus only doing work as it is required. In part, this is because 

unlikely cases get equal attention and representation in the library- but for low base rate 
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problems we do not want to bias our search towards the common case. Because we 

automated generation, the representation and sampling of the plans in the library were not a 

major factor, and there are times when using a set of labeled cases makes sense.  

 One avenue for future work in the generation of plan libraries for MAPR could be the 

dynamic generation of cases based on the fit of the observations to known cases. For 

example, using ESAC, one could measure the similarity of observations to the set of medoid 

cases to down-select which cases to compare. If few similar cases exists, an additional set 

could be generated using TopK based on goals that include subgoals for the actions that do 

not align well in the plan library. Such a system might dynamically expand the library based 

on observations. 

Similarity of Individual Actions. In ESA, action-matching was a Boolean operation. With 

additional knowledge of the domain (or analysis of the action model), penalties for actions 

that have similar but not identical effects could be reduced. For example, in Team Blocks the 

actions “put-down” and “stack” can be used interchangeably in many cases. In our system, 

since these are different actions, they get an alignment penalty of -1. An alternative method 

may be to give them partial credit, perhaps +0.5. This may be helpful if cases using the 

alternative actions were not generated during when creating the plan library. 

 An opportunity for future work could include using such similarity of action strategies in 

doing sequence alignment. They could also be applied to TopK generation to focus on more 

distinctive action sequences. One could also imagine replacing specific actions with more 

abstract actions and performing sequence alignment on sequences of abstract actions instead. 

Alternative Planners. We compared three simulation planners with ESA with a single TopK 

planner for plan library generation. There are many planners that could also be investigated 

for both roles. Similarly, an ensemble of planners could be used to generate a library that 

offers more variation in how actions are scheduled. 
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Chapter 6 Discrete Multi-Agent Plan Recognition (MAPRAP) 

 In this chapter, we detail our second Multi-agent Plan Recognition (MPAR) approach 

called Multi-Agent Plan Recognition As Planning (MAPRAP). MAPRAP uses the same 

inputs as our ESA recognizer, but approach avoids the complexity of generating an a priori 

plan library entirely, by dynamically using planning to assess which interpretations are 

consistent with observations. MAPRAP accomplishes this by extending Ramirez and 

Geffner’s Plan Recognition as Planning (PRAP) [26] approach to multi-agent domains. 

PRAP differed from previous single agent recognizers by trading off higher processing time 

for each observation for freedom from a plan library. Instead of matching expected 

sequences, PRAP and MAPRAP generate potential hypothesized plans given observations 

and evaluate if the observations support or refute the hypotheses. PRAP produces two 

modified planning problems for each hypothesized goal, synthesizes plans, and compares the 

plan cost (classically this is the number of actions required to accomplish the goal). One of 

the plans reflects the hypothesized goal without any other constraints; the other both they 

hypothesized goal and executing the observed actions. If the cost of accomplishing the goal 

increases when adding the observed actions, then the recognizer determines the observations 

are inconsistent with the hypothesized goals. 

 MAPRAP’s extensions to PRAP for MAPR include addressing the exponential number 

of potential teams, and implementing online recognition, which dramatically increases the 

joint search space (team compositions and goal combinations) and the frequency of online 

recognition. MAPRAP attempts to minimize the impact of this expansion on run-time by 

efficiently pruning potential interpretations and reusing plans from previous time steps where 

feasible. Where ESA only synthesized plans up front for generating cases for the plan library, 

MAPRAP synthesizes plans at each time step, so pruning focuses on reducing these. 
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 This chapter presents our MAPRAP solution. Section 0 enumerates the steps used by 

MAPRAP to perform recognition. Subsections present how MAPRAP addresses the 

challenge of teams in its extension of PRAP and two pruning techniques (aggressive and 

conservative) that limit the number of plans synthesized to accomplish recognition. 

Subection 6.1.3 explains the assumptions and limitations of this approach. Results are 

detailed in Section 6.2 and include discussions of recall, accuracy, and precision for each of 

the three evaluation domains (TeamBlocks, Collector, and Storybook). Section 6.3 compares 

the run-time performance of MAPRAP’s with aggressive (works on fewer domains) and 

conservative (works on all domains) pruning. Finally, Section 6.4 provides some challenges 

for future work with recognizer approach. 

Note on Our Previous Related Publications. We previously published on  our discrete 

MAPRAP approach as “Multi-Agent Plan Recognition as Planning (MAPRAP)” [5] at the 

International Conference on Agents and Artificial Intelligence (ICAART 2015) and then in 

an extended version for Springer Lecture on Artificial Intelligence as “Discrete Multi-Agent 

Plan Recognition: Recognizing Teams, Goals, and Plans from Action Sequences” [6]. The 

contents of this chapter reflect improvements to the recognizer (including applying lessons 

learned from P-MAPRAP described in Chapter 7) and evaluation on a completely new set of 

scenarios and two additional domains. 

 In our original publications, we only evaluated performance on the TeamBlocks domain 

and we included goals for all possible stacking of blocks. The volume of goals resulted in a 

huge number of possible interpretations and this exhaustive set of goals was inconsistent with 

any of the previous literature and resulted in incomparable metrics. We have addressed this 

issue in this chapter in which we use a randomly selected set of goals for each domain as 

detailed in Chapter 4. 
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6.1 Approach to Recognition 

 The discrete MAPRAP recognizer performs recognition by eliminating potential 

interpretations from a list of all possible interpretations. The process of elimination is based 

on computing identifying if observed actions are inconsistent with the optimal achievement 

of a hypothesized team and goal. The external interfaces for MAPRAP (arrows with blue 

text) are consistent with our other recognizers (Figure 46), but the internal components and 

workflow are unique. As previously, the numbered yellow balls shows the sequence of steps. 

 MAPRAP is given the list of potential goals (G) and agents (A) and computes three 2| | × | | matrices where each cell represents a partial interpretation of assignment of team 

composition (binary mask of agents in team) and goal. These are the key data structures used 

in MAPRAP. The baseline cost matrix tracks the initial planning cost (total number of 

ordered actions) for each hypothesized team to achieve each goal. A current cost matrix 

tracks the planning cost for the same configuration but also requires the plan includes all of 

the previously observed actions for that team. The last matrix tracks if an interpretation is 

still active, meaning that it has not been pruned away as infeasible. The workflow that 

MAPRAP uses to update and use these matrices is described below. 

Step Description 

 Synthesize baseline plans for all 
partial interpretations. 

 For each observation build team 
sequences and identify related 
active interpretations. 

 Create planning problems with 
observations for hypotheses. 

 Synthesize plans accomplishing 
hypothesis and observations 

 Compare score of new plan with 
baseline for same hypothesis. 

 Prune infeasible/inconsistent 
interpretations off active list. 

 Output all active interpretations 
as positive recognitions. 

Repeat steps 2-7 for all observations. 
Figure 43. The overview diagram of the MAPRAP recognizer with numbered steps and descriptions. The external interfaces 
match our other recognizers, but MAPRAP tracks feasibility of partial interpretations and efficiently updates this assessment 
for new observations by executing a hypothesized planning problem and comparing its cost to the baseline cost. 
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Step 1: Prior to receiving any observations, the recognizer reads the input files and crates a 

matrix (goals (G) by potential compositions of agents (A)) with each cell as the Baseline cost 

of that partial interpretation. The recognizer generates PDDL problem files for each of the 2| | × | | partial interpretations. MAPRAP launches planners to synthesize an optimal plan 

for each partial interpretation and store the plan cost (total order length) as the Baseline cost. 

MAPRAP builds a similar matrix indicating if the partial interpretation has been pruned, 

initially all partial interpretations are feasible (unpruned). 

Step 2: For each observation, MAPRAP starts by extracting the agent performing the 

observed action. The recognizer identifies all of the partial interpretations that are active and 

include the agent whose action is currently observed. The current cost for these partial 

interpretations must be updated due reflect this new observation. The intent behind this step 

is to reduce the number of updates over time by eliminating (or pruning) partial 

interpretations and the full interpretations that include them. 

Step 3: MAPRAP generates a planning problem for each partial interpretation, selecting the 

appropriate agents and hypothesized goal. In addition, MAPRAP adds goals to reproduce all 

of the previously observed actions by agents in the team composition. This is accomplished 

by adding the appropriate set of predicates with the “OBS_” prefix. The generated PDDL 

problems require the identified team to achieve the hypothesized goal and replicate the 

observations the recognizer has received thus far for the identified team. 

Step 4: MAPRAP submits planning jobs to a multi-threaded execution engine that spawns 

the external planner (as configured in input files, Graphplan in this case). As the planners 

complete, the solutions are gathered for each plan job, the cost of the solution is determined 

and set as the Current cost for that partial interpretation. 

Step 5: If the Current cost is greater than the Baseline cost for the same partial interpretation, 

this implies that it is less efficient to achieve the goal while also replicating the observations. 

Discrete MAPRAP interprets this as the partial interpretation being inconsistent with the 

observations. 
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Step 6: We experimented with two pruning mechanisms for MAPRAP: aggressive (which 

does not work for all domains) and conservative. The differences are discussed in Section 

6.1.2. For conservative pruning, the partial interpretations that are consistent with the 

observations remain in the set of active interpretations; the others (infeasible) are removed. 

Step 7: After each cycle, MAPRAP outputs all of the active interpretations as positive 

recognitions (others are negative) and reports this to evaluation component. MAPRAP then 

returns to Step 2 to process the next observation. 

For each observation, MAPRAP repeats this process (Steps 2-7) and usually removes some 

partial interpretations from the active list. Over time, the amount of computation required 

(which is dominated by plan synthesis) is reduced (see Section 6.1.2). 

6.1.1 Extending PRAP to Teams 

 Single agent PRAP [26] compares the utility cost  (e.g., number of actions) of two plans 

for each possible goal ∈ . The first reflects only the goal , the second incorporates a 

sequence of observations …  (from initial to the current time step	 ) expressed as subgoals 

that are achieved by performing the observed actions, ∩ … . When ( ) < ( ∩… ), the goal  is not supported by the observations because the observed actions 

increased the cost of achieving the goal. MAPRAP builds on the PRAP approach. 

 MAPRAP manages the potential agent to team assignments, , for each goal  forming 

a partial interpretation. Without a priori base rates, all partial interpretations are equally 

feasible until observations indicate otherwise. MAPRAP synthesizes multi-agent plans for all 

partial interpretations to get a baseline cost ( ) without observations. These baseline costs 

are stored and reused for future comparisons. 

 For each new observation (time ), MAPRAP identifies which team compositions include 

the agent performing the newly observed action and updates their cost. The updated costs of 

the partial interpretations with all relevant (i.e., performed by agents on hypothesized team) 

observations, ( ∩ … ), is then computed. If ( ) 	< 	 ( ∩ … ), MAPRAP infers 

that the observed actions are inconsistent the hypothesized partial interpretation (team and 
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goal combination) because a more efficient means exists for the team to achieve that goal. 

MAPRAP marks that partial interpretation inactive or infeasible, because the cost of an 

optimal plan with fewer constraints will always be less than or equal to the cost of the same 

plan with more constraints.  

 The fact ( ∩ … ) ≤ ( ∩ … ) allows us to prune the search space and 

eliminate plan synthesis for partial interpretations that cannot match their baseline costs. 

Using an external planner to compute 	 ( ∩ … ) for each time step dominates the run-

time cost of MARAP, so reducing the number of times this planning occurs is the key to 

increasing performance. 

6.1.2 Run Time Performance and Pruning the Search Space 

 We summarize the run-time performance of MAPRAP simply as the number of plans 

synthesized, because CPU and clock time for planning varies greatly with domain and 

planner used. The worst-case number of plans synthesized for a single agent scenario (|A|=1) 

with interpretations at every time step is | | ∙ ( + 1). If we directly apply this to any 

partitioning of agents into teams, the worst case is | | ∙ ( + 1) ∙ (| |) ∙ | | 	where	 (| |)	 
is the Bell number [4] of count of agents (representing an exponential number of possible 

team combinations). By accepting the domain assumption that team activities are 

independent of other team compositions, and thus we can process partial interpretations 

independently, we reduce the worst case to | | ∙ ( + 1) ∙ (2| | − 1). Clearly, considerable 

pruning is required to contain this explosion in the number of plans synthesized and make 

this approach tractable. We investigated two methods of pruning, conservative and 

aggressive.  

Conservative Pruning. In the discrete MAPRAP case, we can prune planning instances that 

cannot effect the best interpretation at each step. These include: any hypothesized team in 

time steps with no new observables for agents on the team, and all team/goal combinations 

that have been previously eliminated. MAPRAP with conservative pruning solution is 

outlined in Code 28.  
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#compositions=2^#agents // all agent combos 
active[#compositions][#goals] = true 
 
for each goal in all goals 
 for each team composition 
  baselineCost[team][goal] = plan(goal, null, team) 
step=0 

Step 1. Initial partial 
interpretations and 
compute the Baseline 
costs 

for each new observable action 
 step++ 
 agent=agentFromAction(observable) 
 for each goal in all goals 
  for each team composition 
   if(agent in team and active[team][goal]==true) 

Step 2. Identify active and 
updated interpretations 

    obs=getObservations(step,goal,team) Step 3. Observations 
    currentCost = plan(goal, obs, team) Step 4 and 5. Update 
    if(currentCost > baselineCost[team][goal]) 
     active[team][goal]=false 

Step 6. Pruning 

 report(step) Step 7. Output positives 

Code 28. Psuedo code for MAPRAP with conservative pruning eliminates team composition/goal combinations when plan 
given observables has a higher cost than without observables. 

 In this dissertation, we focus on conservative pruning because it works for any domain. 

However, we also experimented with other methods of reducing the number of plans that 

must be synthesized. 

Aggressive Pruning. MAPRAP with Aggressive Pruning dramatically reduces the worst-case 

bounds (for some problems) by starting with a single team (composed of all agents) for each 

goal, and incrementally removing agents from compositions when their individual actions 

cause the cost to increase. The intuition behind this approach is that more available agents 

reduces constraints and should only make the problem as or more efficient to solve (because 

an optimal planner could always choose to ignore agents if they did not help the solution). So 

when an agent acts in a way that is inconsistent with the hypothesized goal, we might infer 

that that agent is not on the hypothesized team pursuing the goal. When all agents are 

eliminated from the hypothesized team, MAPRAP can eliminate that goal. 

 MAPRAP with aggressive pruning effectively reduces the number of planning jobs 

required close to that of single agent problems. The worst-case performance for Aggressive 

Pruning (in terms of plans synthesized) is bound by | | ∙ ( + 1) + | | ∙ (| |-1). The second 

term counts updating the baseline plan after eliminating an agent from a goal/team 

combination. Pseudo code for MAPRAP with aggressive pruning is in Code 29. 
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#teams = #agents // worst case 
compositions[#teams][#agents] = true 
active[#teams][#goals] = true 
for each goal in all goals 
 for each team composition 
  baselineCost[team][goal] = plan(goal, null, team) 

Step 1. Initial partial 
interpretations and compute 
the Baseline costs 

Step = 0 
for each new observable action 
 step++ 
 agent = agentFromAction(observable) 
 for each goal in all goals 
  for each team composition 
   if (active[team][goal]==true) 

Step 2. Identify active and 
updated interpretations 

    obs=getObservations((step,goal,team) Step 3. Observations 
    cost = plan(goal,obs,team) Step 4 and 5. Update 
    if (cost > baselineCost[team][goal]) 
     compositions[team][agent] = false 
     baselineCost[team][goal] = plan(goal, null, team) 

Step 6. Pruning 

 report(step) Step 7. Output positives 

Code 29. MAPRAP with Aggressive Pruning eliminates agents from teams when their actions increase the utility cost. 

 Aggressive pruning makes several assumptions that limits its general application. For 

example, the code above assumes the cost never goes down, if reducing the number of agents 

in a domain could reduce cost, this strategy would fail. There are also cases (such as 

Collector) where previous actions of an agent may make later actions of other agents appear 

inefficient. Because we assume that the actions of teams are independent, a team cannot take 

advantage of the actions taken by an agent on another team. In this case, aggressive pruning 

will incorrectly determine that the later acting agent should be eliminated rather than the 

prior. Because of these limitations, we were only able to evaluate aggressive pruning on the 

Team Blocks domain which partitioned blocks specifically to avoid inter-team interactions. 

6.1.3 Specific Assumptions and Limitations of MAPRAP 

 For our ESA-based planner, we compared the use of different planners for simulation and 

for recognition. We noted that the planers produced very distinct solutions in terms of the 

multi-agent scheduling. Similarly, heuristic planners occasionally introduced superfluous 

actions, which is problematic due to MAPRAP’s use of the plan costs. Therefore, when 

evaluating MAPRAP, we used Graphplan for both simulation (generating the observation 

trace) and as the external planner used for recognition. Graphplan has both the characteristic 

of optimal planning (albeit optimal for partial order plan) and support for efficient scheduling 

of multiple agents. 
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 Discrete MAPRAP relies on the assumptions that every agent is performing towards a 

goal optimally and is never impeded by agents on other teams. Using pruning to eliminate 

partial interpretations reduces the search space but if a team is acting suboptimally, a correct 

interpretation can be eliminated (reducing recall) and potentially all interpretations can be 

eliminated. Probablistic MAPRAP addresses this assumption/limitation. 

 A second limitation is that since team plans are synthesized independently, the actions of 

different teams must be independent of each other. This limitation excludes competitive 

domains, which are important for many applications. The primary reason MAPRAP cannot 

handle inter-team interactions is because it performs planning for partial interpretations 

independently for both simulation and during recognition to determine the cost given some 

observations. There are exponentially more full interpretations (which are combinations of 

partial interpretations that uniquely assign agents to a team/goal) than partial interpretations, 

which makes planning for each infeasible. Also, such planning would also require a multi-

agent / multi-team capable planner which was beyond the scope of this research. 

 Other assumptions of the original PRAP work [26 and 27], also apply to MAPRAP. For 

example, both assume a set of finite and enumerable goals that do not change during the 

trace. Because MAPRAP enumerates and tracks each partial interpretation, adding goals or 

agents after initialization poses additional challenges, see Section 8.2 below. 

 MAPRAP also assumes that any agent that is positively coordinating is on the same team. 

If team-interactions were allowed, a more nuanced definition of teams would be required. 

This would need to account for intentional and unintentional positive and negative incidences 

of coordination, which would lead to nondiscrete team assignments. While appropriate for 

some real-world applications, this level of detail was outside the scope of this research. 

6.2 Recognition Results 

 Our expectation was that MAPRAP would address several of the shortcomings of the 

ESA-based approach to MAPR by eliminating the dependence of any form of plan library. 

Of particular concern was the irregular Recall results experienced for each domain, even 
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when using the same planner (JFFTK) for the generation of plan library as when simulating. 

Recall is a key metric for needle-in-haystack recognition problems, particularly for early-

stage plan recognition. One goal of MAPRAP was to maintain high recall over the trace. 

 We evaluated MAPRAP using our evaluation framework (see Chapter 3) on 1081 

problems over the three domains described in Chapter 4 with 1-4 agents on 1-3 teams. The 

distribution of these problems is shown in Table 11. 

Table 11. We generated 100 cases for each domain with each number of agents, team distributions were randomly assigned. 
After eliminating instances where planning runs were timed out (during either simulation or recognition) we had 1081 
scenarios across all three domains. These are the n values for all graphs in this section. 

Count of Scenarios (n) Collector Storybook TeamBlocks Total 
1 Agent(s) / 1 Team(s) 100 97 100 297 
2 Agent(s) / 1 Team(s) 48 51 46 145 
2 Agent(s) / 2 Team(s) 48 57 42 147 
3 Agent(s) / 1 Team(s) 52 33 54 139 
3 Agent(s) / 2 Team(s) 17 18 24 59 
3 Agent(s) / 3 Team(s) 35 25 34 94 
4 Agent(s) / 1 Team(s) 33 7 19 59 
4 Agent(s) / 2 Team(s) 29 14 26 69 
4 Agent(s) / 3 Team(s) 33 18 21 72 

Total 395 320 366 1081 

 

 Below, we provide a summary of the results for each of the three domains: TeamBlocks, 

Collector, and Storybook. We then present conclusions. Next, we present the detailed results 

of recognition performance of MAPRAP given different team compositions for each domain. 

In all cases, we focus on the three key metrics of Recall, Accuracy, and Precision. Finally, 

we present run-time performance analysis and specific challenges or potential future work. 

6.2.1 Summary of Results of MAPRAP Recognition 

Recall. The recall metric indicates if the recognizer included the single correct interpretation 

in its positive hits. For any specific recognition attempt, recall will be 0 or 1. For all domains, 

all team compositions, and all problem instances tested, MAPRAP maintained a perfect 

recall of 1. For an online recognizer, this is particularly important, because ideal recall 

indicates that the correct response was consistently in the recognizers output of positive hits. 

For MAPRAP this means that the correct answer was never pruned. 
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Accuracy. The accuracy of MAPR indicates the ratio of incorrect interpretations eliminated 

from the positive outputs. The mean accuracies for each domain throughout the trace 

(averaging over all environments, teams, and problem instances) are shown in Figure 44. 

 

Figure 44. The mean accuracy of recognition for MAPRAP shows each domain has a unique profile - MAPRAP quickly 
achieved high accuracy for Collector, while Storybook was more challenging to eliminate interpretations. 

 Accuracy for Collector was consistently the highest. TeamBlocks started lower but 

quickly neared Collector. Storybook’s accuracy started low and increased more gradually. 

Unlike ESA, all MAPRAP’s accuracy scores monotonically increased over time, suggesting 

that MAPRAP was successfully eliminating incorrect interpretations and not returning to 

them. Additionally, the order of domains in terms of accuracy levels is consistent with that 

predicted by our Sequence Entropy and Total Observed Variation analysis (see Section 5.2).  

Precision. The precision metrics indicates the quantity of false positives. Given that there is 

only one correct interpretation, precision is the inverse of the number of false positives. The 

mean precision over time for each domain is shown in Figure 45.  
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Figure 45. A comparison of the average precision of MAPRAP for all team compositions across all domains. As expected, 
precision is low early in the trace and improves. The distinct differences between trajectories suggests that the Collector 
domain had the most distinct action sequences, followed by TeamBlocks, and trailed by Storybook.  

 Between domains, Collector maintained the highest precision, followed by TeamBlocks, 

with Storybook trailing with relatively flat precision. Very early in the traces, Storybook has 

a higher precision than TeamBlocks, but this is mostly an artifact of Storybook having fewer 

goals and thus interpretations. 

6.2.2 Conclusions 

 Overall, our results were excellent. MAPRAP was able to achieve multi-agent team and 

plan recognition over time with perfect recall, and monotonically increasing accuracy and 

precision. This is a significant increase over the unstable performance of ESA. In terms of 

the differences in the three domains, there were clear distinctions between them and these 

distinctions were consistent with those predicted by our Sequence Entropy and TOV 

assessments: 

• Collector was the most effectively recognized with an average accuracy that rapidly 

reached 0.9 within 30% of the trace before leveling off at 0.971. Precision for 
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Collector increased more dramatically to an average of 0.873 with most of the 

problem instances were able to reach a perfect precision by the end of the trace. This 

is consistent with Collector showing the lowest sequence entropy (0.333) and highest 

TOV (4.645). 

• TeamBlocks was the second more effectively recognized with average accuracy 

increasing more rapidly in early stage recognition and not leveling off until 80% 

through the trace. Precision in TeamBlocks was also in the middle increasing to 

0.491, meaning a typical case converges to just a few interpretations. This is 

consistent with TeamBlocks showing a sequence entropy (0.481) and TOV (4.108) 

only slightly higher and lower respectively than Collector. 

• Storybook proved to be the most challenging domain to recognize, starting with the 

lowest accuracy (0.166 at 10%) and growing relatively consistently to 0.665. Like 

accuracy, precision for Storybook lagged behind the other domains reaching only an 

average of 0.165. This is consistent with Storybook having a high sequence entropy 

(0.875) and the lowest TOV (3.278). 

 These results quantify recognition performance of MAPRAP for each domain showing it 

clearly superior and more stable than ESA. We also were able to correlate this performance 

to our findings for how difficult a domain might be to recognize (sequence entropy and 

TOV). Additionally below, we address three key finding regarding recall, the value of 

additional observations, and sequence distinctiveness. 

6.2.2.1 Perfect Recall under Ideal Conditions 

Expectation. We designed MAPRAP with the intention of achieving high recall. We 

hypothesized that if recall was perfect, the accuracy and precision curves would 

monotonically increase in ideal conditions. Ideal in this case meaning that agent behavior 

was optimal for achieving each team’s goals and there were not errors or missed 

observations. 
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Conclusion. This hypothesis is supported by our evaluation of MAPRAP in our three 

domains. MAPRAP was successful in achieving perfect recall, and the curves for accuracy 

and precision indeed showed monotonic improvement over time. This was enabled because 

MAPRAP started with all possible interpretations and systematically eliminated 

interpretations. Given this approach, the challenge was in not over-pruning the search space. 

 Discrete MAPRAP (as implemented) is able to achieve perfect recall, under ideal 

conditions, because it only eliminates interpretations that are not feasible given the 

observations and optimal agent plans. Full interpretations are eliminated when any of their 

partial interpretations are eliminated. Partial interpretations are eliminated when adding the 

constraint that the plan must include the observed actions forces the plan cost to be higher 

than accomplishing the goal without performing the actions. In other words, what is being 

observed can only be explained by the partial interpretation if the agents are NOT acting 

optimally. So, if agents were acting suboptimally, MAPRAP would likely have pruned the 

correct interpretation (and perhaps all interpretations). 

6.2.2.2 The Value of Additional Observations for Recognition 

Expectation. As the number of observations used in the sequence alignment increases, we 

hypothesized that the overall recognition would improve. We expect Recall, Accuracy, and 

Precision to increase (likely monotonically) over time. 

Conclusions. Unlike ESA, there was a clear improvement in accuracy and precision when 

given more observations. Early stage recognition showed low accuracy and precision but 

these monotonically increased as new observations were processed. For accuracy, there are is 

often a flattening towards the end of the trace, suggesting that most of the false 

interpretations were eliminated earlier and the remaining ones were very similar to the 

correct interpretation, which is consistent with the precision increases towards the trace end. 

6.2.2.3 How Plan Distinctiveness Influences Recognition 

Expectation. In Section 5.2.15.2, we provided methods for evaluating sequence 

distinctiveness. We hypothesized that the more distinctive the plans for different goals are, 

the more quickly the recognizer will converge on the correct interpretation. 
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Conclusions. Our results for MAPRAP support this hypothesis. There is a clear ordering of 

the domains for both accuracy and precision performance, and these orders are consistent 

with our sequence entropy and total observed variation (TOV) assessments. Collector had the 

lowest sequence entropy and highest TOV – and shows the highest accuracy and precision 

values for MAPRAP. Storybook and Team Blocks also performed as expected.  

6.2.3 Detailed Results Investigating Domains and Team Compositions 

 In this section, we group the results for each domain. For each domain, we analyze the 

recall, accuracy, and precision over time for each arrangement of team composition (number 

of agents in number of teams). These results shed light on three basic questions for MAPR: 

• How well can we recognize teams and their plans over time? It is intuitive that early 

stage MAPR will be less accurate and precise than when there are more observations to 

constrain the possible interpretations. However, very little research in MAPR actually 

addresses recognition over time. 

• How does the number and size of the teams impact recognition? To our knowledge, no 

research has previously investigated how various team compositions are differentiated 

during recognition and how effectively this can be done jointly with their plans. 

• Are there consistent findings for team composition across domains? There could be 

relationships between the domain and how well joint recognition of teams and goals 

performs. Since we are interested in general MAPR, we wish to determine if any 

patterns are dependent or independent of the domain. 

6.2.3.1 Analysis of MAPRAP on TeamBlocks Domain 

Recall. Recall was consistently 1 for all cases and over all time steps. 

Accuracy. Accuracy for MAPRAP recognition for TeamBlocks quickly grew in the first 30% 

of the trace before converging at or near 1. Initially, we were surprised to see multi-agent 

compositions performing better in MAPRAP than the single agent case, as shown in Figure 

46. However, the single agent case has many fewer possible interpretations than the multi-

agent cases, so there are fewer true negative interpretations. 
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Figure 46. Accuracy of MAPRAP on TeamBlocks cases was high with significant improvements in the first 40% of the 
trace. Cases with more agents (and thus more potential interpretations) we able to eliminate incorrect interpretations at a 
higher rate  

 Early stage recognition using MAPRAP had a wide range (from 0.013 to 0.696 at 10% 

thru the trace) for the TeamBlocks problems. The lowest accuracy in early stage recognition 

occurred in team compositions with multiple agents on the same team while cases with fewer 

teams did better. More teams translate to more goals being achieved over the course of the 

trace, and thus more actions/observations. So, in early stages, scenarios with multiple teams 

would present more observations to the recognizer than those with fewer teams. MAPRAP is 

an online recognizer so it does not know how many observations will eventually be in the 

trace. However, more observations clearly translate to reducing false positives. 

Precision. MAPRAP was able to achieve perfect precision for the single agent cases of 

TeamBlocks by the end of the trace while the multi-agent cases fell below this. Early in the 

trace, all precision values were low. As shown in Figure 47, most cases improved visibly. 

Team compositions with many agents on a single team were the clearly the most challenging 

for MAPRAP to avoid false positives because they combined the more possible 

interpretations with the fewest amount of observations. 
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Figure 47. Precision over time for MAPRAP on TeamBlocks domain. Precision increases with additional observations over 
time. The single agent case consistently has the highest precision (averaging 1 by the end of the trace). MAPRAP was able 
to best eliminate false positives in cases with fewer agents on each team (more observations per agent). 

 Our analysis of the sequence distinctiveness suggests that for TeamBlocks we might see 

most improvement at about 40% (ECD) and up until 68% (WCD) thru the trace. However, 

we do not see this pattern. One explanation is different planners as Graphplan is used here 

and JFFTK, used for sequence distinctiveness analysis is very different. We do however, see 

TeamBlock showing the second best precision and accuracy results as predicted by sequence 

entropy and TOV in Section 5.2. 

6.2.3.2 Analysis of MAPRAP on Collector Domain 

Recall. Again, recall was consistently 1 for all cases and over all timesteps. 

Accuracy. Accuracy for MAPRAP recognition for Collector quickly grew in the first 30% of 

the trace before converging at or near 1. As with TeamBlocks, the single agent case scored 

lower accuracy for most of the trace, likely due to having fewer potential interpretations. 

Overall, the scores were consistently high (Figure 48).  
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Figure 48. Accuracy of MAPRAP on the Collector domain was consistently high. Cases with more fewer agents (and 
therefore fewer potential interpretations) were slower to eliminate incorrect interpretations. 

 Interestingly, the “4 Agents / 1 Team” cases was lower than the others in terms of 

accuracy, and precision. Having the most agents on the same team also means that this 

composition also had the fewest number of observations per agent. There is also a higher 

likelihood that some agents would not act during the trace. There is no way for MAPRAP to 

distinguish between two interpretations that differ only differ with respect to a non-acting 

agent. Compared to TeamBlocks, Collector is more likely to have non-acting agents because 

agents are not equivalent and some may have unfortunate initial starting positions. 

Precision. MAPRAP was able to achieve high precision in most cases of the Collector 

domain by the end of the trace as shown in Figure 49. The 4 Agent cases had the lowest 

precision with “4 Agents / 1 Team” being significantly lower than the others. On the other 

end of the spectrum, some cases such as “2 Agents / 1 Team” and “3 Agents / 1 Team” 

briefly showing better precision than the single agent case at 70-80% into the trace. 
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Figure 49. Precision for MAPRAP recognition of Collector domain showed the single agent case performing best more of 
the time, but the other cases being close. All cases with a single agent per team reach 1 (eliminated all false positives). The 
worst precision was observed when there were fewest actions observed for each agent. 

 Since there is only a single correct interpretation, precision is the inverse of the number 

of false positives (plus the one true positive). So, the average precisions being between 1 and 

0.5 indicate many cases where MAPRAP was able to converge on the single correct 

interpretation. The single agent average converges near the 90% of the trace mark, indicating 

that MAPRAP did not require all of the observations. 

 MAPRAP was more accurate and precise (in the end and through most of the trace) for 

Collector than TeamBlocks. This is consistent with the results of the analysis of sequence 

entropy and TOV. But, again, do not see an obvious relationship to sequence distinctiveness.  

6.2.3.3 Analysis of MAPRAP on Storybook Domain 

Recall. Recall was consistently 1 for all cases and over all timesteps. 

Accuracy. Accuracy for MAPRAP recognition on Storybook had the widest range of results 

for different team compositions. Again, the single agent case was recognized with the lowest 

accuracy, but was very closely matched with the “2 Agents / 1 Team” and “3 Agents / 1 
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Team” cases (with “4 Agents / 1 Team” slightly higher) as shown in Figure 50. 

 

Figure 50. Accuracy of MAPRAP on Storybook had the widest spread of results. Cases with a single team (less actions 
required per agent) tended to have lower accuracy suggesting it was harder to eliminate interpretations with fewer 
observations per agent. 

 Storybook has many actions that can be used to achieve multiple goals, and depending on 

how these were scheduled out to agents, even for agents that act there can be few 

distinguishing observations. Cases with multiple teams (and thus fewer agents per team) 

tended to be recognized with higher accuracy. These cases also had the highest number of 

observations, so percent into the trace represents more observations than other cases. 

Storybook was also the domain with the longest traces in general, so a spread of accuracy 

curves matching corresponding to the number of teams may be explained by more 

information. 

Precision. MAPRAP’s precision on problems of the Storybook domain was consistently low 

as shown in Figure 51. The single agent case was the highest, but the average still did not 

converge to a single interpretation by the end of the trace. This was consistent with our 

findings of sequence distinctiveness ( Precision of MAPRAP for Storybook problems was 
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consistently low with the single agent case consistently showing the best results. These low 

precision values indicate that MAPRAP was not able to eliminate many of the false positives 

for this domain, which is consistent with overlapping goals and few differentiating 

actions.Figure 27). 

 

Figure 51. Precision of MAPRAP for Storybook problems was consistently low with the single agent case consistently 
showing the best results. These low precision values indicate that MAPRAP was not able to eliminate many of the false 
positives for this domain, which is consistent with overlapping goals and few differentiating actions. 

 The different team compositions did not have a strong effect on the precision of 

MAPRAP for the Storybook domain and it is not clear that the ordering is meaningful since 

they are so close together and remain under 20%. It suffices to say that Storybook is the 

domain for which MAPRAP produced the most false positives throughout the trace. 

6.2.3.4 Conclusions for Domain and Team Composition with MAPRAP 

• How well can we recognize teams and their plans over time? Overall, the results of 

MAPRAP suggest that we can very accurately recognize the team and their plans 

over time and that additional observations correlate with increasing accuracy. In the 

Storybook domain, MAPRAP produced significantly more false positives than the 
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other domains, but every indication is that Storybook is the most difficult of our three 

domains for recognition. 

• How does the number and size of the teams impact recognition? We were initially 

surprised to see the “1 Agent / 1 Team” composition at the bottom of all of the 

MAPRAP accuracy curves, but at the top of the precision curves. However, this 

relates to the number of possible interpretations being significantly smaller for the 

single agent case compared to multi-agent cases. The more agents, the more potential 

interpretations there are for MAPRAP to eliminate. The more teams, the more 

observations MAPRAP has to work with at any given percent into the trace. 

• Are there consistent findings for team composition across domains? There is a 

strong correlation suggesting more information (observations) results in more 

recognition accuracy. The more teams present in a scenario, the more actions the 

trace will contain because a unique goal must be achieved by each team. Therefore, 

over time measured as “percent into trace” we get higher accuracy with team 

compositions having more small teams. The single agent case tended to have the 

lowest accuracy and the highest precision for all domains, likely because it had the 

fewest interpretations to eliminate and every observation contributed to the one/only 

team. 

6.3 Run-Time Performance Assessment 

 The run-time performance of MAPRAP is measured in terms of the count of plans 

synthesized, which is the dominant factor in speed. The specific time for each plan synthesis 

varies by the domain, problem, planner, system, and resources available.  In order to compare 

performance across diverse cases, we normalize to average number of runs per goal per time 

step – resulting in the number of times slower than worst case single agent recognition. 

 Figure 52 compares the mean normalized run-time (in terms of plans synthesized) for 

each domain and each team composition. TeamBlocks has the shortest traces, and so the 

efficiency of pruning over time has less of an impact. Storybook has the longest traces and 
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the normalized performance is better because late-stage recognition has already been 

significantly pruned. 

 

Figure 52. The run-time performance of MAPRAP for each domain and team composition normalized. Conservative 
pruning kept most cases below the single agent worst case (1), but problems with many agents on the same team tended to 
require more plans to be synthesized. 

 In terms of team composition impact on run-time performance, the single agent scenario 

is the most efficient followed by those where each of multiple teams is composed of a single 

agent. The least efficient pruning occurs in the cases where there are many agents on a single 

team, which is consistent with the lower accuracy throughout the trace for these cases. 

Because pruning is tied to eliminating interpretations, it makes sense for problems with more 

active interpretations would synthesize more plans and have fewer true negatives. 

Efficiency of Aggressive Pruning. Since aggressive pruning does not generalize to all 

domains, we did not run it with the problem set used in this dissertation. We have however, 

run it with previous data sets using Team Blocks. A comparison between conservative (A) 

and aggressive (B) pruning using this older data set is shown in Figure 53.  
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Figure 53. MAPRAP with Conservative Pruning (A) effectively prunes the multi-agent search space well below the 
exponential worst case. MAPRAP with Aggressive Pruning (B) reduces the average runs/goal/time for scenarios to near the 
single agent worst-case (1). Single agent scenarios also benefitted from pruning. Picture and data from [5] 

 If it could be made to work more generally, the concept of more aggressive pruning 

seems worth pursuing for the potential run-time performance gains and increased scalability. 

6.4 Specific Challenges Future Work 

Addressing non-ideal conditions. MAPRAP performs well under ideal conditions, but will 

fail if teams are not acting optimally because the correct interpretation will be pruned when 

MAPRAP’s baseline cost is lower. This problem is addressed in P-MAPRAP, such that the 

recognizer can recover from failures by reconsidering interpretations later in the trace. 

General and Aggressive Pruning. We focused on conservative pruning because it worked on 

all domains, however aggressive pruning scales to many more agents. Establishing a general 

and aggressive pruning strategy would make discrete MAPRAP much more practical. 
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Chapter 7 Probabilistic Multi-agent Plan Recognition as 

Planning (P-MAPRAP) 

 Our third Multi-agent Plan Recognition (MPAR) approach takes a probabilistic approach 

to Multi-Agent Plan Recognition As Planning (P-MAPRAP). Like MAPRAP, P-MAPRAP 

avoids an a priori plan library and dynamically using planning to assess the consistency 

between interpretations and observations. Similarly, P-MAPRAP extends a probabilistic 

version of Ramirez and Geffner’s Plan Recognition as Planning (PRAP) [27] approach to 

multi-agent domains. P-MAPRAP (like MAPRAP) generates hypothesized plans given 

observations, but (unlike MAPRAP) uses the difference between the cost of a plan with and 

without supporting observations to score the hypotheses. The greater the difference between 

the cost of accomplishing the goal with and without the observed actions, the lower the score 

and, assuming the agents are acting optimally, the less likely the hypothesized interpretation 

is correct.  

 Tracking the scores of interpretations over time allows P-MAPRAP to avoid evaluation 

(and thus computationally expensive plan synthesis) of less likely interpretations without 

pruning them entirely as we did for discrete MAPRAP. Instead P-MAPRAP prioritizes 

interpretations with the highest scores and reconsiders interpretations if/when they become 

the highest. As a result, P-MAPRAP can better address recognition in the face of imperfect 

observations and suboptimal agent behaviors by focusing evaluation effort on the most likely 

interpretations at any point in time. 

 This chapter presents our P-MAPRAP solution. Section 0 enumerates the steps used by 

MAPRAP to perform recognition. Subsection 7.1.1 discusses P-MAPRAP’s scoring and its 

relationship to the likelihood of the interpretation being correct. Subsection 7.1.2 explains 
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how P-MAPRAP manages interpretations and prioritizes the work performed at each time 

step. In Subsection 7.1.3 we describe two additional studies to investigate the effects of 

dropping observations and recognizing plans that are suboptimal. These studies showcase 

degradation that P-MAPRAP handles but have not been supported by either previous 

recognizer. Subsection 7.1.4 presents the specific assumptions and limitations of this 

approach.  

 We present results for three studies. Section 7.2 details our results for recognition in ideal 

conditions and directly compares to those for Discrete MAPRAP and ESA Recognizers. 

Section 7.3 gives recognition results given various degrees of dropped observations. And 

Section 7.4 shows the effects of suboptimal agent planning on recognition using P-

MAPRAP. Run-time performance is assessed in Section 7.5. Finally, Section 7.6 provides 

some challenges for future work with recognizer approach. 

Note on Our Previous Related Publications. We previously published our probabilistic 

MAPRAP approach as “Probabilistic Multi-Agent Plan Recognition as Planning (P-

MAPRAP): Recognizing Teams, Goals, and Plans from Action Sequences” at the 

International Conference on Agents and Artificial Intelligence (ICAART 2017). The 

recognizer software described in this chapter is the same, but we have completely reevaluated 

it using the additional domains and scenarios as detailed in Chapter 4 to ensure they are 

consistent with the other results in this dissertation.  

 In addition, several of the techniques developed in this research to score and prioritize 

large queues of interpretations have been applied to a completely different (i.e., not plan 

recognition) abductive reasoning problem under a project funded by Defense Threat 

Reduction Agency. The details of this project are restricted and do not appear in this 

dissertation. 
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7.1 Approach to Recognition 

 Probabilistic MAPRAP is a redesign of discrete MAPRAP Recognizer based on ranking 

the complete set of interpretations by their likelihood of being correct. Unlike discrete 

MAPRAP where an interpretation is either feasible (considered) or not (pruned), our P-

MAPRAP uses the difference between baseline and plans that include the appropriate 

observations (to date) as an indicator of how well the interpretation explains the observations. 

So, agents can be acting sub-optimally without pruning the correct interpretation. Only the 

most likely interpretations are considered for re-computation at any time step, but if, after 

being recomputed with the new observations, their likelihood decreases interpretations that 

were previously less likely resurface and are considered. This design is shown in Figure 54. 

Step Description 

 Synthesize baseline plans for all 
partial interpretations. 

 For each observation build team 
sequences and identify related 
top scoring interpretations. 

 Create planning problems with 
observations for hypotheses. 

 Synthesize plans accomplishing 
hypothesis and observations 

 Update full interpretation scores 
to include latest observations. 

 Maintain a priority queue of full 
interpretations. Repeat 3-6, if 
top scores are not up to date. 

 Output interpretations with 
highest scores as positive 
recognitions. 

Repeat steps 2-7 for all observations. 
Figure 54. Overview diagram of Probabilistic MAPRAP showing the steps of the recognition process. P-MAPRAP has the 
same external interfaces as the other recognizers with the primary design difference being the ranking of full interpretations 
(compared to pruning done by discrete MAPRAP). 

Step 1: As with MAPRAP, prior to receiving any observations, P-MAPRAP reads the input 

files and synthesizes plans to get the Baseline cost of all 2| | × | | possible partial 

interpretations given no observations. P-MAPRAP generates all full interpretations and 

inserts them into a priority queue, although at this step all full interpretations are equally 

consistent with no observations so they all have the same top score. 
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Step 2: For each observation, P-MAPRAP starts by checking the agent performing the 

observed action. The recognizer identifies all of the partial interpretations that have the 

highest consistency score (for the first observation this is all interpretations) and extracts the 

partial interpretations from them that include the agent whose action is currently observed. 

The current cost for these partial interpretations must be updated based on this new 

observations, which will propagate back into all of the full interpretations, which will be 

reordered appropriately. The intent behind this step is to limit the number of updates (thus 

plans required to synthesize) over time by only computing updates only to the top scored 

interpretations. 

Step 3: P-MAPRAP generates a planning problem for each partial interpretation, selecting 

the appropriate agents and hypothesized goal. In addition, P-MAPRAP adds goals to 

reproduce all of the previously observed actions by agents in the team composition. This is 

accomplished by adding the appropriate set of predicates with the “OBS_” prefix. The 

generated PDDL problems require the identified team to achieve the hypothesized goal and 

replicate the observations the recognizer has received thus far for the identified team. 

Step 4: P-MAPRAP submits planning jobs to a multi-threaded execution engine that spawns 

the external planner (as configured in input files, Graphplan in this case). As the planners 

complete the results are gathered for each plan job and the cost of the solution is determined 

and set as the Current cost for that partial interpretation. 

Step 5: In P-MAPRAP, a consistency score is computed reflecting the difference between the 

Baseline and Current costs (see Section 7.1.1 for equation) for each updated partial 

interpretation. The consistency scores of all full interpretations (even if not previously the 

highest rank) that include the updated partial interpretations are then updated and their 

position in the racked queue adjusts. 

Step 6: As the consistency scores of interpretations change, so does their relative position in 

the ranked queue. After updating, the top ranking interpretations are rechecked and any meet 

the conditions in Step 2, P-MAPRAP repeats Steps 2-6 until all the highest ranked 

interpretations have not been updated. 
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Step 7: After the queue of interpretations converges, MAPRAP outputs all of the highest 

scoring interpretations as positive recognitions and all others are negatives. It reports this to 

evaluation component. MAPRAP then returns to Step 2 to process the next observation. 

7.1.1 Scoring Consistency between Hypothesis and Observations 

 In P-MAPRAP scoring is doing at both the full and partial interpretation level. The scores 

are used to prioritize the further investigation of the highest scoring full interpretations and 

deprioritize interpretations that are less supported by relevant previously observed actions. P-

MAPRAP calculates the consistency of a partial interpretation (hypothesized team and goal) 

to the observables is computed by dividing the cost of the baseline plan with no observations 

(b) by the cost of the most recent plan with all relevant observations added as subgoals (r). 

(see 7.1). This is essentially the efficiency with which the plan incorporates the observations 

where 1 means there was no inefficiency introduced by adding the subgoals for each 

observation. 	 partial	interpretation	consistency = 1 −	 = 	 	 (7.1)	
 The cost of the baseline is always less than or equal to the cost of the plan with relevant 

observations (r ≥ b) because if adding the action improved the cost the baseline plan would 

not be optimal. This fact can also be applied to evaluating consistency over time (see Section 

7.1.2) because adding any observables to r will never lower its plan cost. Thus a previous r 

value is an admissible estimate of a later r value. P-MAPRAP uses estimate to avoid 

synthesizing plans when the results could not possibly improve to become the highest 

consistency score. 

 The consistency of a full interpretation is simply the average of the component partial 

interpretations (see 7.2). The intuition is that the best full interpretation should jointly be 

good for each of its component teams, regardless of how many teams there are. 	 full	interpretation	consistency(i) = | | ∑ 		 (7.2)	
 P-MAPRAP is called probabilistic because it extends Probabilistic PRAP implementation 
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[20]. The likelihood (see 7.3) of a full interpretation can be computed using a Boltzmann or 

Gibbs Distribution [62]. However, P-MAPRAP does not prioritize likelihood because it 

requires knowing the consistency of all interpretations at every time step, crippling the run-

time speed. Instead, P-MAPRAP ignores the denominator (same for all interpretations at that 

time step). 	 likelihood(i) = ( )∑ ( )	 (7.3)	
 Finally, P-MAPRAP does not use any base rates for full or partial interpretations for 

reasons of applications to low base rate events, or when not a priori data is available. Also, 

depending on a priori base rates can hurt early stage recall because the common case(s) will 

dominate until the inconsistency with observations wins over (which could be very late in the 

trace for unusual interpretations). But if base rates for interpretations were desired, they 

could be integrated into likelihood scores. 

7.1.2 Prioritizing Highest Scoring Interpretations 

 P-MAPRAP maintains a queue of full interpretations and their consistency scores as 

shown on the right in Figure 55. The left shows how the queue helps reduce calculations. 

 

Figure 55.Scores in the interpretation queue over time for a simple 3 agents and 3 goals example. On the left, all of the 
consistency scores are shown (color scale is green = high and red=low). The right shows, only the set of (highest scoring) 
interpretations that forced plan synthesis to calculate consistency of a partial interpretation given the new observations. 

 Early in the trace, P-MAPRAP must compute consistency (and thus synthesize a plan) for 

each partial interpretation in which an action of an agent is observed. After the first time step 

(first observation), P-MAPRAP only considers partial interpretations that are represented in 
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the highest scoring full interpretations. The small example in Figure 55 shows how P-

MAPRAP converges on a single interpretation as it decreases the scores of interpretations 

that are not consistent with the observations. Figure 56 (left) is the process P-MAPRAP uses 

to focus only on updates that could change the recognition. On the right, is a (log scale) 

graph showing the average number of interpretations updated each time step for each 

domain. Storybook has the longest traces keeps more interpretations active than the others. 

 

 

Figure 56. The left side shows the process by which interpretations are prioritized and updated with new observations. The 
right side is a plot of the number of updates made (log10 scale), which drops as more observations are received because the 
prioritization differentiates the more likely from the less likely interpretations. 

7.1.3 Recognizing In Degraded Conditions 

Dropped Observations. In most real world sensor systems, observations are imperfect. In 

Section 7.3, we evaluate performance of P-MAPRAP when observations are randomly 

dropped from the trace and P-MAPRAP is unaware that the drop has occurred. This is 

implemented by a uniform random chance (the drop percent) that each observation in the 

observer model (between the simulation trace and the recognizer input). We look at dropping 

up to 50% of the observations in 10% increments. 

Suboptimal Agent Plans. In real life, agents may not behave optimally for a variety of 
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reasons, including deception. In Section 7.4, we evaluate P-MAPRAP performance when 

agents do not act optimally. We generated test cases from our data set for simulation traces 

that were 90%, 80%, 70%, and 60% suboptimal, and evaluated P-MAPRAP’s ability to 

recognize suboptimal plans. 

 We implemented the generation of suboptimal simulation traces by running 

JFFTK(K=1000) for each partial interpretation in the key full interpretation. We calculated 

the suboptimality of each plan produced (see 7.4). For each suboptimality level, we selected 

the closes scoring plans for each partial interpretation in the key full interpretation and 

merged/interleaved their action sequences. The result was a plan in which all teams had 

roughly the same level of suboptimality. 	 suboptimality(plan) = 	( ( 	 ))( )) 	 (7.4)	
 An unfortunate side effect of this approach was that our simulation traces were generated 

with JFFTK and our recognizer was using Graphplan. This is the reverse of the combination 

evaluated as Method A in Chapter 5, in which we identified differences in the planning and 

multi-agent scheduling. While we understand this adds a confounding factor, the plans 

generated by JFFTK are feasible. 

7.1.4 Specific Assumptions and Limitations of P-MAPRAP 

 Like MAPRAP, P-MAPRAP assumes that team activities are independent and agents do 

not interfere with the execution of plans by other teams. This assumption is necessary to 

facilitate synthesizing plans for hypothesized partial interpretations and reusing those results 

in multiple full interpretations. If the actions of teams were not independent (for example 

they were competing for limited resources) then the cross-team context becomes an 

important factor in explaining actions. Eliminating this assumption would prevent reuse of 

partial interpretations, which would increase run time. Other PRAP assumptions, such as 

finite and enumerable goals, and purposeful actions are also true of P-MAPRAP. 

 Similarly, we used Graphplan for both simulation and recognition planning. Our 

implementation of Graphplan with multi-agent scheduling consistently produces the most 
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efficient multi-agent plans both in terms of total actions and inter-agent coordination.  

 Unlike MAPRAP, P-MAPRAP only prioritizes interpretations rather than eliminating 

them. This means that P-MAPRAP can better handle suboptimal team behavior based on the 

assumption that other interpretations will not better explain the observations such that the 

correct interpretation will, eventually, return to being the best explanation. However, when 

implementing suboptimal traces we used JFFTK(k=200) in the simulator to locate plans with 

a specific amount of suboptimality. However, as discussed in Section 5.1.2, JFFTK and 

Graphplan produce significantly different plans and multi-agent schedules, which resulted in 

poor recognition (see Section 5.3.3.3). For suboptimal traces, we are repeating this problem 

but with the planners in the reversed positions (JFFTK simulating and Graphplan 

Recognizing) and so our results suffer from the same issues faced there. 

7.2 Recognition Results 

 Our expectation was that for ideal conditions the results for P-MAPRAP would be very 

similar to those of MAPRAP because the approaches only differ with respect to their 

handling of issues. The benefits of P-MAPRAP would come in less ideal conditions with the 

ability to support dropped observations and suboptimal team behaviors because that is where 

prioritization of interpretations would be able to recover from mistakes where pruning could 

not. While, a key goal for P-MAPRAP was maximizing recall over the duration of the trace, 

we understood that in non-ideal conditions recall could be reduced temporarily. 

 We evaluated P-MAPRAP using our evaluation framework (see Chapter 3) on 1118 

problems over the three domains described in Chapter 4 with 1-4 agents on 1-3 teams. The 

distribution of these problems is shown in Table 12. 
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Table 12. We generated 100 cases for each domain with each number of agents, team distributions were randomly assigned 
(Note: same cases as in Chapter 6). After eliminating instances where planning runs were timed out (during either 
simulation or recognition) we had 1118 scenarios across all three domains. These are the n values for graphs in this section. 

Count of Scenarios (n) Collector Storybook TeamBlocks Total 
1 Agent(s) / 1 Team(s) 100 97 100 297 
2 Agent(s) / 1 Team(s) 48 51 46 145 
2 Agent(s) / 2 Team(s) 48 57 42 147 
3 Agent(s) / 1 Team(s) 52 33 54 139 
3 Agent(s) / 2 Team(s) 17 18 24 59 
3 Agent(s) / 3 Team(s) 35 25 34 94 
4 Agent(s) / 1 Team(s) 33 21 19 73 
4 Agent(s) / 2 Team(s) 29 22 26 77 
4 Agent(s) / 3 Team(s) 33 33 21 87 

Total 395 357 366 1118 
 

 Below, we provide a summary of the results for each of the three domains in ideal 

conditions. We then present conclusions. Next, we present detailed results of recognition 

performance of P-MAPRAP given different team compositions. In Sections 7.3 and 7.4, we 

present the effect that dropping observations and suboptimal team behavior has on P-

MAPRAP recognition performance. Finally, we discuss run-time performance. 

7.2.1 Summary of Results for P-MAPRAP Recognition 

Recall. The recall metric indicates that the single correct interpretation was present in its 

positive recognition. Like MAPRAP, P-MAPRAP maintained perfect recall (1) for all 

domains, team compositions, and problem instances tested. For P-MAPRAP this means that 

under ideal conditions, the correct answer never had a lower consistency score than others. 

Accuracy. The accuracy of MAPR indicates the ratio of incorrect interpretations eliminated 

from the positive outputs. The mean accuracies for each domain throughout the trace 

(averaging over all environments, teams, and problem instances) are shown in Figure 57. 
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Figure 57. The mean accuracy of recognition for P-MAPRAP shows each domain has a unique profile, and that the curves 
are very similar to those of MAPRAP. 

 P-MAPRAP’s accuracy curves are very similar to those of MAPRAP under ideal 

conditions. We should note that although P-MAPRAP was developed after MAPRAP and 

many improvements were made, these changes were also rolled back into the MAPRAP 

implementation prior to running the evaluations presented in this dissertation. All of these 

results are superior to those of the initial publications on MAPRAP and P-MAPRAP. 

Precision. The precision metrics for these problems is the inverse of the number of false 

positives. The mean precision over time for P-MAPRAP by domain is shown in Figure 58. 

  Again, under ideal conditions, P-MAPRAP performs very similar to MAPRAP. Precision 

for all domains monotonically increase over time indicating that false positives are being 

reduced. For P-MAPRAP this equates to the lowering of their consistency score which 

results in P-MAPRAP deprioritizing their consideration. 
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Figure 58. A comparison of the average precision of P-MAPRAP for all team compositions across all domains. Like 
MAPRAP there is precision is low early in the trace and improves monotonically. 

7.2.2 Conclusions 

 Overall, P-MAPRAP results were excellent in that they exceeded the ESA and were very 

similar to those of MAPRAP under ideal conditions. We were able to achieve multi-agent 

team and plan recognition over time with perfect recall, and monotonically increasing 

accuracy and precision using a prioritized queue of interpretations instead of pruning. Like 

MAPRAP the three domains have clear distinctions that are consistent the predicting from 

our Sequence Entropy and TOV assessments: 

• Collector was the most effectively recognized with an average accuracy that rapidly 

reached 0.9 about 25% into the trace on average before leveling off at 0.974. 

Precision for Collector increased more dramatically in the last half of the trace to an 

average of 0.897 with most of the problem instances were able to reach a perfect 

precision by the end of the trace. This is consistent with Collector showing the lowest 

sequence entropy (0.333) and highest TOV (4.645). 
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• TeamBlocks was the second most effectively recognized with average accuracy 

increasing more rapidly in early stage recognition and not leveling off in the >0.9 

range until 60% through the trace. Precision in TeamBlocks was also in the middle 

increasing to 0.485, meaning a typical case converges to just a few interpretations. 

This is consistent with TeamBlocks showing a sequence entropy (0.481) and TOV 

(4.108) only slightly higher and lower respectively than Collector. 

• Storybook continued to be the most challenging domain to recognize, P-MAPRAP 

started with the lowest accuracy (0.204 at 10%) and growing relatively consistently to 

0.789. Storybook was also the lowest domain for precision reaching only an average 

of 0.179. This is consistent with Storybook having a high sequence entropy (0.875) 

and the lowest TOV (3.278). 

 These results quantify recognition performance of P-MAPRAP for each domain showing 

it clearly superior and more stable than ESA and equivalent to MAPRAP (without the 

requirement for ideal conditions). Again, this performance correlated with our findings for 

recognition difficulty for a domain (sequence entropy and TOV).  

7.2.2.1 Similarity of Results to MAPRAP for Ideal Conditions 

Expectation. When agents are acting optimally and there are not observations errors, we 

would expect P-MAPRAP to behave very similarly to MAPRAP. The primary difference 

between P-MAPRAP and MAPRAP is in the managed for interpretations over time. 

MAPRAP prunes interpretations as soon as the observations are inconsistent with an optimal 

plan for the hypothesized team to achieve the hypothesized goal. P-MAPRAP scores this 

consistency and simply focuses attention on the highest scored interpretations until the 

ranking changes. Under ideal conditions pruning and prioritizing should be equivalent. 

Conclusion. This hypothesis is supported by our evaluation of P-MAPRAP. Our results were 

only slightly different, and this difference includes slightly different problems timing out. We 

should note that P-MAPRAP initially exceeded the performance of a previous version of 

MAPRAP (as published previous). However, we reworked MAPRAP to include all 

optimizations that were not based on the interpretation queue, thus bringing it up to the same 
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level as P-MAPRAP (under ideal conditions). 

7.2.2.2 Conclusions from MAPRAP Chapter Revisited 

Many of the conclusions we would make from these P-MAPRAP results have already been 

made in Chapter 6. So, we will only summarize them briefly here: 

• Perfect Recall under Ideal Conditions – P-MAPRAP was able to achieve perfect 

recall for all problems here. As a result, the accuracy and precision curves are smooth 

and monotonically increasing. With P-MAPRAP we also have the ability to 

investigate non-ideal conditions, as we do in Sections 0 and 7.4. 

• The Value of Additional Observations for Recognition – Given perfect recall, the 

value of each additional observation can be seen in the growth of the accuracy and 

precision trajectories. For Collector and Team Blocks, early stage observations 

resulted in greater increases in accuracy than later stage observations. The Storybook 

accuracy curve showed relatively consistent increases throughout the trace. 

• How Plan Distinctiveness Influences Recognition – P-MAPRAP results also 

supported the hypothesis that relative recognition difficulty of domains could be 

assessed by sequence entropy and TOV as the orderings were consistent. 

7.2.3 Detailed Results Investigating Domains and Team Compositions 

 In this section, we group the results for each domain. For each domain, we analyze the 

recall, accuracy, and precision over time for each arrangement of team composition (number 

of agents in number of teams). As in the summary, these results are very similar to those of 

MAPRAP, so the discussion focuses on overall P-MAPRAP findings and any changes from 

MAPRAP’s respective curves. 
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7.2.3.1 Analyzing P-MAPRAP on TeamBlocks Domain 

Recall. Recall was consistently 1. 

Accuracy. The accuracy grew quickly in the early stage up to 30% into the trace as many 

interpretations were deprioritized. All cases showed monotonic increases in accuracy. As 

with MAPRAP, the cases with more agents had more potential interpretations and were able 

to achieve higher early stage accuracy. Cases with more teams also achieved higher 

accuracies before those with fewer teams, likely due to the increased number of observations 

per percent through trace. 

 
Figure 59. Accuracy of P-MAPRAP on TeamBlocks was very similar to MAPRAP. Cases with more agents (and thus more 
potential interpretations) we able to eliminate incorrect interpretations at a higher rate  

 Early-stage recognition using P-MAPRAP shows lower accuracy for cases with multiple 

agents on a single team. For example, for 3 Agents / 1 Team was had 0.013 accuracy at 10% 

into trace while 3 Agents / 2 Teams started at 0.439  and 3 Agents / 3 Teams started at 0.654. 

While each of these cases has the same number of interpretations, patterns with the 

observations are more consistent with different goals which suggests agents are not on the 

same team. 
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Precision. The precision over time reflects how many false positive interpretations the 

recognizer outputted given the observations so far. In early-stage recognition of TeamBlocks 

problems P-MAPRAP for outputs many false positives in order to ensure that it maintains 

high recall despite very limited information (Figure 60). Later in the trace, we can see P-

MAPRAP converging towards a single interpretation for 1 Agent / 1 Team (average 

precision = 1) while others were lower (e.g., 0.623 for 2 Agents / 2 Teams was second 

highest). 

 
Figure 60. Precision over time for P-MAPRAP on TeamBlocks domain. The precision increases more significantly later in 
the trace and for more team compositions. The 1 Agent / 1 Team consistently showed the highest precision. 

 In general, team compositions, fewer agents performed better than more agents in terms 

of precision. Similarly more teams tended to have higher precision than fewer for the same 

number of agents. As with accuracy, these results support the position that P-MAPRAP can 

more readily recognize the joint team and goal/plan with more observations and actions 

towards different goals. 
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7.2.3.2 Analysis of P-MAPRAP on Collector Domain 

Recall. Recall was 1 consistently. 

Accuracy. The accuracy of P-MAPRAP on the Collection domain showed that there was a 

rapid grow in true negative interpretations in the early stages of the traces (Figure 61). There 

is a leveling out that occurs mid-stage and convergence to 1 precision by 90% into the trace. 

This is an indication that the Collector domain was relatively easy for P-MAPRAP to 

recognize. The delay in convergence of the 1 Agent / 1 Team is caused by a smaller number 

of potential interpretations for a single agent, so a few unresolved interpretations have a 

larger relative effect on the accuracy. 

 

Figure 61. Accuracy of P-MAPRAP on the Collector domain was consistently high as was MAPRAP. Convergence 
occurred quickly for this domain, which is consistent with our domain characterizations. 

 Again, team compositions with agents on separate teams (and thus pursuing different 

goals) were recognized earlier in the trace than those with multiple agents working together. 

In addition to pursuing different goals, more teams equate to more observations, so the 

combination of additional information and more distinct sequences helped P-MAPRAP. 

Precision. The precision curves for P-MAPRAP for the Collection domain tell a very 
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different story than those of TeamBlocks. In Figure 62, we can see that most of the team 

compositions reached high precision values by the end of the trace. The most difficult cases 

for P-MAPRAP to recognize were those of 4 Agents / 1 Team, which we should not are the 

most likely to contain cases where some agent either did not act or acted minimally. When 

this occurs, P-MAPRAP does not have observational evidence to distinguish the team or goal 

of that agent, leaving many potential interpretations undifferentiated. 

 
Figure 62. Precision for P-MAPRAP recognition of Collector domain showedt.  

 Like TeamBlocks, compositions with more teams tended to score higher at the 

completion of the trace. In fact, there are three clusters of final scores at 100% into the trace 

that correspond to the how the agents are distributed to teams (fewer agents/team is higher). 

However, this is not the trend during mid-stage recognition where P-MAPRAP tended to 

have higher precision for cases for the single team compositions (except 4 Agents / 1 Team 

which was an outlier) followed by those with two and then three teams. 
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7.2.3.3 Analysis of P-MAPRAP on Storybook Domain 

Recall. Recall was 1 consistently. 

Accuracy. The accuracy of P-MAPRAP on Storybook problems is considerably different 

than the other domains. In Storybook, many of the cases simply did not completely converge 

to a single interpretation within the trace (Figure 63). Somewhat surprisingly, the accuracy of 

P-MAPRAP appears higher for team compositions with more agents, in addition to more 

teams improving recognition over the same number of agents on fewer teams. 

 
Figure 63. Accuracy of P-MAPRAP on Storybook had a similarly wide spread of results but were higher than MAPRAP. 
Cases with a single team improved from MAPRAP, but still tended to have lower accuracy. 

 The best performing team composition was 4 Agents / 3 Teams which reached an average 

accuracy of 0.977 at the completion of the trace. The lowest scoring composition was 1 

Agent / 1 Team which only reached an average accuracy of 0.624 at that same point. 

However, the number of observations going into these recognitions is considerably different: 

1 Agent / 1 Team averaged 15 observed actions, while 4 Agents / 3 Teams averaged 43 

observed actions.  
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Precision. The precision curves for Storybook indicate that P-MAPRAP, on average, did not 

converge to a single interpretation by the completion of the trace. In fact, the precision scores 

were consistently low and relatively undifferentiated as shown in Figure 64. 

 
Figure 64.Precision of P-MAPRAP for Storybook problems was consistently low but slightly improved from MAPRAP. 
Single agent cases continued to show the best results probably due to fewer interpretations in general. 

 In early stage recognitions many of the precision values were near 0 suggesting that the 

first few observations were not particularly informative for P-MAPRAP recognition. Since 

the single agent case has fewer observations, any reduction in false positives had a more 

significant effect than on the others. 
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7.3 Effects of Dropped Observations Recognition Results 

 On common type of error that impedes recognition is simply missing observations. These 

errors may occur because of sensor limitations, interference, or simply no realizing to look 

for something. In this study, we evaluate P-MAPRAP while replicating these types of errors 

using simulation traces for which some observations are dropped. 

 As shown in Table 13, we selected 355 unique scenarios distributed over each domain 

and team composition. We ran each scenario 20 times, 4 samples at each of 5 different levels 

of randomly dropped observations. A 10% dropping rate indicates that for each observation, 

there is a 10% chance that the observation id dropped. Cases that timed out during 

recognition (10 mins) were dropped. We compare this against the full set of results for 

perfect observations presented in Section 7.2 (shown as Perfect). 

Table 13. We compared instances with dropped observations to the instances in the previous section, the total number of 
scenarios with dropped observations was 355, but we executed each 4 times with random dropping making 7055 instances 
with dropped observations. These are the n values for all graphs in this section. 

Observation Quality TeamBlocks Collector Storybook Total 
Perfect (1 sample only) 113 131 111 355 

10% dropped 452 524 444 1420 
20% dropped 452 521 440 1413 
30% dropped 452 520 440 1412 
40% dropped 452 520 436 1408 
50% dropped 450 520 432 1402 

Total 2371 2736 2303 7410 

 In the sections below we present a summary of the results. Additional detailed results can 

be found in the Appendix. By this analysis, we hoped to address two key questions: 

• How do randomly dropped observations impact recognition performance? 

• Are there critical observations that the recognizer requires to be correct? 

7.3.1 Summary of Results for P-MAPRAP with Dropped Observations 

 For this summary of results, we merged results from all domains. Where relevant we 

indicate domain differences as they come into play. For full details on the break out of 

domains for each metrics, see the Appendix. 
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Recall. Recall represents how often the recognizer included the correct interpretation in the 

set of positive interpretations. For a perfect observed, the recall was consistently 1. As shown 

in Figure 65, when observations were dropped P-MAPRAP’s recall would go down as low as 

0.913.  

 

Figure 65. Recall for P-MAPRAP with dropped observations across all domains shows any missing information can reduce 
recall, but the magnitudes were similar and did not directly reflect the amount of dropping due to ceiling effects. 

 The break out per domain (see Appendix) shows that Collector maintained the 1 recall. 

Team Blocks had a slight drop in recall, while Storybook dropped as low as 0.784. This 

suggests that Storybook (and to a lessor extend TeamBlocks) has specific actions, that if 

dropped result in misrecognition of the correct interpretation. These sensitivities make sense 

with these domains. For Collector, movements depend on previous positions, but for 

Storybook an entire theme choice could ride on performing one action over another. 
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Accuracy. The accuracy indicates how efficiently P-MAPRAP identifies incorrect 

interpretations. P-MAPRAP was most accurate when it was using all of the possible 

observations (see Figure 66). As we expected, the accuracy was reduced slightly for each 

increase in dropped observations. The largest gap was with the 50% drop. 

 
Figure 66. Overall Accuracy of P-MAPRAP with dropped observations shows lower accuracy with less information. The 
ordering of these conditions is consistent with the degree of dropped observations. 

 For each observation that is dropped the total simulation trace length is decreased by one. 

Since the recognizer is online, it is unaware the length of the trace and has no evidence that 

an observation was dropped at all. In the evaluation component, we normalize each of the 

traces to percent into the trace to avoid the length of the trace for biasing the results. In this 

case, shorter traces from dropped observations mean that less observations were used for 

each point, so a lower accuracy is expected. 

 The individual domains showed consistent results for accuracy (See Appendix). 

TeamBlocks and Colleector showed the dropped cases having a larger variation early and 

nearly closing the gap by completion of the trace. Storybook had lower accuracy for 

problems with dropped observations, and showed sensitives at about 30% and 90%. 

Precision. Precision assesses the number of false positives the recognizer outputs. As shown 

in Figure 67, precision for cases with dropped observations was very similar to the perfect 
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case during the early stage but showed the expected spread in latter stages. 

 
Figure 67. Overall Precision of P-MAPRAP with dropped observations shows that precision is increased when there are 
some observations dropped. This was a surprising result that suggests that dropping a few observations can reduce false 
positives. 

 In the specific domain break outs (see Appendix), P-MAPRAP on TeamBlocks and 

Storybook showed little difference in precision until the later stages of the trace. On the other 

hand, Collector showed early stage differences with no difference at the end of the trace. 

Since Collector was the only domain with perfect recall over dropped observations, we 

suspect that more difference early is a factor of less information and more difference later in 

the trace is a factor of the sensitive of the domain for recognition. 

7.3.2 Conclusions for P-MAPRAP with Dropped Observations 

 Overall, P-MAPRAP was able to succeed in recognizing the teams and plans/goals of 

agents even with a relatively high percent of dropped observations. One reason that this 

result is interesting is because it is counter to the practice of building plan libraries based on 

key events that discriminate agent intent. A system that can miss 50% of the observations and 

still get the correct answer would more robust to limitations and placement of sensors. 
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7.3.2.1 The Effect of Dropped Observations on Recognition 

Expectation. We expected recall to be sensitive to dropped observations if the domains 

included single (or few) actions that are pivotal in the interpretation. We expected both 

accuracy and precision to be reduced in proportion to the amount of observations dropped. 

Conclusion. Recall did appear to be sensitive in domains where one or a few actions could 

be major discriminators between interpretations. Storybook is a good example of this because 

it has many build up actions and potential twists. This study also supported the hypothesis 

that accuracy would be reduced by dropped observations, this occurred in all domains. 

 The hypothesis that precision would also be decreased relative to the number of dropped 

observations was not supported. In each domain, we saw precision for cases with dropped 

observations exceeding those with perfect observations. This reflects the needle-in-the-

haystack nation of recognition problems with a single correct interpretation where precision 

is closely tied to the number of false positives (unless recall = 0).  

7.3.2.2 Sensitivity of Domains to Specific Actions Being Recognized 

Expectation. Of our three domains, we anticipated that recognition of Storybook problems 

would be the most vulnerable to dropped observations because there is considerable variation 

in potential solutions up until a set of critical actions. 

Conclusion. This hypothesis is supported by these results. Using P-MAPRAP, Storybook 

was indeed the most sensitive domain to dropped observations. TeamBlocks was the second 

most sensitive, and Collector was the least vulnerable. Recognition fails (recall=0) when 

critical actions are dropped, and the remaining context better supports another interpretation. 

7.4 Effects of Suboptimal Team Plans on Recognition Results 

 A second type of error that could impede recognition is teams that are not accomplishing 

their prescribed goals in an efficient manner. Since many real world agents do not act optimal 

for a wide range of reasons, this is a type of case we evaluate for P-MAPRAP. There are also 

many ways in which an agent or team could act suboptimally (e.g., deception, incompetence, 
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alternate objective functions, or different perceptions of the environment or actions). 

 For this study, we used our TopK planner JFFTK to produce a large number of plans, 

which we quantified in terms of suboptimality (Equation 7.1), and then randomly selected 

from those closest to each desired degree of suboptimality. The simulator interleaved the 

selected traces to produce a single serial trace where each team operated at a similar level of 

suboptimality. The counts (n) for each domain and degree is given in Table 14. The optimal 

solutions are the same as presented in 7.2. 	 ( ) = ( 	 )( ) 	 (7.5)	
Table 14. Thee n values for all graphs in this section separated by domain and degree of optimality. The variation in these 
values is caused by challenges using JFFTK to find suboptimal traces. It was not uncommon for some problems to have 
many slightly suboptimal solutions, limiting the searches that got to less optimal solutions. 

Degree Suboptimality Collector Storybook TeamBlocks Total 
optimal 395 357 366 1118 

90% of opt 86 211 95 392 
80% of opt 51 153 143 347 
70% of opt 2 35 92 129 
60% of opt - 5 14 19 

Grand Total 534 761 710 2005 

 As we observed in Chapter 5, when comparing the plans made with planners the 

objective function of the planner and the method by which actions are scheduled for agents 

can be very distinct. Unfortunately, our approach for generating suboptimal traces uses a 

planner (JFFTK) different from that using in P-MAPRAP (Graphplan in this study). As a 

result, we can expect to have many of the challenges experienced by ESA, but it is not 

obvious how P-MAPRAP will address these challenges. Two key questions we wish to 

answer are: 

• How does suboptimality of agent behavior impact recognition with P-MAPRAP? 

• Can P-MAPRAP recover from early stage misrecognition and reprioritize the correct 

interpretation given later information? 

7.4.1 Summary of Results for P-MAPRAP with Suboptimal Team Plans 

 For this summary of results we merged results from all domains. Where relevant we 
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indicate domain differences as they come into play. For full details on the break out of 

domains and team sizes, see Appendix. 

Recall. Recall indicates if the correct interpretation is in the positive recognitions. Figure 68 

shows P-MAPRAP suffered degrading recall likely accompanied with a lowering of the 

highest consistency scores. The 60% curve has fewer samples as shown in Table 14. 

 
Figure 68. Recall across domains shows that 70%, 80%, and 90% inefficiencies were relatively indistinguishable and 
trended on a downward trajectory. This is likely best explained by the differences in planners since the suboptimal traces 
were simulated using JFFTK(k=200) and recognized with Graphplan, essentially the reverse of ESA cases. 
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Accuracy. The accuracy curves represent the identification and deprioritization of true 

negatives within P-MAPRAP. The accuracy for all suboptimal traces was lower than that of 

the optimal traces (Figure 68). The fact that the suboptimal lines show non-monotonic 

changes is a strong indicator that P-MAPRAP’s highest consistency scores are dropping and 

interpretations that were previously negative become positive. 

 
Figure 69. Accuracy across domains shows relatively high accuracy. The ordering of the accuracy generally corresponds to 
the level of efficiency of the plans in the traces. 

 The recall curves for Collector showed a different pattern than we see here in the 

aggregate – 90% and 80% followed the degrading curve until after 70% into the trace, at 

which point they pulled up (from 0.363 to 0.785 for 90% and from 0.441 to 0.647 for 80%, 

see Figure 93 in Appendix). This pull up is an indication that P-MAPRAP can recover in 

some cases where it has previously failed to recall the correct interpretation.  

 Accuracy in the TeamBlocks domain also showed a bifurcation where the optimal and 

90% curves were similar at a higher accuracy and the 80% and 70% were similar but 

somewhat lower. Storybook also had a split with optimal, 90%, and 80% doing similarly well 

and the others doing somewhat worse. 
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Precision. The precision curves were relatively low indicating that P-MAPRAP was 

outputting a large number of false positive recognitions (Figure 70). The results were 

relatively consistent between domains, with Storybook having the worst precision and 

Collector having the best (see Appendix for details). 

 
Figure 70. Precision across domains shows generally low precision and flat trajectories on suboptimal cases; this indicates 
that P-MAPRAP was less able to reduce false positives even with additional observations. 

7.4.2 Conclusions for P-MAPRAP with Suboptimal Team Plans 

 The findings for suboptimal team plans are unfortunately confounded with the issues 

caused by the differences in planners, so we are hesitant to draw large conclusions here. 

7.4.2.1 The Effects of Suboptimality of Agent Behavior on Recognition 

Expectation. We expected results similar to the dropped observations with accuracy and 

precious curves being lower proportionally to the degree of suboptimality. We expected 

recall curves to have dips but recover by the end of the trace. 

Conclusion. These results to do not support any of these hypotheses. In cases like Collector, 

we can begin to see results similar to our expectations, but in the others the results are erratic. 
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This appears to be a repercussion of the use of JFFTK as our simulation planner as with ESA.  

7.4.2.2 Examples of Recovery from Early-Stage Misrecognition 

Expectation. We expected to see recall curves that occasionally went to 0 and then returned 

to 1. This could be caused by a suboptimal action causing an incorrect interpretation to 

appear more consistent. Over time we would expect to see recall recovered when additional 

information reduced the consistency of the incorrect interpretation. 

Conclusion. We did observe cases of recall bouncing back from 0 due to additional 

information, so this hypothesis is supported. However, we did not see the amount of this 

phenomena as we had anticipated. This is however consistent with the issues we identified in 

Section 5.1.2 where mixing planners with different objective functions and multi-agent 

scheduling strategies resulted in considerably different solutions. 

7.5 Run-Time Performance Assessment 

 The run-time performance of P-MAPRAP is measured in terms of the count of plans 

synthesized as was MAPRAP. In order to compare performance across a wide range of cases, 

we normalize to average number of runs per goal per time step – resulting in the number of 

times slower than worst case single agent recognition. 

 Figure 71 compares the mean normalized run-time (in terms of plans synthesized) for 

each domain and each team composition. TeamBlocks has the shortest traces, and so the 

efficiency of pruning over time has less. The results for P-MAPRAP are very similar to those 

of MAPRAP because the under ideal conditions the pruning and prioritizing work similarly, 

and it is only under non-ideal conditions that P-MAPRAP reconsiders interpretations that 

have previously been de-prioritized in the interpretation queue.  

 In terms of domains, we P-MAPRAP performed slightly more efficiently than MAPRAP 

when the traces were longer. Again, the single agent scenario is the most efficient followed 

by those where each of multiple teams is composed of a single agent. The least efficient 

performance occurs when there are multiple agents on a single team, which is consistent with 
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the lower accuracy throughout the trace for these cases. 

 

Figure 71. The run-time performance of P-MAPRAP for each domain and team composition normalized. Like MAPRAP, 
problems with many agents on the same team tended to require more plans to be synthesized. 

7.6 Specific Challenges and Future Work 

Improving Suboptimal Traces. Our approach of using JFFTK to generate suboptimal traces 

had the benefit of producing a wide range of quantifiably suboptimal traces. However, when 

selecting team plans to produce the evaluation traces there were many choices. For this 

research, we selected plans for each team that were as close as possible to the objective level 

(i.e., 90%, 80%, 70%, and 60%). The more significant problem we discovered with this 

approach is that JFFTK simply produced poor multi-agent schedules – the total cost was 

good but the distribution of actions between agents was inefficient. As we observed in 

Chapter 5, when the simulation and recognition planners produce very different plans and/or 

schedules recall suffers. 

 One alternative method of producing suboptimal plans would be to simply add 

unnecessary actions to the trace. This could be done by running the simulation planner with 
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the goal plus some number of randomly selected actions (ensuring added action does not 

conflict with other actions). A set of these could then be compared with running the plan with 

just to goal to quantify the suboptimality. 

Incremental Team Expansion. In P-MAPRAP we generate all possible full interpretations, 

which is a considerable number. For the first few time steps, many of these interpretations 

score highly simply because there has not been sufficient information to reduce them. If we 

wished to improve the overall run-time efficiency, reducing the number of interpretations 

calculated during early stage recognition would be an effective approach. 

 We experimented with this in MAPRAP’s aggressive pruning approach, but the solution 

there proved to be not general enough. A smarter system that started with fewer and more 

abstract representations of the team and incrementally resolved the teams might significantly 

reduce the upfront run-time cost, potentially eliminating groups of interpretations before they 

had to be analyzed individually. 

Mistaken Action or Agent Errors. We evaluated dropped observations, but it would be 

worth considering how observations could mistake one action for another. This would 

introduce a type of error for that may cause P-MAPRAP to score interpretations incorrectly, 

potentially so much so that it may not recover through the completion of the trace. A model 

of how observations might be mistaken would facilitate accounting for these errors in 

techniques such as ESA, but it is not clear how this would be added to PRAP-based 

techniques. One approach may be to synthesize plans with multiple potential mistakes and 

weight the costs based on some a priori likelihood the actions could be mistaken. A similar 

type of error would be in misidentifying the agent acting. Confusing the actor for an observed 

action would change significantly impede the recognition of teams as well as goals/plans.  

Identifying Critical Actions for Recognition. We did not investigate which actions were 

critical such that if they were dropped the recall would go down. This would be a 

straightforward effort, except our system did not track which observations were dropped for 

each problem instance. We can imagine several ways that one could go about assessing the 

significance of specific actions in terms of their value in recognition. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusions and Future Work 

 At the start of this research, we were not sure it was feasible to perform online MAPR 

given a planning domain. This concern is now diminished as we have developed three unique 

MAPR recognizer and a set of tools for parametrically evaluating MAPR performance 

throughout the entire trace. Each of our recognizers is general and use the same inputs based 

on a planning domain description. We have developed two new multi-agent domains that 

extend the range of the existing MAPR evaluation sets in both directions, and introduced new 

techniques for analyzing a corpus of planning solutions to estimate how relatively difficult it 

will be to perform MAPR for a specific domain. 

 Our results for recognition performance provide proof of the value of our recognition 

approaches. While most current PAIR research presents results only at the final stage of 

observations, our online approach shows how recall, accuracy, and precision change over 

time directly support work in early stage recognition. Our collection of results, domains, and 

tools provide a baseline for comparison of online MAPR solutions in the future. 

8.1 Comparing Performance of Recognition Approaches 

 Our findings show that MAPR with a plan library, even one generated at the start of 

recognition, is highly sensitive to how close the cases (or other representation) used maps to 

the observations. Using a TopK planner to generate a plan library is possible, but there are 

such a large range of possible multi-agent schedules possible that the generated cases do not 

necessarily cover the space of plan sequences that could be observed. The advantage of 

generating and using a plan library is that the performance cost is up front and off-line, and 

the actual comparisons can be very fast. ESA’s use of sequence alignment seemed reasonable 
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under the assumption that the library contained all the expected orderings of actions, but this 

was simply not the case because our generation process did not account for enough potential 

multi-agent schedules. These differences between the plan library and the observation trace 

sequences resulted in unreliable recognition performance. Recall and precision were 

particular uncompelling. 

 Our alternative to using a plan library (even generated) were our MAPRAP and P-

MAPRAP recognizers which generated, executed, and evaluated planning problems on-line 

in order to determine if the observations were consistent with specific hypothesized team 

compositions and goals. Dynamically finding plans that achieve the hypothesized goals with 

the hypothesized teams while executing any relevant observed actions proved to be more 

effective than attempting to exhaustively generate all possibilities a priori. However, this 

places the computation burden at each time step (in our online case, each observation) which 

can be problematic when the application calls for rapid recognition. However, the plan 

synthesis for each partial interpretation is independent and we were able to execute many in 

parallel. Additionally, the pruning in MAPRAP and prioritization in P-MAPRAP were 

proven to be very effective at reducing the search space and avoiding executing unnecessary 

planning problems. 

 MAPRAP and P-MAPRAP both had perfect recall at every time step for cases where the 

agents in the scene were optimally pursuing their team’s goal. We consider perfect recall for 

MAPR to be a key accomplishment of this research. We were able to show the improvement 

in accuracy and precision over time for a wide range of domains, team compositions, and 

environmental conditions. While MAPRAP and P-MAPRAP had similar results for teams 

that perform optimally, P-MAPRAP was also flexible enough to evaluate recognition under 

less than ideal conditions. We evaluated P-MAPRAP recognition and determined it to be 

successful despite significant dropping of observation, and (to a lessor extent) when agents 

were acting suboptimally. 
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8.2 Future work 

 We presented specific challenges and future work specific to each of our three 

recognizers in their respective chapters. Earlier chapters presented specific challenges and 

ideas for continuing, extending, or replacing the technologies underlying our three 

recognizers. In this section, we address future work independent of these solutions. 

Additional MAPR Domains. We initially assumed that using PDDL as an input to our 

recognizer would facilitate using a large number of existing domains and problem sets. 

However, we discovered that most PDDL domains were created to exercise planners, not 

recognizers. Many times their goals were simply obvious (e.g., the same goal for all 

problems). Additionally, few multi-agent planning domains were obvious about the team 

composition. TeamBlocks is used pervasively as the domain for MAPR today because it is 

flexible in both the goals and the team compositions. We hope that our contributions of 

Collector and Storybook, and metrics for estimating the difficulty of recognition will help 

future researchers. However, we also see the need for more domains to ensure generality and 

evaluate specific characteristics of domains. 

Competitive and Interfering Teams. The scope of our research was limited to teams that did 

not interact, compete, or interfere with each other. This limitation is pervasive in our 

simulation approach and in how we optimize the performance of our recognizers. Allowing 

partial interpretations to be independent was helpful in moving this work forward, but may 

not be realistic for many applications where agent behavior occurs within the context of the 

actions of other agents and teams. Competitive games is a clear example where agent 

interaction is critical. Future work in recognizing teams that are interacting and responding to 

each other’s actions would be valuable for such applications. 

Supporting other Domain Descriptions. We chose PDDL for representing domain 

descriptions in our recognizer because it had the widest support in planners, the most existing 

domains, and is mature. However, since we started, support for MA-PDDL and GDDL have 

increased. Both of these representations have built in support for multiple agents. 
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Appendix A  Results for ESA by Domain, Method, and Agent Count 

 In additional detailed results from Chapter 5, we compare the three methods: A: 

Graphplan, B: JavaFF, and C: JFFTK(k=1), each domain, and different numbers of agents in 

the scene in this section. Overall, the results here are highly erratic. 

A.1. ESA Method A on TeamBlocks Domain 

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Agent Count n 
1 Agent(s) 5 
2 Agent(s) 4 
3 Agent(s) 5 
4 Agent(s) 5 

 

Figure 72. Detailed ESA results for Method A on TeamBlocks. 
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A.2. ESA Method A on Collector Domain 

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Agent Count n 
1 Agent(s) 5 
2 Agent(s) 5 
3 Agent(s) 5 
4 Agent(s) 5 

 

Figure 73. Detailed ESA results for Method A on Collector Domain. 
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A.3. ESA Method A on Storybook Domain 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Agent Count n 
1 Agent(s) 5 
2 Agent(s) 5 
3 Agent(s) 5 
4 Agent(s) 5 

 

Figure 74. Detailed ESA results for Method A on Storybook Domain. 
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A.4. ESA Method B on TeamBlocks Domain 

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Agent Count n 
1 Agent(s) 3 
2 Agent(s) 5 
3 Agent(s) 4 
4 Agent(s) 3 

 

Figure 75. Detailed ESA results for Method B on TeamBlocks Domain. 
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A.5. ESA Method B on Collector Domain 

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Agent Count n 
1 Agent(s) 5 
2 Agent(s) 5 
3 Agent(s) 5 
4 Agent(s) 5 

 

Figure 76. Detailed ESA results for Method B on Collector Domain. 
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A.6. ESA Method B on Storybook Domain 

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Agent Count n 
1 Agent(s) 5 
2 Agent(s) 5 
3 Agent(s) 5 
4 Agent(s) 5 

 

Figure 77. Detailed ESA results for Method B on Storybook Domain. 
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A.7. ESA Method C on TeamBlocks Domain 

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Agent Count n 
1 Agent(s) 4 
2 Agent(s) 4 
3 Agent(s) 4 
4 Agent(s) 1 

 

Figure 78. Detailed ESA results for Method C on TeamBlocks Domain. 
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A.8. ESA Method C on Collector Domain 

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Agent Count n 
1 Agent(s) 5 
2 Agent(s) 3 
3 Agent(s) 2 
4 Agent(s) 1 

 

Figure 79. Detailed ESA results for Method C on Collector Domain. 
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A.9. ESA Method C on Storybook Domain 

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Agent Count n 
1 Agent(s) 5 
2 Agent(s) 5 
3 Agent(s) 2 
4 Agent(s) 4 

 

Figure 80. Detailed ESA results for Method C on Storybook Domain. 
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Appendix B  Results for P-MAPRAP with Dropped Observations by Domain 

 This section breaks out the recognition results for P-MAPRAP in cases where 

observations are randomly being dropped out of the trace (with various degrees of 

likelihood). Overall, performance suffers in each domain, with Collector fairing the best due 

to P-MAPRAP being able to maintain perfect recall in those cases. When the average recall 

drops (i.e., more cases get a recall of 0 vice 1), due to observations being dropped that were 

critical for distinguishing between interpretations, we also see a drop in average precision 

(i.e., some cases having a precision of 0). Accuracy can often continue to perform reasonably 

well despite small drops in recall. 

 In each domain, the ordering of accuracy and precision generally follows the degree of 

dropped observations. This is consistent with our expectations because dropping observations 

should shift the ideal curves to the left. However, the precision curve for Storybook shows 

that 70% into the trace the degree of dropped observations has little effect. Remaining 

observations were then hit or miss for specific critical actions to distinguish goals. 

B.1. P-MAPRAP on TeamBlocks with Dropped Observations 

 
Figure 81. Recall for P-MAPRAP on TeamBlocks was very high but not perfect, indicating that dropping some actions does 
result in errors in recognition. 
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Figure 82. Accuracy of P-MAPRAP with dropped observations on TeamBlocks domain shows an early lower accuracy with 
partial recovery later in the trace. As expected more dropped observations resulted in lower accuracy. 

 

 
Figure 83. Precision for P-MAPRAP for TeamBlocks with dropped observations shows that dropping has a higher impact on 
the later stage recognition as fewer false positives are eliminated. 
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B.2. P-MAPRAP on Collector with Dropped Observations 

 
Figure 84. Recall for P-MAPRAP for Collector was perfect despite dropped observations. This was likely due to there being 
inherent dependency between movement actions (e.g., you can’t move from A to B until you get to A).  

 
Figure 85. Accuracy of P-MAPRAP on Collector domains with dropped observations shows recover of accuracy later in 
trace and a convergence for imperfect observations around 70%. 
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Figure 86. Precision for P-MAPRAP with dropped observations for Collector also showed dropping observations resulted in 
the expected reduction in precision, but remained general high. 
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B.3. P-MAPRAP on Storybook with Dropped Observations 

 
Figure 87. Recall for P-MAPRAP on Storybook trended the lowest of the domains. It also shows a spread, however the 
order here is the opposite of what was expected – likely due to lower confidence in the overall recognition. 

 
Figure 88. Accuracy of P-MAPRAP with dropped observations in Storybook show imperfect traces can have either higher 
or lower accuracy than perfect. This is due to missing context more aggressively deprioritizing interpretations and that (more 
often than not) reducing false positives. 
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Figure 89. Precision of P-MAPRAP with dropped observations for Storybook was general low and showed little consistent 
differences based on observations being dropped. 
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Appendix C  Results for P-MAPRAP with Suboptimal Team Plans by Domain 

 In this section, we present the detailed results for each domain when P-MAPRAP is given 

observations representing suboptimal plans. The degree of suboptimality does have an 

overall effect, but it is erratic. We believe this stems from the significant differences between 

the scheduled produced by JFFTK and Graphplan. In all domains, the recall curves show a 

relatively consistent degradation (except Collector in which some cases recovered some). 

This suggests that the suboptimal plans being produced in Simulation by JFFTK were 

frequently misinterpreted by P-MAPRAP (using Graphplan).  

 The accuracy curves for each domain show that P-MAPRAP was deprioritizing 

interpretations and some were recovering over time. Combined with the diminishing recall 

suggests that that the consistency scores were generally falling with some incorrect 

interpretations falling less quickly. Precision curves were disastrous as would be expected 

when the recall was failing. Overall, these show that P-MAPRAP found incorrect plans that 

explained the observations as well or better than the correct plans. 

C.1. P-MAPRAP on TeamBlocks with Suboptimal Team Plans 

 
Figure 90. Recall of P-MAPRAP for TeamBlocks with Suboptimal Team Plans drops significantly. 
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Figure 91. In Teamblocks, suboptimal team plans appear to group into pairs of similar accuracy trajectories, we believe this 
is an artifact of shorter traces and paired actions. As expected, the further agent plans got from optimal, the lower the 
accuracy of recognition tended to be.  

 
Figure 92. Precision of P-MAPRAP with suboptimal team plans for TeamBlocks. It was surprising to see an early increase 
in precision for the 60% suboptimal traces, this suggests that some inefficiencies helped recognition, although note n=14. 
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C.2. P-MAPRAP on Collector with Suboptimal Team Plans 

 
Figure 93. Recall for P-MAPRAP with suboptimal team plans for Collector. Notice, for 90% and 80% efficiencies, there is a 
dip in recall, but it is recovered later in the trace, this indicates that the correct interpretation was deemed unlikely at one 
point until additional actions were observed and it became the top score again. 

 
Figure 94. Accuracy for P-MAPRAP with suboptimal team plans in the Collector domain showed a high accuracy with 
surprisingly good results for the two 70% cases. There were no 60% cases generated for this domain by JFFTK(k=200). 
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Figure 95. Precision for P-MAPRAP with suboptimal team plans for Collector domain shows a slightly higher precision 
early on for 80% and 90%, but a relatively flat trajectory. In the 70% inefficiency case (n=2) there were high false positives 
early on and failure to identify the correct interpretation later on. 
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C.3. P-MAPRAP on Storybook with Suboptimal Team Plans 

 
Figure 96. Recall for P-MAPRAP for Storybook with suboptimal team plans shows a significant decline over time for all 
suboptimal traces. Note, recall was also problematic for ESA between JFFTK and Graphplan, so this decline could be 
attributed to differences in the planners instead of inefficient agent activity.  

 
Figure 97. Accuracy for P-MAPRAP with suboptimal team plans for Storybook domain was relatively high. At termination 
of the trace, accuracy reflected the efficiency order directly, but prior to that they varied. 
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Figure 98. Precision for P-MAPRAP with suboptimal team plans for Storybook was consistently low and showed a negative 
trajectory that is consistent with a decline in recall. 

 


